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Helmi Keränen Asko’s and PK’s mother.
Martti Henttunen founding member of the band 
Matti Mätä & SS, bass and guitar player (Finnish 
punk and new wave bands e.g. Xtaasi, Mur Murr, and 
Kumma Heppu ja Lopunajan voidellut [An Odd Fel-
low and The Anointed Ones of The End-times]).
Tarja Lotvonen original vocalist and recorder play-
er of 22-PP.
Kari Starck bass player (Finnish punk and new 
wave bands e.g. Xtaasi, Ratsia (Raid), Vaavi (Baby), 
The Inner Spacemen, and Sick Things International).
Jyri-Jussi Rekinen journalist, guitar player of Xtaasi.
Hanna Kukkonen municipal culture secretary of 
Utajärvi.
Kauko Röyhkä musician and writer.
Jyrki Siukonen visual artist, drummer (e.g. the 
Finnish new wave band Kollaa Kestää [Kollaa Will 
Hold]), sound engineer and producer of 22-PP.

�. Also Starring

Timo Aarniala pioneer of Underground cartoons and 
a movie man.
Inna Camaro (former Aarniala) visual artist, cov-
er artist of 22-PP.
Riku Mattila producer and former “fourth member” 
of 22-PP, guitar player (e.g. Ramblers, and Kauko Röy-
hkä ja Narttu).
Reija Nieminen journalist, founder and managing di-
rector of the Pygmi recording company, ex-bass player 
of Little Mary Mixup.
Pauli Kallio cartoon scriptwriter, founder and edi-
tor-in-chief of Suuri Kurpitsa (Great Pumpkin) maga-
zine, collaborator of Finnish Rock magazines, e.g. Hilse 
(Dandruff), Bambi, Rumba and Soundi.
Esap! sound engineer and roadie in the early days of 22-PP.
Gugi Kokljuschkin vocalist of the band Topmost, 
managing director (Sonet Finland, PolyGram Finland 
and Universal Music Finland).

Kari Pössi tour agent of 22-PP, Piikkikasvi Ltd., 
manager, Blue Buddha Ltd.
Thorsten Hvass 22-PP’s ex-manager, ex-tour man-
ager (e.g. Sonic Youth, Nick Cave and The Bad Seeds, 
and Butthole Surfers).
Mika Taanila video director of 22-PP, documenta-
ry director (e.g. Thank You For The Music and Fu-
turo).
Antti Kirvesmäki concert sound engineer of 22-
PP, technician and sound engineer.
Petteri Rajanti sound engineer-producer of 22-PP, 
musician (e.g. Motelli Skronkle and The Run Runs).

Jussi Jaakonaho sound and mixing engineer of 22-
PP, guitar player, producer (e.g. Jonna Tervomaa and 
Lemonator).
Tiina Räsänen journalist, ex-manager of 22-PP.
Anssi Aamuvuori stage monitor sound engineer 
and technician of 22-PP.
Janne Westerlund musician (e.g. Sweetheart and 
Chainsmoker).
Vilunki 3000 musician (e.g. Larry and The 
Lefthanded, and Op:l Bastards).

Also Starring
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It all started when I heard the piece 

MOVE OVER from 

the album SLAYED? 
by The Slade for the first time. This ver-

sion of the song by Janis Joplin had a perfect-

ly magnificent guitar sound. It was absolute-

ly captivating. The guitar player’s name was  

DAVE HILL. I listened to it 

ardently with a small portable cassette record-

er, until I felt something strange and realised 

that something was about to happen right now. 

It came to me that there was something called  

ROCK MUSIC. It came to 

me that that something was for me.
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P O H J O I S E N  P U N K L I I K E  1 9 7 6 – 1 9 8 3

Leena Itälahti and the brothers on the open lake of Utajärvi.

In the 60’s ,  while Southern Finland was recovering from the war at full speed1, 
Northern Finland was still struggling with the repercussions of economic depression. 
Every job at hand was taken, and to make a living, some were forced to move to neigh-
bouring Sweden. The spiritual zeitgeist was to a large extent determined by the tradi-
tion of fundamentalist Laestadionism.2  Liquor was a curse and idleness was harshly 
disapproved of too. In the province of Oulu, the Northern Power Company was a 
significant employer, which in the 60’s harnessed the rivers of the North by building 
water powerhouses along them. The building sites had the world’s largest excavator in 
use, an American Marion, which was left in the region as a landmark after the power-
houses were completed.

At the Pahkakoski housing complex that was built to accommodate the Northern 
Power construction workers, two boys baptised Asko and Hannu were born in 1962 
and 1964. The boys’ parents, barely adults, had met on the construction site of the pow-
erhouse. The father Sulo ran the excavator, and mother Helmi (née Itälahti) worked as 
a cleaning lady. To the great misfortune of the young couple, the first two of their chil-
dren, a girl and a boy, were born premature and passed away shortly after. For this rea-
son the lively and vigorous Asko and Hannu meant a great deal to their young parents.

[1] This refers to Finland’s later war with The Soviet Union between 1941-44. The earlier was 1939-40.
[2] An ultra-religious, ecstasy-seeking spiritual movement founded in 1846 by Lars Levi Laestadius.
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Asko: It was nice living at the Pahkakoski housing 
complex. There were lots of other kids with whom we 
used to toboggan in the winter, and do just about eve-
rything that children generally think of. Every now and 
then one of the parents would come down to see that no 
one would run into the canal or fall from a tall tree. Our 
school was a small wooden building in the middle of the 
woods. There I completed the first and half of the sec-
ond semester of primary school. P-K, still too little at 
the time, stayed home with mum.

P-K remembers the big lad in the neighbourhood 
who had an electric guitar and an amplifier, and P-K 
would ask him to play the title tune of Bonanza with 
his gear. The guy in the neighbourhood also had a red 
acoustic guitar. P-K was very fascinated by that guitar, 
and so, all of a sudden, it was given to him.
P-K: Alas, mum, wanting to spare me from the grief, 
wouldn’t let me keep that guitar. It had happened ear-
lier that the same guys from our neighbourhood, with-
out the permission of their parents, had given Asko their 
ice hockey kneepads, which were soon after reclaimed 
from us. I remember that the guitar really annoyed me 
a great deal.

After the powerhouses were completed, the 
Keränen family moved about 70 kilometres south, to 
Utajärvi. On the fringes of a parish village, Järvikylä – 
the birth place of Helmi the mother – a piece of land had 
been purchased a couple of years back, and on that land a 
house built by their father Sulo in his evening hours was 
awaiting the family’s arrival. The boys were accustomed 
to the natural beauty of the rural landscape that was pen-

etrated by the rivers Oulu and Kiiminki, for their grand-
parents’ home was right next door to the new abode. Sulo 
kept his job at the excavator, and mother Helmi stayed 
home to run the household. When P-K started school, 
Helmi took a job as a waitress in a local restaurant.
Asko: Dad commuted to Utajärvi because of his job, 
and mum didn’t like it one bit. Once mum made a threat 
that if he wouldn’t get himself a job closer to where he 
lived, she would sell the house. Dad wouldn’t listen, and 
mum indeed did put the house for sale. Then one week-
end the buyers came and dad just stared at them mouth 
wide open with surprise, asking what on earth was going 
on. Dad got the hint and took himself a job as a joiner in 
Utajärvi.

Because of his surname, Asko was known as Kersa 
in the village (‘kersa’ also means ‘kid’ in English). There-
fore, two and a half years younger, calmer and reserved 
Hannu, was naturally Pikkukersa, that is, Petty Kid, 
hence P-K. The everyday life of the brothers crept by like 
that of any teenager living in the countryside. The day-
times would pass in school and the evenings were spent 
on the ice hockey rink or volleyball field with a bunch of 
boys. There were only two channels on TV, and the pro-
grammes aired ran from early evenings until midnight. 
Already as a child, the boys got used to travelling, as it 
was about four kilometres to the parish village from their 
house. During the first years of comprehensive school, 
the brothers would take the bus to school and in the lat-
er years they would occasionally go by bicycle or on a 
moped. In the wintertime they would even ski to school 
and to the village. Severe cold weather, more than 20 de-

grees below zero, could last from October until April at 
its worst.
Asko: Mum’s brother Markku once gave me a so-called 
‘Grandfather model’ of the Tunturi-moped3 that I never 
got round to repairing. Its only purpose was taking me 
from one place to another. The carburettor was so loose 
that while driving I had to keep on kicking it back in place. 
There was also something in it that, from what I heard, 
would disturb people’s TV reception as I drove past.  
        As the brothers lived quite far from the other people, 
they had a close relationship, and due to their age differ-
ence, it was also a friendly one. At school they both had 
their own friends. As the war games were left in child-
hood, tennis became the favourite pastime for both of 
them. They played it in a court made on their home yard. 
Asko –who occasionally wanted to be alone – would 
sometimes spend his evenings rowing on the lake, or in 
the winter, skiing in the woods. Science fiction and su-
perhero and Wild West cartoons charmed both of them, 
although Asko was more of a bookworm. Among oth-
ers Asko was interested in Franz Kafka and Henry Mill-
er. The message of the Indian mystique books by Carlos 
Castaneda also appealed to the youthful mind: man must 
walk his own path. The world isn’t as simple as it seems.

P-K’s world was in a way very different from the 
frustrating teenage reality of his brother. While Asko was 
pondering how to actualise oneself as well as possible, 
P-K knew at the age of seventeen what he wanted and 
what it would sound like. The English rock group Slade 
showed him the way.

P-K and Slade met in the summer of 1972, when 

Pertti Itälahti, mother Helmi’s younger brother – who 
lived in Helsinki – came to visit his relatives in Utajärvi 
with his newlywed wife Leena. True to the form of di-
vine providence, Pertti and Leena had met by a platform 
for milk churns on the roadside. The maiden from Hel-
sinki was hitchhiking and had stopped to wait for a ride 
with her friends in Järvikylä. Very soon the local lads 
were there to make acquaintance. After love had flared, 
they got married, moved to Helsinki, and now they had 
returned to the North. With them they brought a small 
Philips cassette recorder and a bunch of cassettes by 
popular artists. Among others, the brothers would en-
joy the Carpenters and David Bowie, but the fourth al-
bum Slayed? by Slade – the band that swept the chords 
with fashionable glam-rock – pierced its way into the 
mind of the younger nephew. The Itälahti couple re-
turned to Helsinki, but the Slade bug had bitten P-K for 
good. One day the Slade withdrawal symptoms would 
burn so painfully, that P-K had to make a phone call to 
Helsinki.
P-K: Leena was just leaving for work when I rang and 
said hi, this is Hannu, could you please play the last track 
of side A of Slayed? and put your receiver by the loud-
speaker. Leena was in a hurry, but in spite of that she fol-
lowed through with my request.
Already, at the beginning of that summer, P-K had 
heard the Rolling Stones, the Beatles and Black Sab-
bath from the stereo loudspeakers that the Kokko 
boys, who lived across the field, had carried into their 
yard. P-K would frequently start visiting the neigh-
bours after he discovered the album Slayed? in their 

[3] See http://www.happypapat.fi/
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V E L J E S T E n   l a p s u u s

record collection. The impact of glam-rock he-
roes on P-K could be seen in school too. As the 
other students would write their stories on sports 
and horse-mania, P-K wrote his about the conver-
sations between Alice Cooper and Gary Glitter.  
P-K had also seen some gaudy rock posters that one 
of the their neighbours had on his wall. One morn-
ing P-K nearly missed the ride to school, because all 
of a sudden he had taken it in his head to make him-
self look like his greatest idol. Eight o’clock in the 
morning, P-K had decided to cut himself the same 
kind of fringe that Dave Hill had.
P-K: I only had five minutes, so my new fringe came 
out somewhat uneven. In school my considerate 
teacher asked me whether I had perhaps cut my hair 
all by myself. I told her that this was a Slade hairdo. 
Between classes the teacher offered to even out my 

THE OPPOSITE PAGE: Family reunion in the yard

of the Keränen family in the beginning of the 70’s.

ABOVE: Pictures from childhood.
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The relationship between Asko and 
P-K was very special. They are so 
close that they can understand each 
other’s thoughts from mere halves 
of spoken words. I’ve never seen 
a connection like that between two 
brothers. I don’t think that 22-PP 
could have stayed this tightly to-
gether for so long if they were just 
any three guys.

“
Asko was the brain of the gang. Asko was the 
rebel of rebels. Soon the name of the game 
was the two of us against others. If Asko 

suggested something, I was instantly in. I was proud 
that he had guts. He didn’t like the fact that peop-
le turned against him, but he felt that he had to do 
what to him seemed right.” 

 TARJA 
LOTVONE

N: 

fringe a little. She said that it truly was a fine Dave Hill 
hairdo, but that it also looked slightly out of control. 

Soon after the brothers got a cassette recorder 
of their own. They almost managed to blank out their 
first cassettes by listening to them too much. Among 
those cassettes were Suzy Quatro’s 48 Hours, the 
Slade oeuvre and many radio tapings. Back in those 
days someone who would tape stuff off the radio at 
home had to be alert if he wanted 
to capture something interesting. 
Programs that included rock mu-
sic were featured a couple of times a 
week, and especially in the Keränen 
household the folks had to remain 
very quiet, for the taping was done 
holding a microphone against the 
radio loudspeaker. No wonder 
that other things besides rock mu-
sic could be heard on the cassettes, 
for instance doors slamming or ran-
dom sentences such as “Sorry, are 
you taping this?”
P-K: The sound of an electric guitar, Slade and Dave 
Hill were the reasons why I started to dream about 
playing myself. First our dad made me a guitar in Ab-
ba-style, in the shape of a star out of plywood, which 
had fishing line strings. It didn’t make any sound and 
had no electric current in it, but darn that thing looked 
good! The first guitar that actually produced sound 
was a miserable acoustic Russian Leo bought from a 
supermarket in Oulu in 1975. It was unplayable. After 

that I started to hanker after the real McCoy, and be-
ing a skilled joiner, dad sawed a body from chipboard, 
and to it he bolted a guitar microphone bought from 
the village radio shop and the neck from the Russian 
acoustic I had. One of Asko’s classmates made a bridge 
for it. The doodad couldn’t be tuned, but it was a gui-
tar-looking electric board that I could make squeal 
through our old tube radio. I manufactured a mechan-

ical fuzz device by myself, turning 
the radio on its back and putting 
large batteries from a torch light on 
the loudspeakers. When I played 
the batteries shook and the sound 
was pleasantly distorted. In the end 
the loudspeakers were ruined. A lit-
tle later dad and I went to the Mu-
sic Man shop to buy the first real 
electric guitar for me. It was a cerise 
Maya SG. I thought very highly of 
that guitar.

To Asko P-K’s music hobby 
seemed primitive but interesting. 

The makeshift amps P-K had put together particu-
larly intrigued Asko. Also, P-K’s way of handling his 
homework was absolutely stunning.
Asko: He would have a stack of unfinished home-
work on the left side of his desk and the finished 
homework on the other side. He would sit there con-
centrated, staring out of the window… and move the 
books one by one onto the pile on the right saying: 
“Done.”

I n  t h e  e i g h t  form of the upper level of comprehensive 
school Asko got acquainted with the Utajärvi shool teacher’s son, 
Martti Henttunen, who lived in the middle of the parish village. 
Inspired by the legendary Finnish rock and roll band Hurriganes, 
Martti had learnt the basics of guitar playing and founded a band 
called Jaws, named after the motion picture. Asko knew Martti’s 
band from the school parties and youth happenings of the village. 
There were scanty rock concerts in Utajärvi in the 70’s. The dance 
venue of the Athletes of Utajärvi had been popular during the 60s 
and was still visited by the promising acts of surrounding area, but 
the bigger concerts were held in Oulu and Vaala. Like Martti, the 
son of the Utajärvi chemist was a rock enthusiast, and when the 
chemist drove the boys to see the top bands of Finland, Asko was 
frequently admitted too.

On one of these trips the boys saw Hurriganes in the Oulu 
Ice Stadium, whose audience of two thousand heads was prepared 
by the local support act, a rhythm and blues group called the Ram-

blers. Even though the Hurriganes that played on the 
wings of a massive light display were the most pop-
ular and respected rock combo in Finland, the story 
goes that on that particular night the Ramblers abso-
lutely swamped their famed mentors. Asko had seen 
the Ramblers earlier at the venue of Utajärvi, where 
the climax of the stage show had been the guitar duel 

between the central figure Köpi Kurikka and guitar 
player Riku Mattila.

Asko: I remember how I applaud-
ed patting my mittens together in 
the cold ice stadium. I thought: 
probably this must be great.

At the venue of Vaala’s Karhu the boys 
saw the superband of 70s Finland, The Royals. 

Even though Albert Järvinen4, Ippe Kätkä5 and Pave 
Maijanen6 were virtuoso musicians and the band was ru-
moured to be the purported challenger of Hurriganes, 
Asko didn’t care too much about the group.
Asko: I sure liked the playing of Royals and appreci-
ated them because they played in a nice and somehow 
different way than the Hurriganes, but I didn’t feel 
anything special towards them. During my early teen 
years I didn’t see a rock concert that really moved me. 

In the summer of 1978 Asko also experienced 
a sudden spiritual awakening in music. As Asko and 
Martti scraped by with the penultimate year of their 
compulsory education, the week’s top pop album of 
the rock radio program by The Public Broadcasting 
Company of Finland – YLE – was announced to be 
Leave Home, the second album of the New York band 

[4] Albert Järvinen (1950-91), real name Pekka, was a famous guitar player who began his career in the Hurriganes.
[5] Ippe Kätkä (b. 1948) is one of the most respected drummers in Finland.

[6] Pave Maijanen (b. 1950), real name Pekka, is a renowned pop musician, and nowadays also
one of the top producers in Finland. See http://koti.mbnet.fi/pavem/pave.htm
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called the Ramones. In all its simplicity, the pithy punk 
rock that the Ramones played was both melodious and 
aggressive. Perfect music for the youths, where pure 
emotion and energy offset the technical skill. The 
Keränen brothers – placed near the tape recorder at 
home – couldn’t believe what they were hearing.
P-K: We managed to tape a few pieces on the cas-
sette, and as we then listened to them time and again, 
we thought that even though all the songs were totally 
alike, the band was just magnificently great!  

Next day the whole school was like after  
an electric shock. Every one talked and wondered 
about the band featured on the radio: tough guys, mu-
sic diggers, ordinary blokes and girls who didn’t care 
about rock, all fussed about the Ramones. Asko felt 
that now at last he had found a really worthwhile di-
rection for his life.
P-K: It was an important day. Everywhere at school 
there was an awful buzz, that now something… cool 
was heard! That was my first experience of the possi-
ble impact of rock music and generally the culture at 
large, when it hits the spot.

Punk had arrived to Finland. In the wake of the 
Ramones, music came to be the common focus of in-
terest for the brothers. To both of them it was self evi-
dent that they should do punk together. First they just 
had to find the right guys. In the party of the upper 
level of comprehensive school, the revived Jaws played 
a song ‘Raitsikka Oot’ (‘You’re a Tram’), a song by the 
Finnish punk band Problems that was taken from the 
collection Pohjalla (At The Bottom) released by Love 

Records. That song sneered 
at the middle class values.

Naturally, the boys 
from Utajärvi wouldn’t see 
the first Finnish gigs of the 
Ramones. When the top roughnecks of British punk, 
the Sex Pistols, were about to come to Finland, their 
access was denied because of the band’s blasphemy of 
holy values and politics. When the TV News showed 
footage of the raving punk band, the public of Finland 
got mad, and so did the Keränen parents. The brothers 
just totally disagreed.
Asko: Our parents had recently bought a turntable 
for us, and we had bought the album Never Mind 
the Bollocks by the Sex Pistols from Oulu. Mom was 
quite surprised by the photos and magazine articles 
of the band, and we played the album again and again, 
loud.

At first the boys studied punk from the Finnish 
pop magazine called Suosikki (The Favourite), which 
showed how the bands looked like. The Ramones’ uni-
form biker jackets, plimsolls and torn jeans, as well as the 
suit jackets, badges, and safety pins favoured by Sex Pis-
tols, were easy to copy. Hair-dye could be purchased at 
the local shop and clothes were found at the flea market. 
On one occasion the boys marched to the barbershop, 
flashed a photo of The Clash and said that we too need a 
hairdo like this. Handy bloke as he was, Asko made punk 
trousers taking in the seams of the already unfashionable 
bellbottomed hippie jeans. Asko’s most significant trou-
ser creation was ex-hippie jeans put together from leather 

patches of different colours, that when “ready” reached 
only to the middle of a leg.

In the Laestadionist Utajärvi village the non-
conformist appearance of the boys created a sensation. 
The Keränen and Henttunen parents were dreadful-
ly ashamed when the boys’ looks changed in-
to what was generally considered as tattered 
and threadbare. When Martti bought or-
ange corduroy pants, dad didn’t allow 
him to go out wearing them. Mart-
ti went out, wearing them anyway. 
The lads didn’t mind the fact that 
they were laughed at and even 
taunted. This especially made 
mum Helmi’s heart bleed.
Asko:  Although mom was 
ashamed, she wouldn’t try to pre-
vent us from wearing clothes like 
that. She would just say that she is not 
going to mend our clothes anymore, 
so we would have to learn to do it by 
ourselves. 

To honour the punk spring Asko 
and Martti decided to make some bo-
na fide homebrew to sip at an op-
portune moment. The placement 
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THE OPPOSITE PAGE: Asko, P-K and the guitar made by dad.

of the fermenting vat wasn’t a prob-
lem: Martti hid it in the school cellar. 
It was forbidden for sure, especially 
on the school premises. Thus the load 
was even more delicious as on a late 
winter’s day the boys sneaked into the 
cellar to guzzle, while in the meantime 
the others were slaving away at the 
school ski contest. But where should 
they bury the empty pail? The buck-
et was left at the scene of the crime, 
where it soon after was found. Al-
though the headmaster’s campaign of 
interrogation was enormously large, 
no confessions were obtained. 

P-K wasn’t interested in drink-
ing. One reason for his lack of inter-
est was a scene witnessed in the vil-
lage when quite young, where a man 
from neighbour, blind-drunk, broke 
the movable chattels of the house and 
threw them all over the yard. Sensitive 
boy as P-K was, he wanted to avoid 
getting in a condition like that. 
P-K: I remember how our dad tried 
to calm this raging guy down hooting to him in between the crashes: “Why don’t we ease up 
now and let’s take matters internationally.”

Asko and Martti didn’t get away from their every move with impunity. In the early May, 
just when school was about to end, Asko and Martti read from the prestigious punk maga-
zine Hilse (Dandruff) that a British new wave group called the Stranglers were coming to do 
a show in Helsinki. Even though the gig was in the middle of week, it had to be seen. The on-
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ly chance to get there was to play truant for a cou-
ple of days. A place to stay overnight could possibly 
be arranged at uncle Pertti’s, so the only problem was 
money. The lads decided to take some Korkeajänni-
tys (Commando) cartoons with them and sell them in 
the second hand bookshops in Helsinki. There was a 
through train from Oulu to Helsinki, and the train al-
ways stopped at 7.30 p.m. in Utajärvi. They made their 
trip known to the home folk not until they arrived in 
Helsinki. Dad Henttunen bleakly asked his son: “Are 
you happy now?”

When the boys got to the concert site – The 
Culture House – in Helsinki, they found out that the 
Stranglers gig had been cancelled. The reason was that 
the day before in Stockholm the local rock and roll 
ruffians had beaten up some members of the band very 
badly, and because of this treatment they were scared 
and called off their Finnish gig. The disappointed run-
aways took a tour of city’s record shops. At the Fazer 
Music Shop Helsinki the lads bumped into an album 
Let There be Rock released the previous year by AC/
DC, and listened to it. The record was a must. As the 
boys returned to school, their punishment was a day’s 
detention, and on top of that the headmaster would 
haul the pair over the coals, through the public address 
system, reaching every ear in their school
Asko: In the spring the headmaster summoned dad 
and I in his office and gave us hell. Finally the head-
master announced, that he was not going to recom-
mend secondary school for me. As we were walking 
out, my hurt dad asked: “Is your headmaster stupid? If 

you want to go to secondary school, you just go there 
and see how it turns out.”

In the autumn of 1978 the chaps entered the 
Muhos School. Ahead of them loomed three years of 
punk rock filled secondary education. Martti was al-
ready getting calmer, but Asko’s subversive spirit was 
just budding. 

The parish village of Muhos is situated along 
the river Oulujoki, 26 kilometres from Utajärvi. The 
municipality has a population of approximately eight 
thousand. The old salmon fishing and log floating vil-
lage Muhos is best known as the home region of Miss 
Universe 1952, Armi Kuusela. The Finns also know it 
by a song called ‘Muhoksen Mimmi’, i.e. ‘The Lassie 
from Muhos’, by the popular songwriter Reino Helis-
maa7. There’s only one street in the village and it is 
cruised back and forth every evening.

Because there was no secondary school institu-
tions in Utajärvi, Yli-Kiiminki or Tyrnävä, the Muhos 
School gathered students from an area spanning near-
ly a hundred kilometres. In 1970’s Finland the school 
institution was in the grip of a great change of atti-
tudes. The ambience of the Muhos School was exem-
plary in its encouragement and tolerance. To be ad-
mitted only an average grade was needed. The in-be-
tweens and artistic personalities could search their real 
selves in peace and introduce their thoughts publicly 
during the morning assemblies for instance. Among 
other things the students were allowed to run a cof-
fee shop between the classes and play their favour-
ite music there. The Muhos School seemed to be the 

right place to Asko and Martti. It seemed to be the 
right place to Esa “Espe” Haverinen too, the son of a 
local trotter breeder born in 1964, who was the only 
son in the family of six children. His mum worked at 
the health centre.
Espe: To me it was as clear as a pie that after the sec-
ondary school I would follow in my father’s footsteps. 
I had always trained horses and went from one race 
to another with dad. I only waited to be sixteen and 
to race on my own. The gambling around the horses 
interested me even more than racing. When dad gave 
me some money for ice cream and sausages, I head-
ed straight to the booth and bet all of it on horses. I 
knew the hacks and drivers and I could read the ros-
ters. I knew who was going to win. I wasn’t in it for 
the money – I just liked to play the surprise jades.

Usually I didn’t win any money, but when I did, 
I sure was a happy man! And when in the secondary 
school I met Asko and Martti and reached 16, to dad’s 
disappointment I was no longer interested in horses – 
everything would be rock ‘n’ roll instead.

The seeds of the boys’ friendship were sown when 
Asko won the hundred-meter sprint school champion-
ship. The other contestants wore the appropriate jogging 
suits and shoes, whereas Asko appeared wearing torn 
jeans and barefoot. To everyone’s great surprise Asko 
– who had lagged a couple of meters behind the lead-
ers at the start – whirl-winded to the victory on the final 
straight and humiliated the most feared tough guys at the 
same time. Espe was sold. Obviously that Kersa Keränen 
wasn’t just some anybody with a messy hair.

The relationships between the lads from differ-
ent villages were distant and wary. The Muhos guys 
were either hard working athletes or pugnacious hard 
cases. The Utajärvians were considered a bit weird in 
Muhos, but punk rockers had only been seen in the 
magazines. Asko and Martti didn’t care where some-
one came from or what their family backgrounds 
were. Immediately, as Espe got to talk with Asko and 
Martti, he felt at home with these restless and school-
ignoring oddities that resembled him. He was espe-
cially impressed by the punk propagation of the boys 
and he particularly admired Asko’s anarchistic atti-
tude.
Espe: Asko was the brain of the gang. Asko was the 
rebel of rebels. Soon the name of the game was the two 
of us against others. If Asko suggested something, I was 
instantly in. I was proud that he had guts. He didn’t like 
the fact that people turned against him, but he felt that 
he had to do what to him seemed right.
Asko: One time we had students telling us about the 
Oulu College. I raised my hand and asked if the stu-
dents there were happy. Everyone started to laugh but 
these students were silent for a while and said: “Well, 
good question.” I was troubled by this school mantra 
“Use your brain, but only a little, be like others, do your 
homework, do not try to understand, go to college, go 
to work. The society shall take care of you, everything 
is OK in the world, hush, hush.” I on the other hand 
thought that the world was changing and that school 
should teach us to be brave. Life in general should be 
majestic and grand, not treadmill rolling.

[7] Reino Helismaa (1913-65) was also a singer of comic songs. He wrote circa 5000 lyrics in his lifetime.
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Following Asko’s example Espe wore the most 
conspicuous gear. Tarja Lotvonen, who was one form 
below the guys at school, was astonished when Espe 
came to school wearing a black satin apron over black, 
tight imitation-leather jeans. The apron had Russian 
embroidery on it. To the joy of his pals and to the 
shame of his girlfriend Anne, Espe wore the apron all 
the time.
Martti Henttunen: One morning Espe appeared at 
school his head wrapped in gauze. When we pressed 
him about the mishap’s cause, Haverinen confessed 
that he had cut his hair a bit. The hairdo had been a 
miserable failure to an extent that he had to cover his 
creation of bald spots with gauze. To me he told that 
his dad had hit his head with an axe!
Tarja Lotvonen: The times in secondary school were 
accompanied by a certain kind of idealism, hope for a bet-
ter world. At least to me the state of the world was dis-
tressing and I was afraid of a third world war. We used 
to attend peace rallies and I also remember that Espe and 
Asko were there. We didn’t vote. With this behaviour we 
wanted to demonstrate that we didn’t believe in a par-
ticular political party system that was rotten to the core. 
Asko and I used to talk that maybe the left was closest to 
us in a way. The greens didn’t exist back then. I think it 
would’ve been our natural choice. Idealism showed itself 
also in some choices, like vegetarianism. Asko and I were 
vegetarians for a long time. We girls used make-up that 
had not been tested on animals. These had to be ordered 
elsewhere, some firms like Body Shop came to Oulu only 
much, much later.

Everyone thought that Asko and Espe were 
peculiar and freaky lads. P-K likewise. In the village 
they attracted continuous attention, and people spoke 
out what they thought about the boys. I’m not sur-
prised at all that they turned out so reserved and dis-
trustful toward strangers. Of them, maybe P-K was 
withdrawn and grumpy for the longest. However, all 
of them were sensitive boys – serious-minded and 
sensitive.

To give vent to their frustration Asko and Espe 
attacked the system of education and general val-
ues. They did this with the help of sound equipment, 
among other things. The between classes coffee shop 
was ruled by snobbish candidates, and the records that 
they played were usually Bruce Springsteen. Every 
time the candidates weren’t looking, punk would take 
the venue. The unsuspecting headmaster promised that 
the pair could hold the morning assemblies through 
the public address system.
Asko: On the first time we would hold a total-
ly freaky short service of a surrealistic kind, which 
wouldn’t raise any particular fuss. We’d be so disap-
pointed in ourselves! But on the second time we would 
succeed very much better.
Espe: First we’d block the public address system 
room door. Then Asko would start to yell his guts out 
with every possible mockery like “Kill yourselves!”, 
“Life is totally futile!”, “You have no hope!”, “There’s 
no use in suffering any more!”, “The Anti-Christ is 
coming!”. The teachers would pound the door, but I’d 
just put Wagner on, for to us it was fearsome music. 

We would intensify the atmosphere by occasionally 
slowing down and speeding up the revolving record. 
Afterwards, the headmaster would summon us to 
see him, and he would scold us for “lack of consid-
eration”. Maybe there were troubled, self-destructive 
youth in the school. Asko said to him that it’d be just 
OK if they killed themselves.
P-K: Everyone who had the so-called good taste con-
sidered the Kaurismäki8 movies the best there was. We 
hadn’t even seen them, but we said to everybody that 
his movies were rubbish!

During the religious class Asko and Espe sat 
on the first row and Asko pressed, how the dogmas 
went. The charming and sensual religious class teach-
er pleased the lads all the same. Occasionally they vis-
ited her home for coffee and to chatter about the way 
of the world. On those occasions they at least could 
discuss things, but during the class the teacher had to 
fulfil her occupational duties and often show the boys 
out of the classroom to chill out.
Asko: The top teacher in our school was the English 
teacher. I remember how she entered the classroom for 
the first time, and how all the large-sized hard cases in 
our class loitered around the teacher’s desk, whereas 
our punk department sat on the windowsill like some 
weird tribe. The look on the teacher’s face was worth 
seeing, but after a few classes she was the absolute 
number one in our “Teacher Top Ten” list. She had an 
ear for any pupils’ train of thought and she even stood 
for our punk gang, even though she probably had to 
explain her ways to other teachers. 

Where Asko questioned, Espe had the knack of 
teasing the teachers. His favourite target was the male 
German teacher, whose explosions always gave Espe 
the greatest fun. Already during the comprehensive 
school Espe was a thorn in the teachers’ side. Tough 
guys in particular respected Espe for his provocation 
of authorities. Thus Espe’s secondary school years 
went more outside the class door than on the back-
seat.
Espe: Before I understood anything about it, I had 
decided not to go to the army9. Neither of us would 
go and kill for the fatherland. The other blokes of our 
class thought we were traitors to our country. Asko 
spoke the thing out and the others hated him so much 
that they nearly wanted to kill him.
Asko: The army institution was in my opinion totally 
unnecessary, and the trance-like jingoism of these guys 
made me sick to my stomach.

Asko had received a deferment on the call-up. 
Espe was heading for the civil alternative service that 
was still rare back then. To demonstrate his point of 
view about the national defence publicly, Asko sang 
Maamme (Our Land), the National Anthem of Fin-
land, out of tune during an Independence Day festi-
val for so long that everyone surely heard it. To hon-
our the festival, a bona fide ex-serviceman had been 
invited to tell about his experiences. When the pupils’ 
turn to ask about the subject matter came, Asko in-
quired how many people this man had personally put 
to death during the war. When there was no answer, 
Asko asked again, louder. After the festival the other 

[8] The brothers Aki (b. 1957) and Mika (b. 1955) Kaurismäki are the mostinternationally
respectedFinnish movie directors. See http://www.sci.fi/~solaris/kauris/

[9] There is a national service in Finland.
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students spat on Asko’s face. The headmaster’s posi-
tion was also clear: Asko was expelled for two weeks.
Asko: I think the headmaster liked me and the pol-
icy of the school was also to let all kinds of flowers 
bloom, but he started to receive phone calls about me 
from as far as the boss of the provincial administrative 
board. They wanted to oust me from the school for 
good. The headmaster gave two options: either I go to 
see the school psychiatrist, or his only choice is to ex-
pel me. After I had sat a few consulting hours through, 
the psychiatrist said that he couldn’t see that there was 
anything wrong with me. I just happened to be a wild 
case with a peculiar world-view. 

After this I had somewhat free reigns to be who 
I was. If I didn’t like to attend a class, I just jumped 
out of the window. During the physical education 
class as we played football, I sometimes kicked the ball 
into our own goal and halted to see how the other fel-
lows would react. 

When Asko tried to get elected to the students’ 
union, he got only three votes. 

To the boys in the secondary school Utajärvi 
was a rugged and boring place. The movies were 
shown only in Oulu. When ice hockey and ball games 
weren’t palatable anymore, they would hang out at the 
Shell service station or the boarding house Matala Tor-
ppa’s (A Low Crofter’s Cottage) bar. Because the bus 
to Muhos left in front of Matala Torppa, the bar came 
to be very familiar to the lads of the secondary school. 
Along with the Slade and Hurriganes, the jukebox al-
so had some punk records. In the air filled with ciga-

rette smoke there rang out both the Ramones and a 
single of the Sex Pistols, ‘God Save the Queen’, whose 
b-side ‘I Did U No Wrong’ sounded easy enough 
to be played by themselves. Asko wanted to put the 
band together at the spot. At school Asko and Mart-
ti had met the right kind of guys, but Martti doubted 
their skills. Asko had an answer ready: The Sex Pistols 
couldn’t play either!

The punk group Matti Mätä & SS was found-
ed at the home party of Martti Henttunen on January 
the first, 1979. The instruments in the living room be-
longed to Henttunen’s Jaws, but the novices were also 
allowed to try them out. For the name of the band they 
took the Finnish translation of the name Johnny Rot-
ten (Mätä) and added the militant suffix to provoke the 
elders. As a matter of course, frenzied Asko occupied 
the vocalist’s place, and Pentti Piirainen, their class-
mate who had his own gear, took up the bass. They 
let Jouni Uhre in to bang the drums, because he said 
he could play them. The drums were bought with the 
savings they had made together. The punk orchestra 
needed another guitar player too. Although P-K was 
just thirteen years old, the older chaps acknowledged 
his fervent passion. P-K, who earlier had made noise 
only with primitive guitar gear, finally got his hands 
on decent equipment.
P-K: At the Henttunen there was everything a hu-
man being could ask for: electric guitars, fuzz-box-
es and amps. I was pissed off because I couldn’t play 
a note, but oh boy did I manage to roar up an awful 
lot of noise! The other dudes could at least throw an 

occasional chord, but I didn’t understand anything 
about them. Later at our place Henttunen showed me 
a barre-chord and said that if you can learn that, you 
will know a fair bit. Then when you learn the semi-
barre, you will know almost everything that’s need-
ed to play the guitar. Faithful to my habits, I instantly 
faked the whole semi-barre!
Helmi Keränen: One evening the boys showed up 
at my workplace, eyes sparkling with enthusiasm, say-
ing they had started a band. Oh, that assertiveness! It 
wasn’t easy to get the instruments. Dad and I didn’t 
like to help them purchasing the instruments, but 
nonetheless we just happened to help. The lads prac-
tised diligently and the (Henttunen’s) dismal, cold and 
small garage seemed valid to be their rehearsal place. 
The main thing was that they all could play together. 
Any other thing wouldn’t matter anymore.

When the arrangements and riff-bits they had 
made collectively produced ten publicly playable piec-
es, Matti Mätä & SS storm-trooped to their first gig 
that was set in the school party of the upper level of 
comprehensive school of Utajärvi. The show time was 
before the programme proper, a record disco. For the 
gig P-K had loaned guitar gear with a fuzz-box that 
was pain in the neck because of a loose battery cable. 
Asko’s singing microphone had been connected in the 
bass amp, so the voice that came out was heavily dis-
torted. The set included the Ramones song ‘I Wanna 
Sniff Some Glue’ sung in Finnish, ‘Nyt Mä Haluun 
Liimaa Nuuhkaista’, the Clash’s ‘Clash City Rockers’ 
and a couple of their own songs. The most ostenta-

tious thing was Keränen the vocalist’s hot stage antics.
Asko: The audience was watching us, thinking: “Oh 
really, now those guys even have a band.” Acousti-
cally the school ballroom sucked, the sound travelled 
around and into the most queer nooks and crannies. 
When we strummed out our chords, I got carried away 
and started to leap, so that I jumped down from the 
top of an amp dislocating five vertebrae in my back. 
After the gig dad took me to the local bone manipula-
tor, who got my stuff right so that I was able to walk 
again. We had often visited that place with the same 
kind of business.
P-K: In the secondary school of Muhos there were 
four other bands beside ourselves: Sanomaton Puolu-
kanvarpu (The Unspeakable Lingonberry Shoot), 
Hannu Mittari (Hannu the Meter), Asperiini (Aspi-
rin) and finally Äppy that later turned to Jolly Jump-
ers. All of these came to be our friends, particularly 
Hannu Mittari and their guitar player Nico and bass 
player Emppu, who nowadays is a visual artist. We 
didn’t know who inspired them musically back then. 
When they played T-Rex and Canned Heat styled bo-
ogie we just used to wonder why their songs twitched 
so strangely. In our opinion Nico and Emppu were 
magnificent.

In the beginning the gigs of Matti Mätä & SS  
were centred on home parties and at the region’s 
youth associations. During one of those gigs the au-
dience threw rotten tomatoes and other leftovers at 
the band. Espe, who at first hanged with the group 
only as a roadie, suddenly felt encouraged to offer 
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TARJA
LOTVONEN:

 • • • • • •  • • •  • • • 
One time Espe got caught shoplif-
ting. When he demonstrated how to 
steal a bar of chocolate, a store de-
tective arrived on the scene. The re-
cord and “spoiled future” didn’t bot-
her Espe. Mainly he thought that it 
was very funny having such bad 
luck.

BELOW: Matti Mätä & SS, in other words Asko, Espe, P-K and Penu.

THE OPPOSITE PAGE: On guitar Martti Henttunen.

his childish lyrics for the band. They were approved with pleas-
ure. The titles of the songs were e.g. ‘Aku Ankka’ (‘Donald Duck’) 
and the Finnish adaptation ‘Haluun Olla Sun Koira’ of the Stooges 
piece ‘I Wanna Be Your Dog’.
Helmi Keränen: Once we left the boys at home to be alone for 
the whole night through, and they had set up a home party. Alas, 
the party wasn’t a particularly small one. All of the orchestral par-
aphernalia had been brought in, for of course there had to be mu-
sic in a party. It was a lovely summer night, the windows had been 
open all the time and the whole of our little village had been filled 
with the music of our sons. When we returned home the next day, 
we saw a neat, straight and quite long row of empty bottles and beer 
cans on the porch. After I had come in I couldn’t believe what I saw: 
all places were completely tidy and the chattels were in order. Only 
the leaves of our flowers were drooping against the stems. It must 
have been the music that made them feel ill. The flowers couldn’t 
tell whether the reason was the quality or loud volume of the mu-
sic. After I nursed and calmed them down for a while the leaves 
straightened out and soon they were prettier than ever!

During the early winter of 1979 Matti Mätä & SS attend-
ed The Finnish Rock Championship trials for the first time at the 
sports hall of Oulu’s Ynni. In the north of Finland the Rock Cham-
pionship trials used to be the only occasions where the beginner 
bands could play in front of a large audience – no matter whether 
the official nature of the contest pleased the punk youth or not.
P-K: Our motive to attend the contest was to get to play with the 
big, 2 times 1000 watt PA system, and in a place where there would 
always be at least moderately large audiences. It was also about 

torpedoing and questioning the 
whole contest institu-

tion.



At the sports hall also present were the guys 
from the local Clash-styled punk band Xtaasi, who 
were deeply impressed by the Utajärvians’ Ramones 
punk. Not too many bands like that existed in the 
region yet. The bass player Kari Starck and guitar 
player Jyri-Jussi Rekinen would particularly pay at-
tention to the appropriate appearance of this band.
Kari Starck: First the blokes and I noticed that there 
were freaky looking dudes on stage. All of them wore 
plimsolls and badges. Asko was a glad and frisky youth. 
P-K had a black crew-cut. He was one hell of a scraw-
ny, shy-looking small kid with skinny legs and a black 
brawler’s leather jacket and plimsolls. Then, after the 
gig we went to talk with them and got acquainted. 
Those were nice times: if somewhere, anywhere, you 
saw someone wearing badges, you could go and start 
talking just like that, even if you didn’t know the fel-
low from before. 
Jyri-Jussi Rekinen: They were much younger 
than we were, brats who seemed naïve and nice, but 
they looked classy, like real punk rockers. We Oulu-
ans were a more restrained crowd. Yet the same fa-
vourite bands, like the Clash, Sex Pistols and the Ra-
mones united Matti Mätä and us.

On the following day’s paper Kaleva there would 
appear a report on the trials of The Finnish Rock 
Championships, that featured a qualified rhythm and 
blues band Spiders from Oulu – the band that later was 
to win the rock championship in the final. Although the 
hall’s lights went out in the middle of the gig, the band 
kept playing in the dark. The paper featured also a pho-

to of Matti Mätä & SS. In the caption Asko says that the 
announcer and judge Jussi Raittinen10 had praised Matti 
Mätä & SS’s mettlesome act.
Martti Henttunen: We actually played at the Ou-
lu trials, but mostly we focused on the antics, in oth-
er words on the pogoing and running back and forth 
on stage. Somewhere in the middle of this the drum-
ming stopped. The trouser bottom of our drummer 
Jouni’s denim overalls had been caught somewhere in 
the kick drum pedal. Calmly Jouni took the trouser 
bottom off and the playing continued. The rules said 
three songs per band, but during the first piece Jussi 
Raittinen and the jury remarked that this is enough 
for sure!

In Vaala the lads supported the country’s greatest 
star, Pelle Miljoona11 (Clown Million), who thought 
that the band was quite hot. As the spring of Matti 
Mätä & SS – a band with variable success – turned to-
wards evening, they began their summer holiday with 
changing the drummer.
P-K: We told Jouni the drummer a white lie, that 
now the whole band is taking some time off for the 
summer. And on the same day we took the band 
drums to Espe!
Asko: We didn’t have the heart to tell Jouni that he 
wasn’t the right guy for our band. Nevertheless he 
was a nice chap and tried his best to keep up with our 
punk-mania. 

Lacking the drumsticks Espe played the first re-
hearsals with bicycle pumps. Next time he would disci-
pline the drumheads with aluminium sticks that would 

stand the hard weather much better, but they would feel 
nasty against the palm of his hand. Naturally, it was Mart-
ti who taught Espe his first bars, keeping Espe in the Ha-
verinen attic for three days for starters, until the required 
banging speed would be found. 
Espe: I would sure learn the basic beat immediately, but 
when I would have to crash a cymbal, the whole system 
would instantly get confused. Dad was pissed off when I 
left the horses and only banged the drums. He said that in 
our family no one had ever known how to play anything 
and that I too surely would learn absolutely nothing. This 
fucking sneer of his only spurred me to play even more. 
I decided that goddamn, I’ll show him!
P-K: When Espe got the rhythm in the first rehearsals 
after fumbling for a moment, Asko and I knew that a 
drummer had been born. 

In the summer Espe stayed home rehearsing 
while Asko and Henttunen hitchhiked eastwards on 
the Trunk Road One through Joensuu and all the way 
to Helsinki. In Turku the pair erected their tent on the 
outdoor recreation area of Ruissalo. Wondering why 
there were so many people the guys found out that 
the Ruisrock festival had just begun. The boys strode 
in on a free ride and got there in the nick of time to 
see the Clash coming on stage. The year was 1979 and 
the particular gig was the legendary, pre London Call-
ing album one-shot. Kari Starck of Xtaasi watched the 
concert near the stage with his own lot and he recalls 
the gig as one his most momentous experiences. While 
Starck was dumbfounded by the Clash’s superiority 
Asko admired the groups show attire and the back-

drop that was a collage of different countries’ flags. 
Asko had always liked the Clash’s pieces and their 
opinionated attitude, but in Ruisrock the band’s visual 
image was more interesting than their music!

As the lads returned home, Espe had already 
adapted behind the drum-kit. Their focus was set on 
the next autumn’s Finnish Rock Championship tri-
als, and thus they practised hard for the summer’s 
end. The 1980 FRC trials were held at Rattori Lupi 
in Oulu. But the initial settings were not auspicious, 
because Matti Mätä & SS who were considered as a 
vital punk-band, didn’t fit within the style of Ou-
lu’s only rock bar. The place was bursting on the tri-
al evening. During the third piece of their gig that 
had started briskly, Asko jumped on the table send-
ing the glasses and a big wine bottle crashing to the 
floor. The mad personnel cut off the stage electricity 
and Jomppe – known as the stern doorman of Rat-
tori – carried the musicians out by their neck. Af-
ter a small scuffle Matti Mätä & SS found themselves 
on the street with an everlasting ban and without the 
comments of the FRC jury.

On the same autumn P-K in turn began the sec-
ondary school in Muhos. Fortunately the reputation 
of the candidate big brother didn’t harm him at all. 
Because of his calm temper and notable stature he 
was also spared the tough guys’ attention. Neverthe-
less, very soon P-K understood that reading wasn’t 
his game. P-K was just sixteen, but the spring report’s 
three F’s helped him to make a decision: he was going 
to be a full time rock and roll man. 
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[10] Jussi Raittinen (b. 1943) is a famous old school rock and roll singer much respected in Finland.
See http://www.dlc.fi/~oystila/raimo/jussi/
[11] Pelle Miljoona, real name Petri Tiili (b. 1955) is among the most important Finnish punk and
new wave figures. See http://www.pellemiljoona.net/
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“
Matti Mätä & SS who appeared third played 
Ramones’ material. The band’s playing was 
confused and off key. The guitarist P-K played 

only minor-chords. Asko’s act was sheer raging. When I as-
ked them, why their band had such a stupid name, Asko ans-
wered that they had given the band as stupid a name as they 
could think of.”

P-K: On my class there were very highly motivated 
volleyball chaps, who were astonished when I told 
them that I was going to quit secondary school after 
the first year. I explained that I would do my band 
business as intensively as they practised 
volleyball: same dedication, different 
field. I was going to see how far 
I could go in my own branch. 
This didn’t make any sense to 
them.

C o m pa r e d  t o  U t a j ä r v i  a n d  M u h o s ,  Oulu was a big 
town that had both industry and a port, as well as a college. Ou-
lu’s punk movement was different from the workings elsewhere in 
Finland because it had a sober and active attitude. Though the main 
influences came from magazines like Hilse, Soundi and the British 
NME, hundreds of hand-printed small-scale magazines gave the 
movement its own expression. The small-scale magazines were sold 

at the gigs and festivals, of which the nearest was local 
Kuusrock. In the year 1978 the Kuusisaari festival fea-
tured, among others, the pride and joy of Irish punk, 
Stiff Little Fingers. Oulu region punk-bands that 
made the largest news of small-scale magazines were 

Xtaasi, Raaka Voima (Raw Power), Esa “Garbo” 
Eloranta’s TG12 and the Velvet Underground 
styled Kauko Röyhkä ja Narttu13. Back in those 

days Kauko Röyhkä was about twenty, and was 
known in the circles as the suit-wearing editor-
in-chief of the independent magazine Tilt Zei-

tung. Röyhkä also wrote his own songs. Nart-
tu’s drummer Kiviharju gave the band’s music its 

rhythm with self-made carton box set. Kari Starck 
and Jyri-Jussi Rekinen of Xtaasi had the impression 
that punk and new wave gave birth to a completely 
new kind of social attitude and spirit of enterprise in 
their hometown. 
Kari Starck: With punk came the attitude that we 
should do it by ourselves and everybody else is shit! 
Everyone would make small-scale magazines by them-
selves and interviews for them. Everyone would play 
in a band and the songs would be self-made. Gigs 
would be organised. The knobs towards the Southeast 
and one, two, three, four! – The boundless young self-
esteem, wherein you could sense a lot of that famous 
Oulu-attitude.
Jyri-Jussi Rekinen: In Oulu there was somehow a 
smarter punk crew. Everyone talked a lot about books. 
For instance, Röyhkä read Uuno Kailas14 and other 
classical Finnish poetry. Röyhkä and Narttu were a 

regular culture department in more general terms too, 
and they could carry profound conversations. With 
Kauko you could talk about the movies of Kurosawa 
and Eisenstein for hours. In southern Finland there 
were hard-core Iroquois heads, but not in Oulu. Once 
we were playing with Xtaasi in Tornio – accompanied 
by Terveet Kädet (Healthy Hands) – and we treated 
them as if they were some kind of backwoods village 
rednecks. Terveet Kädet indeed belonged to the cheap 
wine-drinking hard-core department. You couldn’t 
talk about Kafka with them! The use of alcohol was 
extremely light among us. No one used drugs. Once 
we would go to Kuusrock, having three bottles of me-
dium-strong beer with us. Slyly we would hide in the 
bushes, drinking, until the police would come and 
make us quit. Then they would put us in their copper 
van and take us to jail. We were already major-aged, 
but even the possession of beer was prohibited.

Rekinen remembers that in the late 1970 Ou-
lu was a very sordid place by the youth’s standards. 
When you were old enough to go to the restaurants, 
if you wanted to get in the only real rock bar, Rattori 
Lupi, you would have to queue up for several hours at 
worst on the weekends! Local musicians, artists and 
students would go to Rattori. Rattori was especially 
the headquarters of the prestigious band Ramblers. 
The Ramblers’ guitar player of that time, Riku Matti-
la, is still very ambivalent about the impressions of his 
birth-town’s essence.
Riku Mattila: Oulu was a good place to grow up in-
to a straightforward mood. Yet that place was fucking 

mean. Then, as I moved to Helsinki in 1980 and got to 
know the locals, I would think: Are these people fak-
ing it here because they are so relaxed! The mood of 
South was different from Oulu.
Asko: We saw the punk rockers from other places 
for the first time when English punk-band 999 was 
for some weird reason playing a gig in Ii15. A Must for 
girls and boys! What a relief, we’re not alone! Then, 
at the festivals one would meet all the punk-tribes of 
Finland. Provinssirock of Seinäjoki started in 1979 and 
we were there to see Eppu Normaali16 and Se17.
P-K: Punk was about finding oneself – and a commu-
nity where one would feel at home. I got to do what 
I had planned to do, in other words to play guitar in 
a band. 

In 1979 the first Northern-Finland punk tour 
was organised. Attending were Xtaasi, Sabotaasi, Tilt-
ti, Kauko Röyhkä ja Narttu and Matti Mätä & SS. The 
tour started from the Pateniemi Community Hall. For 
the great delight of the artists, all congenial people and 
the friends of bands from the northern region would 
be there. 
Kauko Röyhkä: Matti Mätä & SS who appeared 
third played Ramones’ material. The band’s playing 
was confused and off key. The guitarist P-K played 
only minor-chords. Asko’s act was sheer raging. I 
asked them: “Why your band should have such a stu-
pid name?” Asko answered that they had given the 
band as stupid a name as they could think of.
Kari Starck: Asko had the habit of running wild on 
stage and soon he gained a “reputation” in the musi-

[12] Eloranta’s Garbo was to become quite a popular group in the Eighties’ Finland – hence the nickname hindsight here.
[13] Kauko Röyhkä’s real name is Jukka-Pekka Välimaa (b. 1959). Kauko Röyhkä is a pun based on the renowned Finnish evergreen-singer
Kauko Käyhkö (1916-83). Röyhkä is a twisted form of the Finnish word ‘röyhkeä’, which means ‘impudent’. ‘Röyh’ is also the Finnish word
for belching. The band-name Narttu means ‘bitch’. See http://www.avenet.fi/www30016/
[14] Uuno Kailas (1901-33), real name Uuno Salonen, was a popular Finnish poet in the Twenties and Thirties. See http://www.kirjasto.sci.fi/kailas.htm

[1] Ii is a small town in northern Finland.
[1] Eppu Normaali are a very popular Finnish rock group. They began as a punk-band in the Seventies. The band got their name from a Mel Brooks film, where there 
was a brain in a vat, labelled as ‘Abnormal’. Eppu Normaali could loosely be translated as ‘Someone normal’, for ‘Eppu’ is a common forename without ‘h’, and ‘heppu’ 
means ‘someone’ or ‘guy’. The phonetic resemblance of the word ‘abnormal’ to Eppu Normaali adds to the pun. See http://www.eppunormaali.fi/
[1] Se were a Finnish Cult new wave group from the Seventies, ‘se’ meaning ‘it’. Their leading figure Yari has also made solo-albums and soundtracks.
See http://www.lingsoft.fi/~mnyman/yari/yarieng.html



�� ��ABOVE: Espe, Penu and Asko at Ruisrock in –78.

BELOW: Xtaasi, that is, Heikki Portaankorva, Esa Haverinen (!), Kari Starck and Jyri-Jussi Rekinen.

cian circles of Oulu. This happened after he had beat-
en the cymbals with his fists so that the cymbal stands 
broke down. Back in those days it was very strange 
that someone should rage in a trance-like state and 
chop the expensive sound equipment to pieces. And 
Asko wasn’t even drunk, ever. He wouldn’t take any-
thing at gigs, not even beer.
Jyri-Jussi Rekinen: In Oulu everybody con-
sidered Matti Mätä & SS an awful band – alas, they 
couldn’t play at all. Although the genre was punk, it 
would take lots of guts to begin to make music with-
out any playing skill whatsoever. The guys had guts, 
but they didn’t care a rat’s ass about anything. Fuss-
ing like hell they played the Ramones stuff in Finnish: 

“Nyt mä haluun liimaa nuuhkai-
sta, nyt mä haluun jotain tekemistä, 
nyt mä haluun liimaa nuuhkaista!” 
(I wanna sniff some glue.) The gui-
tar player Henttunen could play a 
little, but instead of major-chords, 
the rhythm guitarist P-K would 
play minor-chords with his ill-
tuned guitar by accident, because 
he couldn’t set his fingers in the 
right way! He couldn’t understand 
why his playing would sound so 
peculiar. Later Xtaasi’s second gui-
tar player Heikki Portaankorva 
would teach P-K to play so that 
his chords would sound “right”, at 
least in some way.

P-K: Xstaasi had nice equipment and they looked like 
the Clash. Their influences shone through much too 
obviously. In my ears the Clash sounded lax.

Notwithstanding the sneer between the bands 
about the playing skills and appearance, everybody 
would think that the first Northern-Finland Punk 
Tour was a success. The bands’ members would show 
solidarity by pogoing at each other’s gigs, and the last 
act of every evening, “Johnny B. Goode”, which they 
always played together, would crown the hilarious 
mood. As the audience would jump to the beat of this 
Chuck Berry classic, there would be five vocalists, five 
guitar players, a couple of bass players and one drum-
mer on stage. The rest of the drummers would bang 
the cymbals and everybody would have great fun do-
ing it. But the tour wouldn’t go fully without trouble. 
Evening after evening the local small village hard cases 
would appear outside the concert venues, pushing and 
threatening the sweat-soaked punk-musicians who 
were carrying their gear into the cars. Even though 
there weren’t any fights, the tour-cars often had their 
share of the tough guys’ boot tips.

  The behaviour of the ruffians wasn’t any news 
to the punks. Although the Oulu gangs would come 
to Muhos to beat the local tough guys, the Muhosians 
would also focus their strikes of revenge in Oulu and 
the nearby villages. The scalps of punks would be on 
top of the most wanted list. 
Jyri-Jussi Rekinen: Oulu had the usual regular 
guys vs. punks setting. Because we looked different, 
the ruffians would be pressing on us all the time. They 

once whacked me in Kuusisaari. I was already lying on 
the ground, but finally I got away. One time Röyhkä 
got his nose pretty badly beaten by the local Heinäpää 
gang, and indeed he wrote a song called ‘Kovat Po-
jat’ (‘Tough Boys’) about them. Every time we left the 
concert venue, the roughnecks would be waiting out-
side. Once in Sodankylä, in the middle of a gig, Starck 
got snowballs thrown at him. He blocked them with 
his bass!
Espe: In Muhos the hard cases were always after me. 
I thank the Lord that these assholes weren’t equipped 
with very large brains. Our strength was a dashing 
sense of humour and hellishly fast legs. I wasn’t cau-
tious enough all the time and once a Volkswagen bee-
tle stopped in front of me. I ran and the guys came af-
ter me. I was in good shape and the drunken fat-ass-
es wouldn’t catch me. They would jump in their car 
and drive after me. When they were beside me, they 
would stop and start to run after me, but I’d already 
be a long, long way ahead of them. And back in the 
car again! They would try to exhaust me, but they 
themselves would lose too much energy getting in the 
car, running and then jumping back in the car. They 
wouldn’t get in their heads to leave some of the bunch 
at the other end of the road to catch me. After a half 
of an hour they would let go and split off to the bar. 
Then, one time we had a party at Penu’s home and 
some ruffians would force their way in. One of them 
caught Asko, put a knife on his throat and threatened 
to kill him. However, he wouldn’t have the guts to fin-
ish his business.
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 Kari Starck: 

te

After getting acquainted with Xtaasi and with 
the tour the Muhosians would visit Oulu more of-
ten. The trips would always be momentous occasions. 
Often they would loan a vehicle from Espe’s dad, but 
hitchhiking would also do. Their network of congenial 
spirits was very tight and inspiring. They would go to 
gigs and home parties, or just hang around the village. 
They would also visit the English teacher’s home. Like 
a territory signal, sprayed writings reading Matti Mätä 
& SS would appear on the walls of Oulu’s subways.
Kari Starck: Asko had a crush on Maria’s (my girl-
friend of those days) pal Jaana. Asko and I used to 
go to Oulu together for the girls’ sakes, and often he 
would sleep over in our place. We would talk funny. 
He told that he had formed one hell of a liking for 
the Slits, Shangri-Las and the Raincoats. Mum always 
asked, how our Crynie18 was doing. During breakfast 
Asko had always sung and crooned some tunes, and 
mum baptised him as Crynie. She still asks have I seen 
that Crynie in Helsinki! For some reason all the las-
sies liked P-K. He was a taciturn, shy lad and the girls 
would always say that he was “so wonderful”. We 
others didn’t drink too much booze for sure, but P-
K never did. He would just drink coffee and ate buns. 

could wear a bag, whereupon he had written some 
band-names with black felt-tipped pen. He could wear 
his hair as pigtails, which of course was absolutely free 
stuff! 

Everyone knew Asko’s and the group Matti Mätä’s 
ban from Rattori Lupi, also the regular musicians circles. 
One of the Ramblers roadies hated Asko because of the 
reputation his behaviour had brought him.
Kari Starck: Asko and I attended the party of 
Northern-Finland’s Live Music Society20, and we start-
ed to play John Lennon’s ‘Cold Turkey’ with our gui-
tar player Rekinen and the Ramblers drummer Heik-
ki Tikka. Ramblers played there and we played with 
their gear. The act continued until this Ramblers road-
ie came over and announced to Asko, our vocalist: “If 
you break our mikes, I’ll break you! You’re not going 
to sing a bit more!” Well, Asko of course was offend-
ed, because he would’ve loved to sing Lennon. 

With punk, social and environmental ideologies 
were also propagated in Oulu. Asko’s girlfriend Au-

li was a member of Luontoliitto (Nature Union), and 
with her Asko would attend Mikkeli’s Nature Days, 
among other things. The couple were often seen with 
the Oulu Emmaus alternative people too. Sometimes 
the region’s punk-bands also played in their parties. 
Asko’s most significant environmentalist act was his 
participation in the river Alta Sit-In in Norway. Asko 
would sit in front of the construction vehicle with the 
environmental activist group from Oulu, whence the 
police then would take them to the station. A Nor-
wegian activist in the same cell would tell Asko that 
he admired Arja Saijonmaa21. After hearing that Asko 
loathed that particular artist, the Norwegian was 
shocked: How could he, as a Finn, not like Arja Sai-
jonmaa! 
Asko: A fine followed that jaunt. The Muhos rural 
police chief rang up our home and asked what 
we planned to do with the ticket. Dad and 
I visited the police station. Being a nice 
chap, the chief hid that ticket some-

The story goes that when P-K went to his confirma-
tion class in a summer camp, the blokes on their vis-
its brought him buns mom had baked. When the oth-
er guys got tobacco, P-K received buns! Asko was an 
extrovert, P-K was a distant, cool-looking artist type, 
who didn’t talk but was very nice. As Espe became 
their drummer, he couldn’t play at all. The guy just 
couldn’t hold the tempo but rushed like fucking mad 
with his hand stiff, banging away. Eventually the chap 
nevertheless would learn to play well!

Asko’s costumes, reflecting his moods at any 
given time, would draw a lot of attention in Oulu, and 
not only among the hard cases. Kauko Röyhkä re-
members seeing how Asko came back from the Kuu-
sisaari stage, after a Sleepy Sleepers19 gig, wearing a 
gunnysack. His ordinary-looking girlfriend Auli in his 
armpit, and without commenting on his original out-
fit, Asko had just blustered about the magnificent gig 
Sleepy Sleepers had delivered. 
Jyri-Jussi Rekinen: Asko had the habit of sud-
denly beginning to bounce and sing in the middle of 
pavement. I’m not sure if he just felt himself so liber-
ated when he got to town from the countryside. Asko 

[18] It’s a shame that Mrs. Starck’s verbal ingeniousness is untranslatable. Her original coinage is ‘Hyyhkääjä’, which is a pun on
the word ‘huuhkaja’ which means ‘eagle owl’. ‘Hyyhkääjä’ also has a connotation of ‘hyyhky’, i.e. ‘hogweed’ and ‘nyyhky’, i.e. ‘cry-baby’.
[19] Sleepy Sleepers were a Finnish cult band that later evolved into the more widely known Leningrad Cowboys. See http://www.leningradcowboys.fi/sliipparit/

[20] In the late 1970’s the active youth who were awakened and inspired by punk founded Live Music Societies (acronym ELMU in Finnish)all around the country.
These societies organised concerts and festivals, based on voluntary work. Some of these ELMUs still exist. See for instance http://www.elmu.fi/
[21] Arja Saijonmaa (b. 1944) is a more or less popular Finnish singer, mostly known from her collaboration with the Greek songwriter Mikis Theodorakis.
She has also sung chanson and political songs. See http://www.hrmusic.com/artists/arjasaijonmaa.html

EVERYONE WOULD MAKE SMALL-SCALE MAGAZINES BY THEMSELVES AND      

INTERVIEWS FOR THEM. EVERYONE WOULD PLAY IN

A BAND AND THE SONGS WOULD BE SELF-MADE.
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Nivala, 15th of March 1980 
BE STIFF TOUR IN THE MORNING I LEFT HOME, BUT I HAD SOME BREAKFAST AND A SHOWER BEFORE THAT. THEN I MAN-

AGED TO GET A RIDE FROM 2 NICE LASSIES IN A YELLOW TOYOTA. THEN HELI, PENA SARKKINEN, 

JUXI, THE BOYS FROM RAAKAVOIMA (RAW POWER), PÄIVI HUTTUNEN + EVERYONE ELSE & I TOOK 

A BUS TO MUHOS, WHERE PENU&ESPE FROM MATTI MÄTÄ & SS WERE ALREADY WAITING FOR US. THEN WE 

WENT TO THE REHEARSAL PLACE OF THE BAND HANNU MITTARI. THEY WOULD PLAY JOHNNY WAS THERE. 

THEN WE VISITED PENU’S HOME. THERE WE WOULD LISTEN TO THE EP THAT CAME WITH THE ALBUM 

BLACK&WHITE BY THE STRANGLERS AND WE WOULD ALSO LISTEN TO OTHER GOOD STUFF. PENU HAD BEEN 

TO SWEDEN. THEN THE TOURING BUS THAT WE HAD RENTED ESPECIALLY FOR THE BE STIFF TOUR CAME. 

MARTTI, KERSA, PIKKUKERSA, THE GIRLS FROM TÄH? MAGAZINE AND OTHER GIRLS + OF COURSE THE 

DRIVER AND THEN ALSO PATE AND PILLERI AND MAYBE SOMEONE ELSE WERE ALREADY INSIDE. THEN WE 

WOULD THROW THE GEAR INTO THE BUS AND TURN OUR NOSES (32 OF THEM) TOWARD NIVALA. BE STIFF 

TOUR GOT APPROPRIATE ATTENTION WHEN WE STOPPED IN OULAINEN TO BUY SOME CANDY. WHEN WE AR-

RIVED IN NIVALA WE STARTED TO CARRY OUR GEAR INSIDE. THEN IT TURNED OUT THAT THE BANDS 

ATTENDING THE BE STIFF TOUR (RAAKAVOIMA, HANNU MITTARI AND MATTI MÄTÄ & SS) HAD TO PLAY 

IN A SMALLER HALL, SINCE THE LARGER HALL WAS RESERVED FOR THE GROUP ELF. THE GEEZERS OF 

ELF WERE FUNNY; THEY WALKED THROUGH THE CORRIDORS BLOWING THEIR HORNS. ONE OF THE SECU-

RITY GUYS AT THE DOOR WAS A NEUROTIC MOTHERFUCKER WHO IMMEDIATELY TOLD WHAT HE THOUGHT 

ABOUT US. HE ORDERED ALL THOSE BE-STIFFERS WHO DIDN’T PLAY IN THE BANDS ATTTENDING TO BUY 

A TICKET (17 MARKS). TÖRRÖNEN WAS MORE CUNNING THAN THE STUPID DOORMAN AND HE DIDN’T PAY 

FOR HIS TICKET. I PAID IT. THE MONEY WENT TO THE TILLS OF THE ATHELETES OF NIVALA AND TO 

THE FAT BUSINESSMEN OF ELF.
RAAKAVOIMA CAME ON STAGE. BE STIFF TOUR BEGAN AS EVERYTHING BUT STIFF. RAAKAVOIMA, RAW 

POWER, IS LOYAL TO THEIR NAME. THEY WOULD PLAY RAGING SONGS OF THEIR OWN AND COVERS. YOU 

JUST HAD TO POGO ALL THE TIME. IN THE BEGINNING ONLY BE-STIFFERS WOULD POGO, BUT EVENTU-

ALLY EVERYONE FROM POSER-PUNKS TO ECONOMIST TYPES, AFTER THEY HAD RECOVERED FROM THEIR 

AMAZEMENT, JOINED US. RAAKAVOIMA HAS THE SAME KINDA CHARISMA THAT SEX PISTOLS USED TO 

HAVE. THE BEST SONG AND AT THE SAME TIME THE PINNACLE OF THE WHOLE EVENING WAS RAAKAVOI-

MA’S CONCLUDING PIECE CALLED ”LOVE SONG”. OTHER GOOD SONGS WERE: ”THE BARS”, ”WORSHIPPED 

PIGS”, ”RAW POWER GO GO (kollaa)”, ”VIOLENCE AT THE DANCE VENUES”, AND ”YOU DEMAND TOO 

MUCH FROM ME”, JUST TO MENTION SOME EXAMPLES. RAAKAVOIMA IS ONE OF MY FAVOURITES AND THE 

VOCALIST LÖLLÖ IS SUCH AN EXCELLENT SINGER. AFTER THAT WAS HANNU MITTARI’S TURN TO PER-

FORM. YOU CAN’T PIGEONHOLE HM THAT COMES FROM MUHOS, BUT YOU CAN SAY THEY PLAY NEW WAVE 

INFLUENCED ROCK.//ASIDE: ALL BANDS ARE PIGEONHOLED – JUST LIKE PEOPLE. IF A BAND HASN’T 

BEEN PIGEONHOLED AS A PUNK OR PROGRESSIVE ROCK BAND, FOR EXAMPLE, THEN IT’S PIGEONHOLED 

AS UN-PIGEONHOLABLE, HA HA HA...//HANNU MITTARI WOULD PLAY SONGS FROM NEIL YOUNG TO SEHR 

SCHNELL AND THEIR FUNNY OWN SONGS TOO, LIKE THE PIECES CALLED ”ENRAGED” AND ”LOOSE DISCI-

PLINE”. THE NIVALA GIG PROBABLY WASN’T AMONG THE BEST BY HANNU MITTARI BUT NEVERTHELESS 

THEY WERE QUITE NICE. DURING MITTARI’S SET I HAD REGAINED MY STRENGTH SO THAT I COULD POGO 

AS SOON AS MATTI MÄTÄ CAME ON STAGE. DURING THE EVENING QUITE A LOT OF PEOPLE WITH BADGES 

HAD CAME IN.  I THINK THE YOUTHS RUNNING HILSE WERE HIDING AMONG THEM. MATTI MÄTÄ OPENED 

THEIR SET WITH THE TUNE ”I LOVE YOU”. THE MÄTÄS WERE SORT OF ORDINARY GUYS (a joke, COM-

PARE TO HILSE) I MEAN MM&SS WERE REALLY AWESOME. THEIR ADVANTAGE, AMONG OTHER THINGS, WAS 

THE MOST ENERGETIC VOCALIST IN THE WHOLE WIDE WORD: KERSA AND THE GUITARIST WHO LOOKED 

LIKE JOHNNY RAMONE: MARTTI. THEY WOULD PLAY ALMOST ALL OF THEIR HITS LIKE, FOR INSTANCE, 

”DONALD DUCK”, ”COMMENTS”, ”MIKKO”, ”I WISH I WAS A DOG”, ”WISE GIRLS”, AND A COUPLE OF 

NEW PIECES THAT SOUNDED VERY POTENTIAL HITS. Along with these WE WOULD HEAR THE FAMIL-

IAR RAMONES HITS. B E  S T I F F !
MOREOVER, THEY PLAYED ”I DON’T WANNA”, ”NIPA” BY EPPU NORMAALI, AND ”MULLA MENEE LU-

JAA” (“I FEEL ALIVE”) BY PELLE MILJOONA. PIKKUKERSA WOULD BREAK HIS GUITAR STRINGS 

ALL THE TIME BUT THIS DIDN’T SEEM TO HARM THE GIG IN ANY WAY. WHILE PIKKUKERSA 

CHANGED HIS STRING THE OTHER MÄTÄS PLAYED LIKE NOTHING HAD HAPPENED. THIS INDEED IS 

THE RIGHT PRINCIPLE, WHO GIVES A SHIT ABOUT SMALL TROUBLE, WHEN SHIT DOESN’T GIVE A 

SHIT ABOUT US. SOME IMBECILE WITH A RED JACKET WHO WAS HIDING IN THE AUDIENCE TRIED 

TO DRIVE MM&SS OUT OF THE STAGE BY THROWING COINS AT THEM. BUT THE RESPONSE HE HAD 

EXPECTED WAS QUITE THE OPPOSITE AS THE LADS BEGAN TO PICK THE COINS IN THEIR POCK-

ETS, SAYING THANK YOU TO THE GUY WHO HAD BEEN THROWING THEM. THE GUY GOT THE APPLAUSE 

HE DESERVED. IN THE END THE GUYS WERE SO TIRED THAT THEY COULD ONLY RECLINE ON THE 

FLOOR, PLAYING. ONLY MARTTI STOOD UP TO HIS REPUTATION AS A MAN OF STATURE BY STAY-

ING UP WHILE PLAYING AND SINGING. ESPE OF COURSE WOULD SIT AND PLAY, SINCE HE WAS 

THE DRUMMER. AFTER THAT THE RAAKA VOIMA CAME ONSTAGE AND PLAYED SHAM 69, CLASH, HEARTBREAKERS AND 

RAMONS, AMONG OTHER THINGS. 
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where, and together we decided that if there would be 
more tickets to come, we would discuss what to do 
about them. However there wouldn’t be any more 
tickets coming our way.

One of the important trend-setting figures of 
the Oulu punk movement was Sarkkinen, the editor-
in-chief of the independent magazine called Anonyymi 
Mustetahra (Anonymous Ink-Spot). His sayings con-
cerning John Coltrane and Captain Beefheart for ex-
ample would daze many three-chord admirers. Three 
issues of Anonyymi Mustetahra were released, and 
in every one of them a band called Saxet22 would be 
praised, a band that to a large extent was Sarkkinen’s 
own invention. Sarkkinen was the fiercest of the fierce 
Oulu punks. Among his friends he was a wild fellow 
and as funny as can be. Alas, Sarkkinen’s personal hy-
giene could have been better: a quid of tobacco gushed 
out from between his green teeth and his “fragrance” 
was in its own class. Often the man would be seen on 
the street wearing his mum’s wig. The story goes that 
when Sarkkinen once asked certain lady for a date, his 
coat front, as usual, would be full of badges, but this 
time they would display pussy-shots cut from porno-
graphic magazines!

The Stooges were the demigods of Sarkkinen. 
He had studied the Stooges bass-lines by himself, the 
lines that Asko, also interested in bass, used to come 
to listen to at Sarkkinen’s. Sarkkinen’s pal Pallo (Ball) 
played bass for a short while in Matti Mätä & SS be-
fore joining the Radiopuhelimet23 drummer-to-be 
Jyrki Raatikainen’s punk-band XBÖÖ. 

[22] Saxet is a pun on the word ‘sakset’ that means ‘scissors’. ‘Ks’ is pronounced like ‘x’.
[23] Radiopuhelimet (The Radiotelephones) are a Finnish cult band.
See http://www.radiopuhelimet.net/historia/history.htm
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Asko: Pallo was small in stature, full of music and as 
modest as can be. If we tried to crack some musical 
nut during a rehearsal, Pallo would just pick up an in-
strument, show how the part would go, and then re-
turn to his bass.
P-K: Sarkkinen had a very broad musical taste, span-
ning everything, starting from jazz. He wouldn’t brag 

ABOVE: Matti Mätä & SS at a gig somewhere in the Oulu province.

BELOW: Pogoing at a punk-gig. Attentive Kauko Röyhkä in

his black tie in the background (left).

about anything, he would just be very enthusiastic 
about everything. We used to swap tapes and through 
Sarkkinen I heard Johnny Thunders & the Heart-
breakers for the first time. It was musical and wild, 
fine-sounding electric guitar playing. I would listen to 
their L.A.M.F. cassette again and again. I would just 
grind at the song parts, listen to them and lie in wait 
for some squeaks, half of a note, and parts of a second, 
where a guitar would only slightly squeal or an amp 
rumble. These noises had probably come by accident 
while playing, but the production had been keen, since 
they had left those cracks there on purpose. They were 
most charming, even as charming as the pieces them-
selves.

In the year 1981 Johnny Thunders & the Heart-
breakers came over to throw a gig at the Oulu’s Rat-
tori Lupi. P-K and the boys would sneak in, early at 
five o’clock, to see the band’s sound-check, where the 
ex-New York Dolls guitarist Thunders would rev out 
the chords of his old bravura act ‘Pipeline’.
P-K: Thunders’ sound-check was solid steel. It was 
a hundred times better than the gig proper, where he 
would play some junkie’s role. In the sound-check 
Thunders was as rugged as 
I had thought him to be.

Although punk was 
considered to be the only 
bona fide type of music, all 
of a sudden P-K would be 
enchanted by country and 
western, after seeing a Ca-
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Pertti Itälahti with his son Mikko as their ice cream eating company.

nadian TV-film called The Last Gig. The film was about 
Hank Williams, who went to his early grave in 1953, and 
who without any doubt can be said to be the first white 
lout star in popular music. Suffering from chronic melan-
choly and alcoholism, Williams’ songs speak about soli-
tude, marital crises and death, and in their realism they 
are shaking and touching. In the following years 22-PP 
have played many Williams tunes on their gigs, e.g. ‘Jam-
balaya’, ‘Window Shopping’ and ‘I Saw the Light’.
P-K: Hank Williams hit me like a blow dead on 
course, as I saw a film about him in 1978. I wondered 
who the hell this guy was. Great songs, I really loved 
them, even though the actor who played Williams sang 
them by himself. Then I would purchase Hank Wil-
liams’ Greatest Hits album. When I later saw a photo 
of Johnny Thunders wearing a suit embroidered with 
notes, I would think what a handsome suit this is. And 
of course it was the same kind that Hank Williams 
wears on the cover of Greatest Hits. The connection 
between my two favourites was obvious.

Punk was fading into the background in the 
minds of others as well. Henttunen and Asko were 
struck by the girl-band Slits’ cover version of Mar-
vin Gaye’s soul classic ‘I Heard It Through the Grape-
vine’. Although the band learned to play the song, mu-
sical disagreements and the fact that everybody’s skills 
were developing in a different pace vexed the play-
ers. Henttunen wouldn’t take the band as seriously 
as Asko, P-K and Espe anymore. The development of 
Henttunen’s playing skill had been noticed in Oulu. 
At Rekinen’s request, Henttunen left to play bass in 

Xtaasi, after Kari Starck had moved on to the popular 
group Ratsia from Pihtipudas.

The departure of Henttunen meant the end of 
Matti Mätä & SS, and in the spring of 1981 the band 
broke up. Xtaasi had already made two singles that 
Poko Rekords24 had released, but Matti Mätä & SS 
hadn’t even released an artist’s edition. To Henttunen, 
playing in the ranks of Xtaasi meant more gigs in a 
wider area than before. The summer booking list of 
Matti Mätä & SS was empty. Breaking up after two 
years of band-evolution annoyed the brothers and 
Espe, but they wouldn’t feel offended, for they too 
had often changed the line-up of their rhythm section. 
And, all in all, Matti Mätä was just a secondary school 
band.
Asko: The move of Martti was a part of that same 
band-chess that we too had already played. Now it 
snapped on us. There we were, in a threesome: P-K, 
Espe and I; we would discuss about the fact that punk 
rock already felt stupid to us. With the gigs I couldn’t 
get myself into the same kind of nirvana as before. 
While playing, it felt that you had to have a lot of en-
ergy – otherwise the music seemed false. I was pret-
ty incompetent as a vocalist. I wanted to take up the 
bass. And because I had to start from scratch with it, 
we had to change the style of our music too. We want-
ed to switch the course so that there wouldn’t be any-
thing false standing in the way of the music anymore, 
so that it would be pure. Our egos should be made in-
visible, only our music should remain. If the playing 
took off, it would be excellent. If one wanted to move 

[1] Poko Rekords is a legendary Finnish record company, founded by
Epe Helenius in the Seventies. See http://www.poko.fi/cgi-bin/show.pl?page=inenglish
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“
In our opinion melodica was a magical in-
strument. It had a good sound and it united 
us with the reggae business. Moreover, we 

knew that it could piss people off.”

energetically on stage, it would be welcome but not 
necessary. I didn’t have any great desire for the bass. 
I just wanted an instrument that would fit within the 
new band and that I wouldn’t have to rage with. I 
just wanted to lean against the wall in the shadows 
and play.

In the spring of 1981 
they would celebrate Asko 
and Martti’s school-leaving 
ceremony. Asko just wouldn’t 
buy the student’s cap. Espe’s 
fate was sealed with the sec-
ond official language of Finland, 
Swedish. They never celebrated 
Haverinen’s school-leaving cer-
emony.

Brooding over new ideas, 
Asko and Espe left to Helsinki 
for summer jobs. They wanted 
to earn money to buy new instru-
ments: Espe needed new drums 
and Asko needed bass equipment. 
P-K, who stayed home, would see 
the Slade live at last at that summer’s 
Kuusrock.
P-K: Dave Hill looked absolutely corny. 
He wore tight snakeskin trousers, high 
boots and some idiotic hat on his head. 
And oh my fuck had he a fine guitar sound! 
It came out so goddamn loud and sounded 
exactly as magnificent as it should. 

The year 1981 was childhood’s end to every-
body. Bands would break up; people would move 
away or set up a family. Martti Henttunen would 
leave for Tampere to study communications theory 
and mass media. Röyhkä had already left for Turku 
to study literature in the autumn of 1980. Jyri-Jus-

si Rekinen would begin his studies 
in the same field in 1982. Heik-
ki Portaankorva would leave for 
the visual art school and become 
a painter. With Ratsia and later 
Vaavi and Sick Things Interna-
tional, Kari Starck would become 
a genuine musician. Asko’s and 
Starck’s communication had al-
ready waned when Starck joined 
Ratsia.
Kari Starck: Every new wave 
punk man would have very strict 
opinions concerning the music 
one should write. Especially Asko 
would oppose commercialism fanat-
ically. When he went to see Ratsia’s 
gig at Kuusrock, he must have been 
thinking that now Strack has sold 
himself for good!
Asko: It was a nice childhood, but 
it was a good thing that it ended. 
Everybody would start to do his 
own stuff. We would begin to make 
music for real.

[25] Haaga, Meilahti and Pitäjänmäki are districts of Helsinki.
[26] Espoo is the neighbouring town of Helsinki.

Despite the heat and dust,  the lads felt at home in sum-
mery Helsinki. The city was full of bustle and opportunities, but at 
the same time they had time to think about the new band routine. 
For his summer job, Asko delivered mail in Haaga25 in the morning 
and, among other things, Espe moved dead bodies in the Meilahti 
hospital. Asko stayed with Leena Itälahti’s parents in Pitäjänmäki 
and Espe was accommodated at the summer residential home for 
students in Espoo’s26 Lintuvaara. In those evenings when the boys 
were too tired to hang around the town, Asko immersed himself 
thoroughly with the record collection of Ami and Pirkko Ollikai-
nen, the upstairs acquaintances of the Itälahtis. Their collection in-
cluded old rock, soul and blues. The albums were placed in one 
room, where the shelves from floor to ceiling were giving way to 
their weight. Asko got his own keys to the apartment and was 
permitted to go there anytime. 

There were also rarities among the collection, as 
well as cheap supermarket cut outs. With the Ollikain-
en albums, the whole history of popular music and the 

long roots of rock opened up to Asko. On 
one Sunday evening Asko would see the Eng-

lish girl-trio The Slits at a gig at Natsa restaurant 
in Kasarmikatu. The supporting act was an experimen-
tal rock group Vaaralliset Lelut (Dangerous Toys), led 
by Jyrki Siukonen.
Asko: The Slits’ Natsa gig was the most important gig 
I’ve seen. Subconsciously I was seeking precisely that 
kind of music and that way of making music – a mix of 
one’s own and traditional stuff; friendly, but not sugary. 
No fussing around for the sake of fussing around, but 
instead concentrating in developing, getting strength and 
positive energy in one’s playing – energy that would cir-
cle around the venue. Not to force people into anything, 
but to give them an opportunity to experience something. 
The Slits even had a song called ‘Earthbeat’. Towards the 
end of evening people would be dancing on the tables, 
yelling, laughing and crying. Then I knew that our band 
wasn’t supposed to play our own tunes in the middle of 
a hayfield.   

After getting back home Asko would imme-
diately begin to study the instru-
mental and arrangement 
solutions of 
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BELOW: Asko and Espe in the Muhos Library cellar rehearsal place.

the Slits. His other influence was the Raincoats – revered 
by the British press – that included mainly women and 
whose feminine post-punk featured ethnic stuff, mel-
ancholy harmony singing, funk and the Velvet Under-
ground styled piano and violin. The Slits and the Rain-
coats had unabashedly followed the punk exhortation 
“Find your own voice.” Now also Asko and Espe would 
listen to that same exhortation, and during the summer 
Espe would write not only his own lyrics, but also his 
own compositions.
Espe: The first 22-PP songs like ‘Naurettavaa’ (‘Ri-
diculous’), ‘Kammo Kammo Kamala’ (‘Horror O’ 
Horrible’), ‘Prinsessa’ (‘Princess’) and ‘Sinun Suuri 
Sukusi’ (‘Your Great Lineage’) were born in a laugh-
ably easy way. The sentences with their melodies just 
all of a sudden popped into my head and I contin-
ued them like a thought play, further and further still. 
In the dead of night I sometimes used to ponder, for 
how long could I possibly hold the lines in my mind, 
before I would lose my nerves and have to put them 
on to paper? Occasionally it turned out that I didn’t 
know what the song was about at all, until in the end 
I would manage to make it coherent with the help of a 
single sentence.

Asko and Espe found the name for their band 
from an animal encyclopaedia in the Utajärvi Library, 
where their eyes were struck by a ladybird species ‘22-
pistepirkko’27. There it stood: the word had numbers 
in it and it was very difficult to pronounce. ‘22-Pis-
tepirkko’: a very apt name to symbolise their band’s 
new musical ambitions – a name that had nothing to 

do with rock. On the other hand, they had to admit 
that the Beatles also meant the beetles! Only in P-K’s 
opinion would the name be awful. He wasn’t interest-
ed in the Slits styled pussyfooting art at all. The play-
ing had to be punk and rock and roll, but he would 
have to bend to his big brother’s and Espe’s will, if he 
wanted to stay in the same band with them.
P-K: 22-Pistepirkko. I would loathe that name, but 
the guys, two against one, would beat me. I still don’t 
like that name at all.
Asko: When I was still in the secondary school, I 
once would skip the maths lesson and sit under the 
spring sun. A 22-spotted Ladybird would fly to my 
knee, walk there for a while and fly away: creator’s 
humour. 

They asked Tarja Lotvonen to be the vocalist of 
the band. They knew her from school and she could 
also play the recorder. Martti Henttunen, who on the 
weekends used to drop by in his home district, would 
often come to see his friends’ rehearsals in the cellar 
of the Muhos upper level of comprehensive school. 
It was evident that the blokes had left punk behind. 
Their playing was fragile and tentative. Also Hannu 
Mittari rehearsed in the same place. Their guitarist-vo-
calist Nico would distinguish himself making Asko 
and Espe familiar with the Velvet Underground and 
Television’s kind of New York Punk. Asko had heard 
Lou Reed’s early band only once before, and it had left 
enduring marks on him.

Asko: My classmate Juho held a party at home 
where they played The Velvet Underground records. 

[27] Thea 22-punctata, that is, 22-spotted Lady Beetle. See http://www.gardensafari.net/english/picpages/thea_22-punctata.htm
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P–K:
 
O N  B E C O M I N G

H U M B L E

When I tried to explain to Ami Ol-
likainen that punk is wild and 
new music, he just took me to the 
turntable and made me listen to 
some old music that was recorded 
40 years ago. Nothing new under 
the sun. Admitting this was hard 
to a young, stubborn punk rocker, 
but at the same time it gave me an 
inkling of the fact there had been 
artists far more sturdy than Sex 
Pistols or The Ramones. I learned 
that you shouldn’t be too noisy 
about some band’s uniqueness.

I was nodding in the corner in a small stupor feeling perplexed at how 
sluggish and open the VU’s music was compared to everything else I had 
heard. I would ask myself: Is it actually possible to play that way? It was 
weird stuff, a portal to other landscapes. You can’t overestimate the Vel-
vet Underground’s influence on the guys of 22-Pistepirkko. Every time 
a song wouldn’t work, we would think together how The VU would’ve 
played it.
Espe: John Cale was and still is one of my very big heroes. Even nowa-
days I sometimes laugh how, in a way, we are just like The Velvet Under-
ground – a band that plays at the small clubs and occasionally thunders 
away, rocking real nice. Probably we just don’t play as loud as they did, 
from what I’ve heard.

Some of the songs John Cale wrote for the Vel-
vet Underground were basically talking on top of the 
playing. For example, Cale might read the news or 
babble away with pure nonsense. The monotonically 
proceeding talk is like the stream of consciousness text 
of Irish authors James Joyce, and Nobel Prize winning 
Samuel Beckett. According to Tarja Lotvonen, Joyce 
was a familiar writer to the modest Espe too.

Tarja Lotvonen: Espe 
used to read a lot, but not 
those books that were his 
homework. For some rea-
son he would favour the 
Tammi Yellow Library se-
ries28 that published fine and 
even difficult novels. I re-
member how Espe used to 
like James Joyce’s Ulysses. 
Maybe the roots of Espe’s 
lyrical style are somewhere 
there? They include a sim-
ilar stream of conscious-
ness. The songs would have 
lots of words and I remem-
ber how I would memorise 
them in our sauna. I would 
sit on the benches and sing!

They would glean dif-
ferent kinds of instruments, 

like plastic slide-flute, Casiotone and melodica, from 
the music stores and flea markets. Also their acquaint-
ances would give instruments to them. Espe would re-
hearse to play the drums and guitar, Tarja would sing 
and try out the recorder, and Asko would switch be-
tween the bass and melodica – an instrument used by 
the Slits, among other things. P-K, who would jump 
between guitar and drums, would in some tunes op-
erate the Casiotone that would bubble in the back-
ground.
Asko: In our opinion melodica was a magical instru-
ment. It had a good sound and it united us with the 
reggae business. Moreover, we knew how it could piss 
people off. Everyone was interested in playing all the 
instruments, and because we had so few gigs, we didn’t 
have to think how a set like that would hold together 
on some tour.
P-K: To the point of its being a pain in the ass, we also 
had to differ a little from other bands. Just in case.

Along with the songs by Espe, new tunes would 
be born by jamming at the rehearsals. The guys never 
studied to read music. The point of rehearsing was to 
hold the delicate songs together, and at the same time 
to learn to play different instruments. To play silently 
wasn’t easy. The band’s vision was strong: the playing 
should be powerful and as sensitive and small as possi-
ble – both at the same time.
P-K: It was grand to carry a guitar case to the re-
hearsals just like thousands of other musicians around 

[28] The Tammi Yellow Library is a very prestigious world literature series by Tammi publishing. See http://www.tammi.fi

On becoming humble:
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ESPE:
 • • • • • •  • • •  • • •   

Some Muhosian had cut the ty-
res of some Utajärvian’s car with 
a knife. I happened to be at the 
brothers’ in Utajärvi, when these 
gangsters, older than us, stopped 
everyone on the road. They stopped 
me too, asking where I was from. I 
denied being from Muhos, but the-
se guys were sceptical, asking to 
see my ID. I didn’t have it with me, 
and eventually they let me go. If 
they hadn’t have believed my bo-
gus about being from Järvikylä, 
I would’ve certainly gotten a bea-
ting to remember.

the world! And I had a feeling that in this band there 
would be time for rock too.

In the April of 1981, some people would invite 22-
PP to play their debut gig at the founding party of the 
small-scale magazine Suuri Kurpitsa, held at the Haapa-

järvi youth hall. The organiser 
of festivities and the founder 
of that magazine, Pauli Kallio 
– also known as the collabo-
rator of Hilse magazine – had 
originally sent the gig invita-
tion to Matti Mätä & SS that 
had charmed Kallio when he 
saw the band’s sporty punk-
show at Nivala’s dance pavilion 
in his home village. When the 
audience had begun to throw 
coins at the band during the 
gig, Asko had remarked in the 
microphone: “Oh my, evident-
ly the fee from the gig comes 
while we play!”

Later that summer Ka-
llio and Asko would meet at 
the Provinssirock of Seinä-
joki, where they would switch 
shirts to signify their friend-
ship. Asko would receive a 

valuable college shirt equipped with the logo of the band 
Buzzcocks, and Kallio would slip Asko’s distinctive sign 
of those times, the white-and-green striped shirt, over his 

head. In July at the Oulu Ku-
usrock many people would 
mistake Pauli Kallio for Asko. 
Kallio and Asko would hold 
contact by mail, and Ka-
llio would publish some of 
these letters as columns in 
his Suuri Kurpitsa magazine. 
Along with the music news, 
the magazine would publish 
more and more experimental 
cartoons. Despite his drawing 
hobby, Asko would never con-
tribute any cartoons to the mag-
azine.
Asko: To me, drawing means putting 
a pen on the paper and following the 
mark that comes out. I almost enjoy 
it even more than playing in a band. I 
would read cartoons for sure, but per-
sonally I wouldn’t want to draw them 
or think up the plots.

In Haapajärvi, at the Suuri Kur-
pitsa concert, the present day met-
al producer Mikko Karmila’s noise-
band Etuala (The Front) from Ker-
ava, XBÖÖ from Oulu, and 22-Pis-
tepirkko from Muhos would ap-
pear. The hundred punks that 
had paid to get in weren’t 
excited with 22-PP’s 

tentative ambient tripping. Pauli Kallio was also dis-
appointed, for he had expected a wanton act like Mat-
ti Mätä & SS from Asko’s new band too.   
Pauli Kallio: 22-PP was exactly the opposite kind of 
music that Matti Mätä & SS had been. The show was 
very incoherent and one could discern parts of the main 
thread only occasionally. This art was difficult to grasp, 
although I tried very hard. There was something to it, but 
I didn’t know what.

The debut gig with its confused reception would 
entail a fifty-mark loss to 22-Pistepirkko, because the 
cash-box was found to be empty in the evening, so that 
the organisers couldn’t pay their band’s travelling ex-
penses. After a couple of shows Tarja Lotvonen would 
leave for Helsinki to study and quit the band.
Tarja Lotvonen: Asko would ask and I would just 
somehow get there. Being in a band wasn’t my thing.  
I was awfully lazy when it came to practise. The gigs 
were fun, for example in Puolanka, when some 15-year 
old boys came and asked my autograph. If I had stayed 
and hanged around with the Pistepirkkos, they would 
never have got anywhere from that point! 

Of those who remained, no one was willing to sing. 
P-K: It was a fucking nuisance trying to sing and play 
at the same time. For instance, when hitting a cym-
bal while drumming, or while taking a more difficult 
chord on guitar, the singing would always stop. We 
would’ve loved to let someone else do the singing. We 
actually held some vocalist auditions.

In the autumn all of their mates moved south. The 
working community they had formed with Han-nu Mit-
tari broke up, when the rehearsal place was turned into 
a storage facility. They moved their playing equipment 
to a warehouse building near the Keränen home-yard, 
where the brothers had always slept in the summer when 
they were children. Their trio began to search for a way 
to play together so that it would work. Their music was 
dilettantish, and the feeling that somewhere else all kinds 
of nice things were happening occasionally made their 
mood dispirited and restless.
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The rehearsals went on,  more disciplined than before. All three would com-
pose and write lyrics, and the one who wrote a song would also have to sing it. Espe, 
who was the most skilful in accompanying his songs, would have to take up the micro-
phone more often, for so far he had written the songs that worked the best. 

The rehearsing would be disturbed by Espe’s duties as a school aid in the Muhos 
Secondary School and Asko’s tenure as a caretaker. Youth organiser Hanna Kukkonen 
was responsible for Asko’s employment.
Hanna Kukkonen: The Utajärvi municipality rented an old community hall from 
the local youth association, to compensate the lack of place for the youth. The house 
was wood-heated and needed a caretaker, so I got Asko to work there. Some were 
sceptical if it would work at all, but I recall Asko himself remarking that the job would 
suit him fine: the work would begin relatively late in the morning and his task would 
be to make the firewood ready and to carry it to the two register stoves. He would 
also have to clean up the traces of the previous night a little, and then again get new 
firewood and act as a fireguard. The way to work was over five kilometres and Asko 
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knew that I liked his lovely mum and that my own di-
et constituted of sandwiches. So we mucked in. I had a 
car and at home Asko had his food made by his mom. 
We would both sit around the ready-set dinner table, 
under Helmi Keränen’s motherly care, and sometimes 
I would even get a bag of buns or doughnuts to go 
with my evening snack, like a payment for bringing his 
hungry son home to eat. 

At the instigation of Asko, we would organise 
an open-air jam session at the camp-centre of Alasu-
vanto, along the river Oulujoki. 22-PP wouldn’t be the 
best possible disco-band to play there, but to me that 
evening’s gig was bona fide early Pistepirkkos: a sum-
mery old yard, the beautiful river Oulujoki; youth, 
children and grownups, horseflies and mosquitoes as 
the audience. Someone would swim in the river, some-
one would drink beer, and someone other would lie 
down with a blade of grass in mouth, listening to the 
music. The concert would end with the audience and 
main act jamming together in a pure reconciliatory 
manner, and with the main act even assuming the role 
of the audience from time to time. I don’t remember if 
we had the official permission for the occasion or stew-
ards, but I remember that everybody felt just fine!

A local paper Tervareitti (Tar Route) wrote about  
the 22-PP concert like this: “All three sing. Mostly 
Asko handles the choreography, that is, the reeling. P-
K doesn’t gesture too much, except when the horse-
flies bite him. There is no tremolo bar in Espe’s guitar, 
but behind the drum-kit his left hand tremors better 
than the fish-salter’s hand. Melodica, Casiotone and 

rotating solo turns give an air of originality to their act. 
The two fore-mentioned are probably deliberate – the 
last-mentioned comes by accident. It may as well be the 
other way around, who knows? When one listens to 22-
Pistepirkko, an idea comes to mind that for some dilet-
tantes the desire to perform is stronger than their abili-
ties, but with this group it has so far been vice versa.”
P-K:  From the very outset our goal was to become 
professionals and to go and play abroad. This goal we 
would first reiterate to dad and mom, over and over 
again, and then to our mates during the lunch-breaks of 
some odd jobs, and eventually to our mates in the vil-
lage too. Nowadays I understand why our plan so often 
caused incredulous looks and bursts of laughter.

The Keränen parents were worried for their sons. 
There hadn’t yet been any artists or musicians in their 
families.
Helmi Keränen: When the boys talked about the 
musician’s career at home, dad and I used to think that 
it’s only a passing fancy. Whatever we said, it wouldn’t 
change their hearts. It was the obvious solution and goal 
for them. The gig-cars were lousy and cold in the win-
ter. Oh my, how many times we would tell them to quit 
the whole fuss! We would tell them to go to school and 
search for a decent job.
Espe: I had already reached the age when pa would 
have nothing to say about it, but yeah, nevertheless, 
I’ve always heard him say that our enterprise will be 
a failure for sure. I myself liked what we did, and my 
character is of the kind that makes me serious about 
the things I do.

In the spring of 1982 the threesome reported 
themselves to the regional trials of The Finnish Rock 
Championships. Hassisen Kone (Hassinen’s Machine), 
who had won in 1980, had become big in an instant. 
The previous year’s winner Kerjäläisarmeija (the Army 
of Beggars) on the other hand, had not. The contest in 
itself wouldn’t interest the trio, but as before, the tri-
als would be a way to get a gig with decent technical 
settings. 
P-K: If I remember correctly, we just wanted to tell 
everybody: “Hello there! A band like this is coming.”
Hanna Kukkonen: As the word spread around in 
Utajärvi that 22-PP were going to attend the trials, the 
local youth were split in two. Although 22-PP had 
clearly gained a fan-base of their own after the times of 
Matti Mätä & SS, the fact that these fellows were the 
only ones in the region who dared to attend the tri-
als of the Finnish Rock Championships, would raise a 
lot of confusion. People wouldn’t consider their deli-
cate and melodic playing the right kind of music for 
that event. 
Asko: Before the Oulu trials we would throw a school 
gig in Puolanka. We would have a music-rack on stage, 
holding the lyrics for all our songs. During that phase 
we just wouldn’t find it necessary to know the words by 
heart. We would ruin the whole damn gig by knocking 
over the music-rack, and the papers would just spread 
around. We would be so embarrassed! One of our mates 
would even come and ask, whether there is any sense at 
all in our business, after which we would learn the words 
by heart.

Helmi Keränen: After their gigs the lads would often 
be disappointed in themselves, but on the following days 
they would be bristling with oomph, wanting to show 
everyone again. Every time there would be someone in 
the audience who would like them and spur them on.
Asko: We were playing a gig with the Muhos king-band, 
progressive rock playing Sanomaton Puolukanvarpu (The 
Unspeakable Lingonberry Shoot), at the VR29 clubhouse 
in Oulu. They had asked us to go there with them and 
of course we played first. I played bass and sang, P-K 
played guitar, and Espe played the Yamahatone organ, 
which we had bought with my secondary school-leav-
ing gift money. The piece was a kind of one chord clank, 
long Velvet styled jam called ‘Lentokenttä’ (‘Airport’), 
where the protagonist is waiting to see if his soul manag-
es to get along with him after the flight. The song started 
to work like in a dream. The audience would listen to it 
in complete silence. The tension would just grow and we 
in a threesome would guide the force. The structure of 
our set was the same as nowadays. First we search for a 
hypnotic tension and after that comes the explosion, that 
is, if it’s bound to come. As we would saunter off the 
stage, it would be just like if we had grown in people’s 
eyes. It would feel nice. It was not the fact that we had 
totally swamped the progressive rock guys, but the fact 
that something had happened - something our rehears-
ing was aiming at. 

For the Oulu trials held in October 1982, the trio 
had rehearsed three compositions. They were ‘Nauret-
tavaa’ (‘Ridiculous’), ‘Kammo Kammo Kamala’ (‘Horror 
O’ Horrible’) and ‘Olen Saanut Tarpeekseni’ (‘I’ve Had 

[29] VR is the acronym of Valtion Rautatiet, i.e., The State Railways.
[30] Hannu ‘Tuomari’ (‘Judge’) Nurmio (b. 1950) is a Finnish rock-singer andmusician,

noted and respectedfor his lyrics. His pseudonym is derived from the fact that he actually is
a legal scholar, although not practising. See http://www.saunalahti.fi/~leinoju/tuomarinurmio/
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Supporting Tuomari Nurmio in Kuopio –83.

Enough’), which had a riff 
stolen from Tuomari Nur-
mio’s30 ‘Punainen Planeetta’ (The 
Red Planet). 

Jouko Seppälä of the paper Kale-
va would write: “In the Oulu regional tri-
als of the Finnish Rock Championships, styles 
went from punk and heavy metal all the way to the 
traditional pop. But regardless of style, nearly every band 
would just try more or less forcefully to roll their angst 
onto the listener’s shoulders. No wonder then that vic-
tory went to the Utajärvian 22-Pistepirkko, who stood 
out from the mass exactly because of their original and 
sensitive act.” 
Hanna Kukkonen: 22-PP played in the middle of 
the trial, an excellent time, for the audience was already 
numb after listening the continuous monotony of the 
previous bands. 22-PP really was something different. 
I think their set went OK, but my opinion might have 
been effected by the fact that the lads were my “own”, 
and that I had heard some of the songs already a cou-
ple of days earlier. I mentioned to the journalist from 
a local paper who was with me in the audience, that 
just now 22-PP isn’t anything but a band from the val-
ley of river Oulujoki. Behind me, I heard a low voice 
– I don’t know if it was an answer to my remark or a 
remark to someone else – saying: “We shall hear about 
this band in the future. This band has charisma.” As I 
looked behind me, I recognised the speaker as Kau-
ko Röyhkä. For the rest of the evening I stared at the 
boys, looking for that “charisma”. Though I assured 

the chaps after they have played, that everything went 
well, I personally had a feeling that they definitely 
were not going to the finals in Seinäjoki.
Kauko Röyhkä: They were really good in Rau-
hala: it was silent and exciting music. I was very sur-
prised and happy for their act to hold together so well, 
particularly when compared to Matti Mätä & SS. So, I 
wasn’t surprised at all when 22-PP won the contest.
P-K: When we played ‘Kammo Kammo Kamala’, eve-
rybody stood agape, including ourselves. No one un-
derstood what was going on, but this was the moment 
when something completely magical happened in our 
orchestra for the first time: something that we had 
been talking about for years and where we had aimed 
at. I believe that back then everybody noticed that we 
had something that differed from the ordinary stuff – 
at least something unusual, if not special.
Asko: We would take advantage of silence and oppo-
sites.
Espe: We were supposed to leave the folks bewil-
dered, and in the process we ourselves were left be-
wildered!
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P-K: The set went well but we totally fucked up the 
encore. Ding! The magic disappeared, as if it had never 
existed in the first place.

Tervareitti wrote in October 21, 1982: “It is as-
tonishing that amateur players this young can reach 
that kind of a colourful playing-circus, where many of 
the songs are real salto mortales, the jumps of death, 
because they don’t jump straight into the lap of daddy 
pellemiljoonas or hassisenkones or other role models, 
but bravely into the great unknown.”
Helmi Keränen: After the Oulu district contest vic-
tory I felt the curse of publicity for the first time. It 
was obvious that everyone didn’t agree with the result, 
and oh yes, I would hear it while working at the bar of 
the restaurant too. I would’ve liked to wrap the boys 
in cotton, hide them from people’s brutal critiques. My 
heart wept as they voluntarily surrendered themselves 
to all that criticising, but their oomph just grew. Their 
motto was “The main thing is that people talk”.

The Finnish Rock Championships contest’s two-
day final was held at the Seinäjoki Sports Hall in Novem-
ber 16-17, 1982. The semi-finalists were 18 young Finn-
ish rock and pop bands that had been selected from 288 
participants in different district trials. 

On Friday the municipal secretary gave the Pis-
tepirkko-trio a lift to Seinäjoki. The municipal youth 
board covered their travelling expenses. Seinäjoki is 
far from Utajärvi, but yet to some extent close, so that 
even the municipal youth organiser had to get to the 
place of the skull to see her protégés play. In Seinäjoki 
they also had their first touch with hotel accommoda-

tion on a gig-trip. On Saturday the threesome watched 
the other bands play among a thousand-head audience 
and waited for their own turn in the semi-finals. Espe, 
who was ill, vomited the whole night through, and so 
he was in a slender condition. 
Espe: The night before leaving we went to some res-
taurants in Oulu, and someone offered me a puff from 
a joint. I considered it for a while and then thought 
why not? That night I would fly on the roofs and bel-
ly-land painfully upon the morning. At the champion-
ships I was as white as a sheet.
Asko: In Seinäjoki we went to the hotel room to see 
how Espe threw up and suffered. It was the eve of the 
championships and we cursed, why on earth his first 
time had to be now!

Asko’s constant bill and coo with his girlfriend 
of that time, Arja, also annoyed P-K. He thought that 
girls shouldn’t disturb anyone’s concentration at the 
gig. In the Sunday final, in the same backstage room, 
there would be the rhythm and blues group JSS from 
Vantaa, the post-punk-band Yö (Night) from Pori, and 
the girl-band Tavaramarkkinat (Goodies for Sale) from 
Helsinki, all excited.

When they got on stage the threesome’s playing 
didn’t go as they had wished. Espe acted as the main 
vocalist, and during the second number ‘Naurettavaa’ 
(‘Ridiculous’), he lifted the snare drum to the front of 
the stage, next to the microphone stand. P-K played 
guitar and drums, concentrating on what he was do-
ing, wearing a straw hat, and Asko switched between 
bass and Yamahatone organ.
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P-K: We didn’t have to provoke by our act like we did with Matti Mätä & SS, 
because now only the timbre of our orchestra would be needed to do it. We 
had to play to prejudiced people. Playing to that kind of audience would edu-
cate us as players. We would think that if we handled these kinds of gigs, we 
could do anything.

Pauli Kallio, who wrote not only for his own magazine but also for 
Rumba31 precursor Bambi, came to see the contest with his girlfriend Reija 
Nieminen, who he had met at the Orivesi College. To Kallio the differenc-
es between Haapajärvi’s Kurpitsa-gig and the FRC show were remarkable. 
Though some beats would be missed every now and then, the songs were rec-
ognisable as songs, and they had character and style. Seeing 22-PP’s show Re-
ija Nieminen was instantly sold.
Reija Nieminen: Their attitude toward themselves and their music was so 
naïve. Their stuff was so original that whatever they had played, I would’ve 
loved them.
Tarja Lotvonen: P-K wore a black sweater that mum Helmi had knitted for 
him with drumsticks. This way it came out with large holes, not very warm, 
but stylish and really punk! In this particular issue his mum definitely under-
stood her child!

After Sunday’s acts the jury, which among other individuals comprised 
of rock journalists Arto Pajukallio and Tero Liete, Poko Rekords managing 
director Epe Helenius, and Johanna record company’s managing director Atte 
Blom32, withdrew to vote for that year’s rock champion. The mature JSS and 
vigorous Yö were competing for the position of favourite to win. Blom, re-
nowned as a multifaceted trendsetter for music and culture, was immediately 
attracted to the creativity and minimalism of 22-PP, and consequently, gave 
his vote to them. When the votes had been counted, and the original sounding 
22-PP had come out as the winners, the majority of the jury – to Blom’s great 
surprise – announced that the vote proper would not start until now. Thus, 
voting for 22-Pistepirkko, the jurors had tried to thwart the opposite camp’s 
favourite’s victory. Although the result of this tactical manoeuvring didn’t 

please everyone and aroused quite a row, Atte Blom 
could announce the true winners of the rock champi-
onship in the name of democracy. In the hall the peo-
ple spoke out in their amazement about the winner, 
and the majority wouldn’t accept the result without 
protesting. During the gloomy victory ceremony Jussi 
Raittinen – in his typical jovial manner – would sum 
up the rationale for the victory in a few words: “The 

creativity, contemplation, bold originality and the fact 
that the group really had come to play and not to com-
pete, softened the jury up.”
Hanna Kukkonen: I saw every band and I have to 
say that getting to the top five wasn’t a surprise, even 
though admittedly they were my own boys. After the 
contest Kaleva headlined that “22-Pistepirkko cut the 
tasteless rock-sausage”, and getting to the final straight 

[31] Rumba is one of the biggest rock-magazines in Finland.
[32] Atte Blom and Johanna records carry a legendary reputation in
Finnish rock business. See http://www.johannakustannus.fi/
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22-pp had just won the rock contest, but the 
music connoisseurs and other “insiders” of 
Oulu’s Rattori were thrashing out this appal-
ling thing. How on earth could this band win? 
Fuck, what a bunch of pussies! 22-Pistepirk-
ko were simply clubbed to death. It was dif-
ficult to disagree, because I had also gotten 
myself inside the prestigious inner circle. I 
was an insecure young man, who would nod 
with consent to every comment. Neverthe-
less, I had a cutting awareness that I disag-
reed. I actually liked 22-Pistepirkko’s music. 
Through the guitar player Napi from my band 
of those days, Indecent Boys Band, IBB, I got 
to know Asko, who’s personal bearing and po-

liteness impressed me. I would get more and 
more interested in 22-Pistepirkko. IBB had a 
gig at Rattori. There wasn’t any audience, not 
even my inner circle mates. We had advertised 
our gig around town. Oh horror, five really wim-
py-looking nice guys who played melodic pop. It 
couldn’t have been further from indecency! Only 
the sister of our guitarist Napi, Arja, her friend 
Hanna and Asko turned up. There was no one 
else, if we count the bar personnel out. We we-
re embarrassed about the gig. Asko’s presence 
even added to our embarrassment.  When I went 
to the Rattori next time, I would shock the con-
noisseur circle, remarking that I liked 22-Pis-
tepirkko. I praised their personal touch. The in-

ner circle guys disparaged my opinion. Some of 
them just may have sneered and fucked around 
with me a bit too. I didn’t care. I had penetrated 
the membrane that thwarted me from expres-
sing my opinions. I was proud of myself. I was 
free! The next time I came to the Rattori with 
a loaned Pistepirkko-album with me. I asked 
the DJ Riku Halttu to play it some time during 
the evening, and when Riku, being a friendly 
chap, did it, I would go and dance alone. I would 
dance elastically, liberated and even a little re-
belliously. I wanted the inner circle to see me. 
When I had succeeded with this, I would go to 
talk poetry-stuff with the authoress Anna-Lee-
na Härkönen33.

felt just like that for me too. In the final there were 
better bands in terms of playing, but indeed the gift-
ed individuals can always improve their playing skills 
with technical practise. There are certain things that 
some people will never ev-
er grasp. Before the victory 
ceremony I would watch 
from the front row, how 
Kersa, P-K and Espe would 
calmly recline on the hall 
floor. I would try to inter-
pret their expressions to see 
what kind of feedback they 
possibly had received, but 
nothing would reveal that 
they had already been in-
terviewed about the victo-
ry! 22-PP had achieved the 
same feat as they did in the 
outdoor concert of Alasuvanto. They made their thing 
look just like themselves. From Seinäjoki we went to 
Oulu by train, and from Oulu in my Lada home to 
Utajärvi. I had meek and somewhat fearful young men 
in my car, although they indeed were the rock champi-
ons of Finland. It wasn’t my driving that caused their 
fearfulness. 

Päivi Hagen of Kansan Tahto (The People’s Will) 
commented on October 23, 1982: “Asko Keränen as-
pired for the status of a Finnish Rock Champion for 
the first time a couple of years ago, with his band Mat-
ti Mätä & SS. Back then their music would be senseless 

punk-fussing, and Keränen with his band wouldn’t 
gain a place worth mentioning even in the preliminary 
trials.”

Arto Tahvanainen of Tervareitti wrote on No-

vember 4, 1982: “I doubt that anyone remembered that 
in the same contest, a couple of years ago, the origi-
nal form of the present line-up, Matti Mätä, had been 
thrown out of the contest in the middle of their show, 
after their first song, and told: Enough of this, it seems 
not to work at all!”

Helsingin Sanomat wrote about 22-Pistepirk-
ko, that in pure musical terms it was the most interest-
ing contestant in the Seinäjoki final. According to He-
Sa, the awfully named band’s playing had an admira-
ble originality to it, and its music circled in the manic 
whirlpools of minimalist modern rock.   

The pussyfooting rock-press of Finland didn’t ex-
actly know how to handle the victory of the band 
that wouldn’t fall into any category. The jury’s choice 
was considered daring. The victory of 22-PP caused 

resentment and rage among the rock-insid-
ers and rock-public of Finland, from Oulu 
to Eira34. 22-PP was denounced as a musi-
cal joke and blasphemy of rock. The val-
ue of FRC institution plummeted: how 
could a band like that win? Some of their old 
punk-mates at least understood what had hap-
pened. Kari Starck had moved from Oulu to Salo 
and joined the prestigious punk-band Vaavi. In Salo, 
Starck with his band watched the FRC-contest on TV. 
As 22-PP who had played ethereally in the light of a 
standard lamp was announced as the winner, one of 

Vaavi’s members would cry indignant: “Bloody fuck 
what kind of music, what kind of sounds! These guys 
can’t even play!”
Kari Starck: I would watch, thinking to myself that 

oh my, how the boys have 
grown – at least P-K – and 
Asko had started to play 
bass. He had an Aria bass 
and his own style, but jeez 
their music was weird. 
You couldn’t criticise it or 
make valued judgements 
about it. It sounded for-
eign. If it had been sung in 
English, everyone would 
have thought they were 
a fine experimental band 
from London. The Slits in-

fluences were easily recognisable. You 
could hear that particular garage in 

P-K’s guitar playing. The guys had 
obviously listened to the sounds of 
60’s.
Jyri-Jussi Rekinen: 22-PP was 

homemade, sensitive music. Warm-
hearted, nice and jolly fellows they 

truly had always been, already in their 
punk-era, but now they had become hippier. 

The ready-programmed rhythm of a Casiotone and 
some slide-guitar on top of it, and oh yes, they start-
ed to sound like a real band, even though P-K’s guitar 

A STORY
ABOUT THE
YEAH YEAH MAN

B Y  T I M O  R A U T I O ,
P O P  G U I T A R I S T  F R O M  O U L U ,

E . G .  T H E  B A N A N A S K I N

[33] Anna-Leena Härkönen (b. 1965) is a well-known Finnish writer and actor. Her 1984 debut-novel
Häräntappoase (The Weapon to Kill an Ox) received a lot of attention and was rewarded with The J.H. Erkko Prize.

[34] Eira is a Southern district of Helsinki, renowned as an upper-class area.
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wasn’t in a slide tuning. In my opinion ‘Kammo Kammo Kamala’ and the 
Casiotone rhythm brought the FRC victory to 22-Pistepirkko. 

After the results were announced, the threesome just stayed there, sit-
ting in silence. The win, although they felt they had deserved it, could confuse 
their plans. The development and composition work was still going on. 22-PP 
just were not yet ready to be a nationally known rock-group.
Helmi Keränen: When the boys won that competition, it was Saturday 
and I had my evening-shift at work. P-K rang up and explained the situa-
tion. I couldn’t hide my tears. It was the beginning of something new – some 
even managed to gather up courage to congratulate me. Mostly there would 
be whispering behind my back. I shall never forget one situation. Two gen-
tlemen came to dine, and while serving, one of them congratulated me, the 
mum, for the victory, whereas the other laughed, scornfully, because the ju-
ry had praised the Pistepirkkos for their “creativity”. This man was the lads’ 
ex-teacher and his sneering attitude tore deep wounds on my self-esteem. I 
would always get touchy when someone started to talk about the boys’ music. 
I was afraid of critique, and mislead the speakers away from the subject, for I 
felt that all the negative opinions were aimed at me.

The best side of the winning was a recording contract with a national-
ly renowned record company. Their old punk-friends, enchanted by the Ou-
lu gig, like Kauko Röyhkä, swore that the band would sign a contract with 
a small record company from Oulu. The only company that the threesome 
themselves were interested in was the Finnish new wave and punk friendly 
Johanna. Founded by Atte Blom in 1979, Johanna was an extension of the leg-
endary Love Records. For starters Johanna released Tuomari Nurmio’s ‘Valo 
Yössä’ (‘A Light in the Night’) single and from that it would receive enough 
money to sustain the careers of Love’s Pelle Miljoona, Yari from the band Se, 
and Dave Lindholm35. The internationally oriented Hanoi Rocks also record-
ed for Johanna. In Seinäjoki Atte Blom was ensured about the musical talents 
of 22-PP and asked the threesome to enter his stable after the winning cer-
emony.
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[35] Dave Lindholm (b. 1952), real name Ralf Henrik, is a legendary Finnish guitar player and singer, mostly 
noted for his melancholy blues songs. See http://www.sjoki.uta.fi/~latvis/yhtyeet/lindholm.html
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KAUKO
RÖYHKÄ:
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P-K at the powerhouse in Utajärvi. 

The Pistepirkkos have always 
been interesting, and in the past I 
used to go to all of their gigs. Af-
ter they became professionals, I 
haven’t been going to their gigs 
anymore, for there’s always such 
an awful throng. It’s nice to go and 
see good bands when they’re not 
yet very popular!

Asko: We didn’t know anybody from the business. 
Of course we knew who Atte Blom was, but we didn’t 
know what he looked like. As he came over to talk to 
us and asked us to join his label, we asked him: Who 
the hell are you?

The contract guaranteed one single and one al-
bum for 22-Pistepirkko. Their debut-single would 

only need a producer. To 
Blom’s mind the right guy 
for a band like 22-PP was 
Jyrki Siukonen, who bus-
tled about Blom’s stable as 
a producer and A&R man. 
An ex-drummer and lyricist 
of the punk-band Kollaa 
Kestää (Kollaa Will Hold)36, 
Siukonen back then worked 
also in the band Vaaralliset 
Lelut (Dangerous Toys). At 
Johanna Siukonen had pro-
duced, among others, Salo’s 
pride and joy of punk, 
Vaavi, the 1980 FRC final-
ist Raine Salo’s Backwoods, 

Jaakko Kannusjärvi, and the bands Päät (Heads) and 
Kumma Heppu ja Lopunajan Voidellut (An Odd Fel-
low and The Anointed Ones of The End-times). 
Jyrki Siukonen: Maybe Atte thought that music-
wise I would be the right kind of freaky person for this 
freaky group. I myself wasn’t present in the Seinäjoki 
FRC contest, but right after that Blom told me to go to 

Tampere and talk to the lads at their YO-house (The 
Students’ House) gig. The idea was to talk about the 
making of an album. Being at Johanna was more hang-
ing around than proper work. The Johanna office was 
a meeting place, where some artist would always hang 
around, killing time or cadging for money. Johanna 
was a miniature court with a bunch of sulky oppor-
tunists and back-stabbers. Many of them would be af-
ter their own interest, offering their projects to Atte. 
Riipinen37 for instance would waste a lot of film mak-
ing the album-covers – his efficiency indeed wasn’t 
great. My own projects were also futile from the com-
pany’s point of view, but relatively small. Someone 
else would’ve made different decisions from mine on 
the basis of demos. For instance, I listened to the first 
demo of some band from Joensuu, where someone re-
iterated “Hassisen Kone, Hassisen Kone” for five min-
utes. After this the vocalist recited a poem about a shit 
dropping, and I was like oh well, it’s getting late and 
this isn’t going to work at all. Let it be.38 

22-PP played at the college faculty party in the 
YO-house. They had booked Ippe Kätkä’s, ex-Roy-
als drummer’s, progressive rock group as the main act. 
Pauli Kallio who had walked past the YO-house that 
day had noticed that the advertisement poster didn’t 
include the support act’s name at all. Worrisome Ka-
llio himself wrote 22-PP’s name on the poster, so that 
maybe someone interested would arrive.

In the evening there would be no rush at the 
YO-house. The hippie-audience that had come to lis-
ten to Ippe Kätkä’s progressive jazz was flabbergasted 

[36] The name Kollaa Kestää (Kollaa will hold) refers ironically to the heroic battle of Finnish troops against The Stalinist Soviet Union in Kollaa from December 1939 to 
May 1940. It was of course very likely that the reactionary nationalists of the punk-era would be outraged, because an anarchistic punk-band blemished the holy memory 
of their fatherland’s independence battle with a blasphemous name like that. See http://www.saunalahti.fi/~ejuhola/7.62/kollaacampaign.html.

[37] Kari Riipinen is a Finnish pop artist of the Eighties, who designed lots of album-covers, e.g. for Pelle Miljoona and Hanoi Rocks.
[38] This story refers to the above-mentioned band Hassisen Kone, who won the 1980 FRC title and became very popular. To add to Siukonen’s sorry

miscalculation, Hassisen Kone are generally considered as the most important new wave band in Finland. See http://www.poko.fi/hassisenkone/
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”
They wanted to be a rock band and they 
wanted to make it. It was their dream. Be-
cause of that they would rehearse like crazy, 

every day, for the first five years. No other band that I 
know had ever rehearsed so much as 22-Pistepirkko. They 
are among those few people I know who have had “that” 
particular shine in their eyes.”

by the support act. 
22-PP were invit-

ed there because the 
organisers believed 

that the band would 
play silent and ethereal 

music, but instead their 
act included rumbling ga-

rage rock with Johnny Thun-
ders covers.  The audience wasn’t 

large, but with their sympathetic act the 
trio won many spectators on their side. Their vulner-
able way of expressing themselves had an opposing 
force in the cover version of The Troggs’ 1966 rum-
ble hit  ‘Wild Thing.’ They had plucked the piece out 
of the Monster Hits collection bought from the su-
permarket and it had sounded fit to Pistepirkko rep-
ertoire. No one knew it was a worn-out evergreen. 
The main thing was that the piece was great.
Jyrki Siukonen: The Casiotone was crucial, the in-
strument that determined the band’s sound. On the 
stage they had a standard lamp and P-K wore a straw 
hat. In the rock circles the band’s image annoyed more 
than aroused interest. The band divided opinions, but 
I liked them since the beginning. On that evening at 
the YO-house I met my mate-to-be for the first time. 
We’ve been together ever since.

22-PP’s plans of moving to Helsinki were post-
poned as the chaps waited to see what the victory of 
the band-contest was about to bring in its wake. Usu-
ally this particular accomplishment would skyrocket the 

winner to fame in an instant and bring gigs and general 
PR-work with it. However, except for the appearance 
in YLE’s Härmärock, nothing happened to Pistepirkkos. 
They just continued rehearsing in a threesome, in their 
normal, disciplined vein. Epe Helenius signed Yö from 
the same year’s FRC, the band whose debut-album Va-
rietee (Variety) sold 50,000 copies39. 22-PP in turn won 
the prizes of “The Blunder of The Year” and “The Worst 
Band of The Year” in the annual reader polls of Soundi 
and Suo-sikki magazines. Laughter and derision wouldn’t 
jerk the band that believed in its own essence. 
P-K: It sure wasn’t fun to be the object of general 
scorn, but it hardened our character. In a threesome it 
was easier to endure. 
Espe: Some people liked us too, even some people of 
the press. To provoke and question, were, indeed, one 
of our goals.
Asko: On the other hand, we were astonished by the 
magazine stories about us, and extremely hurt by the ac-
rimonious nitpicking, but nevertheless we started to make 
an album and there were some more gigs to come. Our 
parents would watch flabbergasted, as we didn’t go any-
where but only played. The circles became really small. 
Jyri-Jussi Rekinen: In 1982 I would write the first 
story of my life for the Oulu’s Ylioppilaslehti (Stu-
dents’ Magazine), where Asko would talk frankly and 
honestly about his turns of mind. Asko would talk  
a lot about writing. He said he wrote poems and kept 
a diary. He practised keyboard playing. He would talk 
about his depression and I would think: Oh, he has 
those kinds of problems.

The everyday routine  of the Finnish Champions 
was a long way from glamour. Officially all three were un-
employed. Hakkarainen, the official of Utajärvi Employ-
ment Exchange, wouldn’t consider their practise of rock music as 
work. The lads thought that Hakkarainen enjoyed his power and 
bullied people.
Asko: We wouldn’t have had enough time to rehearse if we had 
worked. We told him that the municipality had lots of unem-
ployed people who wanted to work. All we would need was the 
unemployment pay. We just wanted to play, so wasn’t it possible 
to give our work to those people who needed work? We would 
also complain that our hands, crucial in playing, would be ruined 
in shitty jobs. 

Soon they started to receive orders to register in the thicket 
thinning or haymaking. Espe collected lichen for five marks per 
day40. Asko and P-K were sent to tend pigs.

Asko: It was winter and about 34 degrees Celsius 
below zero. We would loan yet another moped, on 
which we would attach a windbreak. Then, still half 
asleep, wearing quilted overalls, we would drive to the 
other side of the village to a piggery.  There our boss 
would wait for us – he was one of my old schoolmates, 
astonished to see us there. All the same, we had to do 
our chores. First we would move pigs from one bin to 
another and after that we would wash the soil from the 

floor. We would trample in pig-shit wearing all 
our winter-clothes, after which they would send 
us outdoors to throw logs into the wood-cleav-
ing machine. We would do everything we were 
supposed to do, because the boss was our ac-
quaintance, and because we needed money for 
the band’s gig van’s Transit’s new winter tyres. 

Occasionally Hakkarainen also managed to 
find them some nice jobs, like P-K’s post at the Uta-
järvi library. Aside the chores he would, among oth-
er things, write lyrics on the filing notes. He got fired 
and later he heard the reason: he didn’t know the al-
phabet. P-K himself knew that the reason was in fact 
that he didn’t get along with the chief librarian. But 
the municipal rubbish dump would be an even nicer 
work place than the library. 
P-K: On the side of the dump there was the warder’s 
booth, where I had my own tape recorder, tapes and a 
coffee maker. From the dump I found a very nice mat-
tress to fit there, on which I would slouch reading and 
listening to music. The geezers would come every once 
in a while to ask where they could dump their loads. I 

[39] In Finland this is very much, for Finland’s population is circa 5 million. [40] Five marks wasn’t much of a salary, even back in those days.
Compare it to the price of LP-record, which was circa forty marks.
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would show them the place. The effect of these relief 
jobs was that we tried to be more patient and active 
with the band than before. We didn’t start the band to 
evade work, but for the purpose of it to be our work. 
The greatest thing was that we had this band.

The relief jobs were always of somewhat short 
duration. They enabled 22-PP to purchase equipment 
with loan money. Their dads were the guarantors. 

In the winter Jyrki Siukonen came to pick up 
the band. The foursome drove the car full of instru-
ments into a train, and all together they headed for the 
album-recording sessions in Helsinki. The studio was 
Finnvox in Pitäjänmäki, where they had booked one 
week for 22-Pistepirkko. When Asko, who hadn’t a 
driving licence, drove into the yard of the most respect-
ed studio of those days and tried to park, he bumped 
the car straight against the studio fence. Indoors Måns 
Groundstroem would be awaiting, the man who was 
known as the regular studio figure of Love Records 
and Johanna, and most of all as the bass player of 
Blues Section, Tasavallan Presidentti (The President of 
the Republic) and Wigwam41. He had been the sound 
engineer and producer of the Hurriganes’ 1973 debut 
album Rock And Roll All Night Long, and earlier in 
1982 the sound engineer of Tuomari Nurmio’s Pun-
ainen Planeetta (Red Planet) that later would attain 
the status of a classic.

22-Pistepirkko and Siukonen had a clear vi-
sion what they were after. Perhaps Groundstroem 
just didn’t have one. They chose the songs to be re-
corded from the best part of their oeuvre. The pieces 

that would pass muster were ‘Kammo Kammo Kama-
la’ and ‘Naurettavaa’ that they had played in the con-
test, and Espe’s poetic works ‘Satu’ (‘Saga’) and ‘Lasi-
nen Norsu’ (‘The Glass Elephant’). P-K contributed 
a rock piece called ‘Tango’. Siukonen wasn’t aiming 
at an authoritarian production style, but just tried to 
create the circumstances the threesome wished, for in-
stance, by switching the lights out or using the stand-
ard lamp. Being a prestigious rock veteran who knew 
his turf, Groundstroem led the sessions, while Siuko-
nen the producer stayed in the background.

The first day went adapting to the studio work. 
Dave Lindholm, the great name of Finnish rock, was 
in the business of recording at the studio next door. 
When in the evening the chaps were heading for  
a downtown hotel, Dave Lindholm asked them for  
a ride into town. Espe, who was driving, growled his 
negation and left the legend of Finnish rock standing 
high and dry with his guitar case, flabbergasted by the 
action of these haughty country boys. As there would 
have been space in the car for sure!

On the second day Groundstroem would hear 
much more acceptable material to record. The most 
troublesome thing was to get a take that would have 
enough tension on tape. To the joy of the guitar play-
er, they decided to seek an opposing force to their sen-
sitive expression with the ‘Wild Thing’ interpretation 
that had worked at the gigs. Groundstroem wouldn’t 
confess himself to be an admirer of the group. This 
veteran, who during the recording didn’t know where 
to set his eyes but just snorted, sat nearly taciturn 

[41] People say that Blues Section (1967-68) was the first Finnish band to musically attain the so-called international level.
Tasavallan Presidentti and Wigwam are legendary Finnish progressive rock bands of the Seventies. See http://pressa.stc.cx/
and http://members.surfeu.fi/mmerilai/wigwam/
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through the mixing sessions with his pipe dangling 
from his lips. While mixing he played the music ex-
tremely loud, which wasn’t fit for the trio’s silence-
seeking way of playing. Groundstroem did his job - 
not a bit more. The producer Siukonen wasn’t satisfied 
with the result.
Jyrki Siukonen: The fine studio surroundings would 
freeze the threesome. Though we would talk about taking 
it easy, not a single recording session would be relaxed. 
The gist of the boys’ thing was a sensitive and emotion-
al atmosphere. The pieces that had buzzed and fuzzed 
pleasantly in the rehearsals sounded sterile when played 
through the state-of-the-art equipment.  The rocking 
side wasn’t rocking enough, and the sensitive side wasn’t 
sensitive enough. The essential parts of the extremities 
of their music were cut out. For instance, although they 
tried to get the sounds of ‘Wild Thing’ sturdier in the mix, 
the natural-sounding rumble of the gig version would be 
missing. 
Asko: Siukonen captured on tape only the side of us that 
was possible to capture in the studio. He knew good ways 
to keep up the campfire mood. He liked us the way we 
were, and he said an uncompromising “no” to our over-
dub wishes.  With overdubs, we would’ve loved to make 
our music also sound like Abba and Johnny Thunders. 
Jyrki Siukonen: We couldn’t capture the same 
magic on record that the gigs had. One source of mag-
ic was a kind of rhythmical swaying, created by the 
band’s visual side. On the record the tempo would 
remain the same, but there would be no “swaying”. 
The stage show of 22-PP wasn’t extroverted, but eve-

ry small element was nevertheless very important. As 
far as Asko was concerned, this was crucial: swaying 
behind the Casio, the dance-like movement. For in-
stance, in the background of ‘Kammo Kammo Kama-
la’ there was a Yamaha Portasound’s steady rhythm, 
but because of Asko’s body movement the song and 
its rhythm gave a “hovering” impression. In the studio 
this element disappeared and the rhythm would just 
rigidly lumber on.

The twelve-inch EP record, named after the 
band, was released in the spring of 1983. The edition 
was of circa 200 copies. The record company didn’t 
promote or even mention the EP. With tens of contem-
porary releases, the 22-PP debut would be lost among 
the other Johanna releases.
Jyrki Siukonen: I think that for 22-PP it would’ve 
been very difficult to find a recording contract any-
where else. They truly didn’t fit within the style of the 
big companies or Poko. The only way to publish their 
albums would’ve been an artist’s edition.  

During the recording sessions there was an exhi-
bition of Siukonen’s concept art in the gallery of Van-
ha ylioppilastalo (The Old Students’ House) in Hel-
sinki. After introducing his exhibition Siukonen took 
the trio to see his acquaintances Timo and Inna Aar-
niala in Vantaa’s42 Ylästö. Siukonen thought that being 
youthful culture enthusiasts the Aarnialas just might 
like the bohemian boys like 22-PP. It wasn’t neces-
sary to introduce Timo Aarniala, who was the crea-
tor of the Finnish underground cartoon, to the three-
some. They also knew Inna and Timo Aarniala’s Love 

album and book cover art. Aarniala, who had original-
ly studied the motion picture, was back then a teacher 
and branch principal of the department of film and tel-
evision of Taideteollinen korkeakoulu (University of 
Art and Design)43. In those days the photographer and 
visual artist Inna Aarniala (nowadays Inna Camaro) 
looked after their three daughters at home – the three 
daughters who would instantly be infatuated with the 
three, lean teenage musicians.

  Siukonen had met Timo Aarniala on one of his 
hitch hiking trips at the bus stop in Ylästö. Siukonen 
recognised the man as his artistic mentor. After intro-
ducing themselves and figuring out the record compa-
ny connections they exchanged contacts. 

  Northern-Finland had become familiar to the 
family when Inna was the provincial artist in Kuhmo 
for a year. In Kajaani, Inna had seen how the straw hat 
wearing 22-PP had stopped their gig, when some pa-
tron of the bar had shouted that they should quit the 
beeping. To everyone’s surprise, the skinny melodica 
player would shove his instrument aside, leap down 
from the stage and challenge the retreating shouter to 
a fight. Inna was amused by the solemn appearance of 
the trio she now met in her home yard. 

Inna Camaro: Siukonen was punk in the intellectual 
sense, but the Pistepirkkos were punk artists: worn-
out clothes, small suits and plimsolls. Caps. In those 
days Espe wore afro-braids. Asko’s attire was a state-
ment. He had stupid-looking, too short trousers, made 
of suede-patches. He asserted that if you just wore 
them and believed they were cool, they would become 
cool, even if originally they were as idiotic as possi-
ble. It was all about keeping a straight face! Neverthe-
less, they weren’t just any stupid country goofs, who 
just happened to be so nice that everybody would give 
them everything out of pity. Pistepirkkos were career-
oriented and calculating in the positive sense. They 
knew which strings to pull. They knew how to use re-
lationships to get where they wanted to go.

For Timo Aarniala, it was easy to like 22-Pis-
tepirkko. In the 1960’s he had played guitar and re-
corder in a naïve experimental group called Those 
Lovely Hulahands. Inna was in the line-up too. The 
ambition that was characteristic to the Pistepirkkos he 
hadn’t seen in anyone else.
Timo Aarniala: They wanted to be a rock-band and 
they wanted to make it. It was their dream. Because of 
that they would rehearse like crazy, every day for the 

[42] Vantaa is a neighbouring town of Helsinki.

[43] See http://www.uiah.fi/frontpage.asp?path=1866
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first five years. No other band that I know had ever 
rehearsed so much as 22-Pistepirkko. They are among 
those few people I know who have had “that” particu-
lar shine in their eyes.

The record-buying public wasn’t interested in their 
debut. The support from acquaintances and friends alone 
wasn’t enough. Those who had a family told in a friendly 
manner, that their children indeed liked their record. As 
the papers praised the success of Yö, Espe’s dad asked 
teasingly, how much the boys’ record had sold, because 
even the radio wouldn’t play it.
P-K: When I held the record in my hand, I finally under-
stood that it wouldn’t be a bargain. People weren’t going 
to buy it. I was disappointed, though probably we hadn’t 
even fancied about anything grand.

In Johanna the Pistepirkkos were left all on their 
own. Atte Blom could find good music without a doubt, 
but his salesmanship had a lot to be desired. The three-
some had the impression that when their EP was released 
the culture and art person Blom was already excited about 
his next engagements. The Pistepirkkos would never visit 
the Johanna office after that. The band was slashed almost 
completely in the record and gig critiques. The calumny 
just gave them guts and forced them to rehearse more dil-
igently than before. But how could they get more back-
bone in their stuff?

At the gigs the one who had composed a song 
would sing it. The democracy was a sublime aim, but 
at its worst the switching between the instruments 
would dilute the atmosphere they had already at-
tained.

Espe: An intimate living-room party with a small 
amount of guests: that’s how our gigs of those days would 
be. It was nice and OK, but we wanted to learn to play 
and deliver rougher stuff too.

The trio loved New York punk rock and the 
girl-bands of 1960’s. The Shangri-Las, the Shirelles, 
the Ronettes and others were also the great heroines of 
the New York Dolls, the Ramones and Blondie. Why 
couldn’t the Pistepirkkos play happy rock in the spir-
it of those girl-bands? Bo Diddley, who strummed a 
shoebox guitar with a rhythmic foundation oozing his 
name, sounded extremely nice: what if Espe would re-
place his other drumstick with a maraca? What if in 
the place of a hi-hat there would be a big tambourine? 
What if P-K would try to play the guitar like Bo Did-
dley? And if someone wants to play trash rock, he has 
to have a Farfisa organ!
P-K: Gradually Espe’s drumming would change into a 
spectacle, which would have ingredients of jungle, Bo 
Diddley, Motown and Phil Spector. The tambourines, 
maracas, percussions and rock drumming would come 
out of one man at the same time.
Asko: We began to dream about a trash rock party band 
that would have a rattling pop sound. We put the cas-
sette recorder in the middle of a floor at the rehearsals 
and managed to capture some delicious, rock-sounding 
noise on tape. I think one shouldn’t yet have scrutinised 
it too closely, but the sound was already nice.
P-K: After that we would add some of my Rickenback-
er guitar, distortion and Farfisa we had bought from the 
band Kerjäläisarmeija (The Army of Beggars) in the mix. 

We had the ingredients of Jambalaya there for sure.
Espe: We knew that we had something in ourselves, but 
the public thought of us as losers. They considered us a 
band that couldn’t rock. They also thought that we were 
the band that demised rock and roll by winning the FRC. 
We just wanted to show everyone that we were a real 
band and that we were going to be better than the Roll-
ing Stones! We just had to work hard.

It was fun to practise the gems of the collection 
tapes. Although the band rehearsed the songs so that 
they would sound as much like the original versions 
as possible, they nevertheless turned out sounding 
unique every time. At the same time that the structure 
of a classic pop tune was being imbibed into the trio’s 
spinal marrow, the brothers also wrote their own rock 

songs – such as “B-instrumental” or “Ou Wee!” – too. 
They wouldn’t want to break the trio setting, but they 
needed some bass in the picture too. The problem was 
solved when Asko added the Hohner bass keyboard 
to his gear.
Espe: We talked how it would be great to put an Eng-
lish-singing rock band together. We hadn’t worked very 
hard in the English class for sure, P-K the least of us, but 
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P–K
O N  H I S

S I N G I N G  V O I C E  

THE OPPOSITE PAGE: Espe and Timo Aarniala in Ylästö in –86.

My singing voice is the way it is. 
It isn’t planned in any way. What 
I had in mind at first were John-
ny Thunders, Chris Montez and 
Hank Williams. I also read that 
John Lennon developed a rock 
and roll vocal sound for him-
self. Bleaters they all are for su-
re, but I just thought that if they 
can sing like this, so could I. So-
me folks even called me a kind of 
a spare Neil Young, but actually 
I heard Neil Young for the first 
time not until the beginning of 
90’s. As I was starting the sin-
ging business, I didn’t know 
jack shit about that hippie’s sin-
ging voice, guitar playing or, to 
say nothing, his hair! Nowadays 
I have a couple of Young albums 
and I think the guy writes nice 
tunes and plays his guitar well. 
So, if someone should think that 
I’ve somehow copied Neil Young, 
she or he is dead wrong!

nonetheless he would get the rock and roll language go-
ing. P-K would sing “ba babba luba” with a straight face, 
but I would still want to tell something with the lyrics. 
I just couldn’t contribute a song. I was absolutely furi-
ous. The band would need songs and I knew that I used 
to know how to write them. Those were terrible times. 
I would try and change my methods and search for the 
ideas, but no. P-K’s stuff didn’t seem to have a jot or tittle 
of sense in it, but darn it sounded good!

Timo Aarniala thinks that the singer question 
precipitated the threesome into a severe crisis. The trio 
were angry towards each other for a long time. The 
brothers thought that Espe wouldn’t qualify as a sing-
er anymore.
Inna Camaro: They decided that P-K should become 
the central figure of their band, although he was unedu-
cated and couldn’t speak English. P-K is intransigent. He 
is like some gunslinger, aloof and cold. He ain’t no stupid 
child of nature, but a prudent explorer instead, like some 
Jimi Hendrix. Espe is a worrier-type with anxiety attacks, 
and he couldn’t have been able to stand as a central figure 
for long. Behind his drum-kit Espe was safe. Later, every 
now and then, he would have his chance of getting out of 
there to sing his lyrically difficult pieces.
Timo Aarniala: The lyrics of the boys were what they 
were – heck, they didn’t speak any languages! Also their 
taste in literature was a bit naïve. The only book P-K 
liked was Frank Herbert’s Dune trilogy. He knew that 
stuff by heart, like the Bible. 
Inna Camaro: Should one correct P-K’s delivery when 
he sings, for instance, “I is a man”? Or is his expression 

in itself as unique and charm-
ing as Remu’s?44  This stuff 
would be so delicate that one 
shouldn’t have mentioned an-
ything about it to P-K.

The news of 22-PP’s 
interest in old rock and 
roll would also reach Pau-
li Kallio’s ears. An active 
record collector and con-
noisseur of root rock, Ka-
llio mailed some collection 
tapes he had compiled to 
Utajärvi. Among them were 
the garage collections Nug-
gets and Pebbles that he had 
purchased via mail order. 
As the 1960’s British inva-
sion with the Beatles and 
Rolling Stones hit the Unit-
ed States, lots of high school 
bands that didn’t care about 
learning to play were put 
together in the suburb ga-
rages. Their oblivion-des-
tined psychedelia and rumble recordings were gathered for 
the Nuggets and Pebbles collections in the late 1970’s. The 
garage-bands – named as pre-punk – would often leave their 
names in history as one local hit-song wonders, just like 
the Kingsmen who created ‘Louie Louie’. The artists fea-
tured in the Nuggets and Pebbles that would later gain a cult 

following were, among others, the Seeds and the 13th 
Floor Elevators. The same goes for Captain Beefheart 
and Aerosmith, who had their roots deep in the garage 
psychedelia. The Nuggets and Pebbles collections left 
their enduring marks in the Utajärvi trio.
Asko: We would saturate ourselves with the Nuggets 
and Pebbles collections. We would listen to them in the 
car, at home and everywhere. We had learnt that if you 
wanted to make a certain kind of music, you should take 
an overdose of it.

In the summer Jyrki Siukonen again visited the 
Keränens in Utajärvi. While they sat in the sauna and 
talked, they made a plan that the next recording – this 
time a single – would be taped at the guys’ own re-
hearsal place. Nevertheless, they made their recording 
trip to a countryside studio near Tampere, often used 
by the Johanna artists, where it was possible to tape 
without an outside sound engineer. Siukonen was ex-
perienced sound engineer, though his skill was based 
more on a finger fumbling than on a sovereign con-

[44] Henry “Remu” Aaltonen (b. 1948), the vocalist-drummer of the Hurriganes,
is notorious for his lousy English. See http://www.hurriganes.fi/kuvat.html
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trol of the equipment. For the taping session they had 
practised 1960’s gem of a tune, the Time Stoppers’ ‘I 
Need Love’, Johnny Thunders’ ‘Going Steady’ and 
Asko’s composition ‘Kathy’ that was sung in Finnish.
Jyrki Siukonen: The mood was good. There was 
promise in the air. Now we were searching for some rum-
ble and distortion. The boys had more of a rocking touch 
in their playing, and when we listened to the takes on a 
tape recorder outside in the studio yard, we could notice 
that the garage sound we were looking for indeed was 
there.  At some point we talked that we shouldn’t com-
press the sound picture, but to let it be more dynamic and 
open instead – so that if the guys should hit the notes real 
hard, the sound would peak, that is, distort. Nowadays 
the distortion isn’t a problem, but back in those days, 
neatness would be the keyword. 

No one knows what really happened, but on 
the mastering table of Finnvox the final tapes would 
sound awful. The balance was upside down and the 
sound picture was weird and pallid. Their common 
idea of trash rock couldn’t be heard on the takes and 

the band’s delivery wasn’t one hundred percent wild 
either.
P-K: Part of the failure was due to our orchestra, but 
it was also Siukonen’s fault. We would be alert if some 
meter should go red. “It just shouldn’t peak too much.” 
We would make some beginner’s mistakes in the produc-
tion and studio technique. We didn’t now anything about 
working in a studio.

No one released that single. The tapes don’t ex-
ist anymore. Despite the disappointment the relation-
ship between Siukonen and the band would remain 
good, although after that they would never work to-
gether. 22-PP’s debut trial on garage rock was also Siu-
konen’s last time in the studio, and his last project for 
Johanna as well. The visual arts would get a strong-
hold over making music. Nowadays Siukonen is a DA 
and a professor in the Academy of Fine Arts45.

22-PP’s public image was still nice; the country-
boyish “woollen sock” impression had indeed stuck 
deep. Only those few that came to see their gigs would 
know about their rocking side that was under devel-
opment. Along with the rock covers the threesome 
played the early versions of their own garage pieces 
that very soon would make their band famous.
Espe: The gigs were difficult. Our playing skill was still 
within a hair’s breadth, and all the new songs were fast 
and kinky. If we had a one day break in the rehearsals, 
we would forget how the songs went and our playing ef-
ficiency would be instantly lost. If we wanted the songs 
to work on a gig, we had to go there straight from the 
rehearsals.

The threesome had the band Mur Murr from 
Tampere to support them on one gig in Turku. Mur 
Murr’s second guitar player was Martti Henttunen. 
Mur Murr played garage rock with harmony vocals, 
influenced by the Cramps. Asko and P-K watched 
their ex-band mate’s new group critically, and a song 
called ‘Psycho’ would particularly tickle their ears. 
Asko: Mur Murr played a super rock song called ‘Psy-
cho’. Back then we didn’t know anything about the Son-
ics and we were really envious because these guys had 
found a song we wanted to have on our set!

Luckily they would find the albums Here Are 
The Sonics! and  Boom! by the American pre-punk 
band called the Sonics from Pauli Kallio’s record col-
lection. Along with ‘Psycho’, named after the Hitch-
cock horror movie, the trio would rehearse the songs 
‘Strychnine’, ‘Boss Hoss’ and ‘Have Love Will Travel’ 
– all taken from the oeuvre of this manic cult band’. P-
K would also pick a guitar instrumental called ‘Ram-
ble’ by American Link Wray from Kallio’s tapings.
P-K: ‘Ramble’ was a fine piece, but it was very hard for 
us to figure out its chord structure, and somehow we 
would just cut its corners. We knew that a song called 
‘Rumble’ should exist, but we thought that it was this 
‘Ramble’. There was a one-letter difference in the name 
and as we later heard the bona fide ‘Rumble’, it turned 
out to be a lot of easier and nicer to play. It was a very 
classy composition. 

‘Rumble’ was a 1958 top ten hit by a United 
States born Shawnee Indian Link Wray46. Wray, clad 
in black leather, was popular in his home country es-

45] See http://www.kuva.fi/portal/english/
[46] Sadly, during the translation of this book, Link Wray passed away.
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in the warm evening of Palmanova.

pecially among the youth and the motorcycle gangs. 
Wray is considered to be the inventor of the “pow-
er chord” and the father of the heavily distorted gui-
tar sound. He is without a doubt also a link between 
black blues and the guitar heroes of 1960’s. Wray’s 
playing has influenced among others The Who’s Pe-
te Townsend, and Neil Young. According to Wray, 
‘Rumble’ is about a group fight, and the song was 
featured in the Tarantino film Pulp Fiction too. ‘Rum-
ble’ is still a 22-Pistepirkko’s gig bravura. 

In the late spring of 1983 22-PP left for 
their first gig abroad in Palmanova, Northern It-
aly, where a local underground rock festival, set 
up by a c-cassette firm Compact Cassette Echo, 
was waiting for them. The trip was organised by 
the c-cassette label Valtavat Ihmesilmälasit (The 
Enormous Wonder Spectacles) from Helsinki that 
had been asked by their Italian colleagues to find 
some Finnish artists who would fit in there. Valta-
vat Ihmesilmälasit Records was a small label run 
by Mika Taanila and Anton Nikkilä, who with the 
punk movement had gone completely crazy about 
the c-cassette culture. They released cassette al-
bums in editions of circa 50 copies under their la-
bel. Their main act was Nikkilä and Taanila’s own 
group Swissair, whose musical style varied between 
teenage avant-garde post-punk and confused indus-
trial tripping. Swissair released four c-cassette al-
bums, which gained their company some reputa-
tion and contacts, especially in the c-cassette circles 
of Central Europe.
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Asko: Our friend Jarmo Haapamäki from Puolanka rang 
us and asked if we would go to a gig in Italy with his 
band and some guys from Helsinki. Well… Yeah!

The trip started at a ship terminal in Turku, 
where Timo Aarniala, who had accompanied the trio 
there, handed Taanila a bunch of their EP’s for promo-

tion. Taanila had only once, in passing, seen the three-
some at the Helsinki film archive in Kino Joukola.
Mika Taanila: The Pistepirkkos were at the movies 
with Timo Aarniala and I was thinking that obviously it 
was a scene where an older culture enthusiast had taken 
country boy musicians to see a quality film. The film was 

Jean Cocteau’s Beauty & the Beast. Asko, P-K and Espe 
didn’t look like the rock-goblin stereotypes. Back then 
I hadn’t heard their music, but the lady-like clothing of 
these guys, their quaint hats and nervous, restless bear-
ing, were rather conspicuous in themselves.

In a Nissan minibus that was a luxury car 
for the boys who were used to a Ford Transit, they 
made their trip from Finland through Europe to It-
aly. Among Taanila, Nikkilä and 22-PP there were 
the band Muovikassi (Plastic bag) from 
Puolanka, and Paavo Tuomainen, their 
friend from Utajärvi. As the gig-car ar-
rived in Italy and the festival area, the 
Finns heard that 22-PP was the main 
act of the festival. Taanila and Nik-
kilä had convinced the organisers on 
the phone that the wild 22-PP was the 
best band in Scandinavia, even though 
they hadn’t mailed any demo tapes. 
The plus half an hour set of 22-PP at 
the Palmanova sport stadium featured 
songs sung in Finnish, and the 1960’s 
garage gems, in turns. The local audi-
ence had heard art music for the whole 
day long, after which 22-PP suddenly 
sounded like traditional pop and rock 
music. The public got excited and the 
guys were astonished after the gig, as 
old geezers came and hugged them, 
and beautiful Italian women blew them 
kisses in the warm, darkening evening.

Along with the rehearsing, life in Utajärvi was 
just waiting and ringing to Helsinki. Atte Blom had 
promised 22-Pistepirkko one more album, but he 
wasn’t interested in garage-rock sung in English. To 
him it was “too wild and heavy music, and with it 
the band lost its originality.” After Asko had put the 
receiver down, his father asked casually who would 
pay their band’s long-distance phone calls. The great-
est friends of 22-PP’s garage rumble were Pauli Kal-

[47] The Agents are a Finnish band that derives their style from 1960’s twang.
See http://personal.inet.fi/musiikki/agents/Agentsbiografia.htm

BAND ME ET I
NG

- Should we quit and search for some easier occupations?

- Henttunen and our other mates studied and graduated 

themselves while playing in their bands.

- We shall just play.

-- Is it fun??????

-- To earn a living by playing, the band must be success-

ful on some level.

- Silent style had its own fans, but the great masses 

shall get wild with rumbling trash rock.

- And that kind of music is also the most interesting to 

us. Should we concentrate on that and also learn how to 

make it?--- HUMAN JUKEBOX

- A rough-cut version of the Agents*.

- A party orchestra for the freakiest people who have 

the wildest parties.

- A 100 song repertoire, lest we get BORED.

- SHALL WE AT LAST MOVE TO   H E L S I N K I ? 
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”
Piano, Rumpu and Kukka (A Piano, a Drum 
and a Flower) had become rotten to the core 
in our hands even before it was released. 

The band’s public oeuvre wasn’t in proportion to the facts 
and people had the wrong idea of our orchestra’s real situa-
tion. But oh yes, we would learn to be more patient!”

lio from Suuri Kurpitsa and Reija Nieminen, who 
would occasionally hitch hike to Utajärvi to meet the 
threesome. During one of 
these trips, as they were 
eating sausages cooked 
in the oven, Asko 
cursed Atte Blom’s 
publication poli-
cy. The c-cassette 
culture that had be-
come familiar in the 
Italian festival interested 
them because it was finan-
cially advantageous and the releases 
were independent.

Reija Nieminen: We did share the same icons, 
like Link Wray, the Sonics and others. Pauli and 
I would muse that because we already published a 
magazine, we could release a 22-PP cassette as well. 
Alas, very soon the cassette would begin to seem like 
a tame format. It had to be a vinyl release. We had 
been somewhat amazed by the lads’ desire to do their 
stuff in English, for they couldn’t speak it properly. 
I think that their change of language was connected 
to their change of identity. 22-PP’s music had devel-
oped to a certain point in the North, like the mem-
bers of the band had. As they now had their plans of 
moving away, they could – in a way – start from the 
beginning. 

The threesome finally  got into the studio in 1984, a year 
later than Blom had originally promised them. One of Blom’s con-
ditions still was that the material should be sung in Finnish. To the 
trio this meant the warming up of the already discarded style and 
atmosphere. The band would consider this album a testament for 
their era in Finnish.

They had hired the late Ari Vaahtera to produce the album. 
Back then he was the bass player of Dave Lindholm’s prestigious 
group Bluesounds and a regular face in the Johanna production 
staff. Later in the 90’s Vaahtera would be among other things Kau-
ko Röyhkä Combo’s bass player and producer. 
Asko: After listening to our demos, Vaahtera said that there were 
only two sides to our music: it was either atmospheric cloud paint-
ing or awful rumble. He suggested that we should try and write our 
songs somewhere in between these extremes. “Not a bad way to 
put it”, we would think after beating about the bush for a while.

On the album they recorded in two weeks, they searched 
for some counter-balance to the foggy and fragile atmosphere trip-
ping with the song ‘I Need Love’, familiar from the sessions of bad 

luck, and Chris Montez’s ‘Let’s Dance’ party invitation 
that had worked fine at their gigs. Also the Ramones 
had made a version of the latter. There would just be 
too little time. In the studio the band couldn’t capture 
the darker, rougher and more rocking aspects on tape 
to balance their ethereal side. On the other hand, the 
visiting musicians Ari Vaahtera had suggested would 
bring some new tones into the album that would please 
the band. Inevitably the emphasis of the album tilted 
towards their nice and naïve side. As far as the trio was 
concerned, it sounded like wimpy pussyfooting.
Espe: The Velvets had a harmony of beauty and ugli-
ness. We wouldn’t reach this thing on our records sung 
in Finnish at all.
P-K: We had some Pebbles cassettes with us, and we 
wondered why those pieces sounded so good and our 
stuff, made with the state-of-the-art equipment, like 
shit. The sound engineer Make Törrönen would ask 
us gaping: “What the hell is this? What are you after in 
the first place?” Vaahtera would enlighten us about the 
fact that one reason for the garage rock’s enchantment 
could be that the guys in these bands took the same 
pills their parents used to take in their own time. We 
went: surely  it  can’t  be  l ike  that!

Gradually we would learn about the studio pos-
sibilities and in the end we realised that we didn’t take 
advantage of nearly all of those possibilities. Thus the 
result was indeed very frustrating.
Asko: During the recording sessions at the Subway 
studio I found out that I had the ability to produce 
albums. Ari Vaahtera was playing double bass for the 

song ‘Sinun Suuri Sukusi’ and something in it just an-
noyed me. The mixing console grabbed my attention. I 
asked Vaahtera to turn the bass knobs so that it would 
begin to sound more like an acoustic instrument.

In my opinion there are good tunes on that al-
bum. If one should want to fuss about it, I think that 
out of those songs one could have made a decent al-
bum.

At home the threesome drowsed. The toilsome 
rehearsing before the recording sessions wore them 
out. Though their creativity was gone, they wouldn’t 
quit rehearsing. Because they were unemployed, they 
felt themselves almost like outlaws in Utajärvi. The 
gigs would refresh them, but there was only one a 
month. They made their gig trips mostly in a three-
some with the old, familiar Transit. Espe was the on-
ly one in their band who held a driver’s licence, and 
the other guys had to keep him awake in turns. Once 
their trio, suffering from the lack of gigs, had to ac-
cept two gigs for the same evening, in Puolanka and in 
Ii. As their bunch left Puolanka in a hurry, the police 
came after them and Espe took a hefty fine. Despite 
the two gig fees, that evening’s balance tipped on the 
minus side. One time their band travelled 600 kilome-
tres to play a one-night stand at Tavastia48 in Helsinki, 
and they drove back home right after the gig. Every-
one was staring at the road for elks and tried to keep 
Espe brisk so that he could drive. 

  At Midsummer the trio was booked at the Koi-
vu & Tähti (A Birch and a Star) festival in Padasjoki. 
The festival’s main act was Johnny Thunders & the 

[48] Tavastia is the most famous rock club in Finland.
See http://www.tavastiaklubi.fi/index.php?lang=en
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Soundi -83.
Teksti ja Kuvat:

Martti Henttunen.
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Heartbreakers and also Jason & the Scorchers did a 
show there. To P-K’s joy, Mr. Thunders featured the 
original New York Dolls rhythm guitar player Syl 
Sylvain in his show. Also the Topi Sorsakoski49 and 
Agents gig wasn’t any ordinary business, for after 
short hotel room rehearsals, Link Wray himself would 
climb onto the stage as their guest star.
Reija Nieminen: Link Wray was and still is a com-
pletely mystical, Zorro-like figure to us. He doesn’t 
exist for real. The fact that Link Wray played at the 
Koivu & Tähti festival was very confusing – not to 
say anything about the fact that he also came and lis-
tened to the Pistepirkko gig! After his show he would 
sit in the same bus with the boys for five minutes, 
and I would just stare and wonder: this can’t be real! 
Link Wray would crawl out of the bus and of course I 
would run like hell to ask the lads what they had been 
talking about. P-K would just say that Mr. Wray had 
been a taciturn fellow. They had sat there mute, and 
probably they had been talking about the weather.
Asko: We would only ask for his autograph and tell 
him that he is our great hero. He must’ve heard that a 
hundred times a day but nonetheless would say that 
it’s really nice. We wouldn’t want to disturb this old 
gentleman any more than that after the gig, for he 
would probably just want to get back to his hotel.
P-K: He played magnificently and looked real chic on 
stage: fine guitar, sunglasses and a black leather jack-
et. As we got the chance to meet him in the bus after 
the gig, the shitfaced Sorsakoski came in and started 
to growl something, and our discussion stopped there. 

All I said to Link Wray was “Hey.” I was pissed off. I 
didn’t meet Johnny Thunders or Syl Sylvain either.

Also Kauko Röyhkä with his newest line-up of 
Narttu played in Padasjoki. Röyhkä took his guitar 
player Riku Mattila, the ex-Ramblers hero, to see 22-
Pistepirkko that played on the small side-stage. 
Kauko Röyhkä: I had purchased the first album of 
22-PP, but the material sung in English and the sym-
pathetic fuss of their Finnish department derived from 
totally different worlds. On stage the band worked 
fine. Nevertheless, in Padasjoki they still switched in-
struments between songs and this seemed to take more 
time than the playing itself.
Riku Mattila: I listened to them and they played 
well. To me their Finnish stuff had always sounded 
like secondary material when compared to Kauko’s 
stuff, for instance. I hadn’t ever paid any attention to 
these guys. Only Asko was a familiar punk figure from 
Oulu. Now they would strum away with Link Wray-
ish music, and it was a hell of a funny sound. After the 
gig I would go and talk to them and we decided that 
they should send me a demo tape of their songs.
Kauko Röyhkä: Mattila has a nose for things. 22-PP 
had a kind of rhythm and blues he liked a lot. 

Kauko Röyhkä’s and Riku Mattila’s ways had 
converged as the band that later became Narttu had 
split and Mattila had left Ramblers. In Turku, Röy-
hkä had already set up a new line-up, but Mattila, who 
had admired Röyhkä songs for a long time, had once 
suggested that they should deliver a set together with 
Heikki Tikka of the Ramblers on the drums. They had 

[49] Topi Sorsakoski, real name Pekka Tammilehto (b. 1952), was back then
one of the top artists in Finland. See http://www.topisorsakoski.com/
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Their first gig at

the Provinssi Rock in

the summer of 1983.
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originally planned to play their set only once at the 
Rattori Lupi’s weekly, often blues-spirited, jam-ses-
sion night. They were connected musically by a pref-
erence for Lou Reed and also for James Chance and 
the Contortions who played ear-splitting New York 
jazz-funk. 
Jyri-Jussi Rekinen: The original Narttu did one 
of its last shows as a support of Tuomari Nurmio at 
Pohjan Kartano (The Mansion of North) in 1980. Af-
ter the gig Riku Mattila said to me: “Fine songs but a 
shitty band.” A few months later I saw Narttu play-
ing, but this time with Mattila on guitar and Heikki 
Tikka behind the drums.
Riku Mattila: Oh yes the 
Oulu punk-bands were lousy, 
but I liked their spirit. To me 
Kauko Röyhkä and Narttu’s 
first line-up was particular-
ly interesting. It wasn’t wild 
punk, but instead they aimed 
at more weird music. Then, 
with Kauko and Hessu Tik-
ka, we would experiment with 
all kinds of things. We had a 
liking of old blues and Velvet 
Underground style of music. 
At Rattori we would play five, 
six or seven songs of our own.

 The ex-manager of Ram-
blers, Porkka, got so excit-
ed about the new super line-

up of Oulu music circles that he paid for the record-
ing sessions of their debut album Steppaillen (Step-
ping) which was released in the summer of 1980. Mat-
tila wanted Narttu to be a hard-hitting rock band and 
his desire was fulfilled when the ex-Spiders bass player 
Jari Paulamäki set Röyhkä free, so that Röyhkä could 
concentrate on his stage antics. Soon after the band 
moved to Helsinki.

  Asko and P-K saw the new version of Nart-
tu for the first time at Muhos Mimmiteekki and they 
liked what they heard. Because of his young age, P-
K had never seen a Ramblers gig. The Spiders was al-

ready familiar to both of them 
from the Oulu FRC trials. En-
couraged by the discussions in 
Padasjoki, the brothers suggest-
ed that Mattila should produce 
their forthcoming album. Mat-
tila had already gained some 
producing experience while 
working on the recording ses-
sions of the band Tavaramark-
kinat (Goodies For Sale) and 
Narttu.
Asko: Right away we would 
go to the rehearsal place to 
make a demo, and when Nart-
tu came to Oulu on that same 
tour, I would shyly sneak into 
their backstage room and hand 
the tape to Mattila. In the back-

stage room there would be all of Mattila’s fine Stra-
tocasters, and also Heikki Tikka would greet me in 
a friendly manner. After listening to the tape, Riku 
would announce that these pieces are indeed going 
to be good, but only after making real songs out of 
them. 
P-K: Mattila would ask where the vocals are. We al-
ways had had demos with ideas of nice songs that 
we would write on the basis of those ideas. Riku just 
couldn’t hear any songs in the demo. I don’t think 
that anyone else could hear them either. We went like: 
“What do you mean by the vocal melody lines?”
Riku Mattila: The cassette they had sent me was 
full of pieces of rhythm parts, with nothing else! It 
was rock and roll playing, but these were no songs. 
A very funny and tell-tale sign was the fact that they 
would send instrumental backing tracks without vo-
cals and offer them as their “pieces”. They surely 
hadn’t thought about it more than that. The demo ex-
cerpts were just sketches of their musical style.

Despite the stuff in the demo Mattila wanted to 
make an album. Although his collaboration with Atte 
Blom was over, the new entrepreneur in the business, 
Pygmi, that Reija Nieminen had founded, was already 
looking for artists. There were only two obstacles left: 
Utajärvi and the “woollen sock” impression based on 
their material sung in Finnish.

In the late 1984, nearly a year after the recording 
sessions and after Johanna had gone bankrupt, Blom 
released the 22-PP’s debut album Piano, Rumpu ja 
Kukka (A Piano, a Drum and a Flower) on his Beta la-

bel. The delay had already raised their hopes that the 
album wasn’t going to be released at all.

  At home father Keränen would remark to his 
sons: “If this is supposed to be rock, why does the al-
bum have a cover of children’s record?” Their parents 
were also beginning to get worried as they felt them-
selves to be the providers for working-aged, healthy 
males. The boys would have to learn to work and try 
their own wings. Rehearsing and living at home was 
OK, but they would have to pay the rent. They would 
have to learn to cope on their own. Once more Asko 
explained to his father that in the future he was going 
to move to Helsinki, but instead he moved to Oulu to 
live with his girlfriend Arja. Also Espe’s girlfriend of 
those days was a student living in Oulu.
Asko: First I couldn’t understand why the album 
cover turned out the way it did. I had drawn an Indian 
family on Arja’s blouse and she was crazy about the 
picture. I wanted that picture to be the cover of our 
album. I was pissed off more generally too, for the al-
bum felt like shit to me. Then, I went to Oulu to see 
the album in a shop, and it seemed that even the cov-
er radiated something that was confusing! Quickly I 
would hide it behind some other albums and walk out 
with my cheeks blushing. Nowadays the cover seems 
OK to me and I like the album too. Things were not 
like this in the Orwell’s year 1984.

  The album Piano, Rumpu ja Kukka brought 
them one gig in Pori, where 22-PP played at the fes-
tival club before the 1984 FRC finalist Keba. Among 
others, the couple Kallio and Nieminen saw this par-
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ticular gig, and later Kallio made a cartoon I Remem-
ber the 80’s out of it. Prior to the Pistepirkkos, a band 
called Talouskukkaro (The Economy Purse) would 
pogo about the same stage. Their almost major-aged 
vocalist Ilkka Alanko would proudly tell stories about 
his big brother Ismo who back then played in the band 
Sielun Veljet (The Soul Brothers)50.

  During the 22-PP gig Espe had a spell of rage 
because of his lumbering drumming. He kicked and 
knocked down his drum-kit down from the drum-
stand and thus interrupted the whole gig. As the kit 
was topsy-turvy and the microphones were all around 
the stage, no one had a chance to play anymore. Alas, 
the brothers wouldn’t feel bad about their drummer’s 
emotional thundering, but calmly left the stage.
Asko: We had made a deal that if something at a gig 
should begin to annoy one of us, it would be OK to 
knock down the gear or beat the shit out of it. If one 
should notice that one other is starting to crash and 
bash, it would be completely out of style to go and 
try to stop him. Hard as we once in while did try, the 
keyboards wouldn’t be as easy to break as for instance 
Espe’s cymbal stands.

The physical side of the gig impressed Asko Ka-
llonen, the guitar player of Keba, a band that had a 
reputation as an energetic show-band. Kallonen would 
later become the production manager of the record 
company BMG. He would indeed remark that 22-PP 
might as well play at the rock-venues of Central Eu-
rope. The threesome would agree. They had already 
thought about it for a long time. The last bit was 22-

PP’s show at Asko’s workplace in Utajärvi Youth Hall, 
where the audience mainly comprised of municipal 
employees.
Asko: Why are we still here? This won’t go through, 
no one is interested. Our music wasn’t as bad as the 
reception. Playing in the Youth Hall was so unpleasant 
that it released all of our tensions. We just had to get 
out of Utajärvi, once and for all.
Helmi Keränen: The day was a sleety one. I was 
in Oulu, in a re-education of my workplace, and the 
boys drove there to say goodbye to me. Our home felt 
dead for a long time after they had left. I suffered a 
very badly from empty home syndrome, but time hur-
ries on.

  They loaded their gear and a small number of 
their personal belongings into a van in the Easter of 
1985. On their way, on Saturday evening, they had a 
gig at the Sip Pub in Kouvola. On Palm Sunday, in the 
capital of Finland, there would be rain and sleet.

[50] Ismo Alanko (b. 1960) is one of the most respected singer-songwriters in Finland. His first successful band was
the already mentioned Hassisen Kone. See http://www.ismoalanko.com/fi/in_english/index.php

B A N D   M E E T I N GB A N D   M E E T I N G

 - ITÄLAHTIS, OLLIKAINENS, AARNIALAS AND THE SIBLINGS OF

    TUOMAINEN SHALL HELP WITH THE APARTMENTS AND JOBS.

 - A JOB THAT WILL MAKE REHEARSING POSSIBLE.

  - THE BAND MUST REMAIN THE MOST IMPORTANT THING ONCE IN HELSINKI.

   - JOHANNA WENT BANKRUPT.

- R E I J A   N I E M I N E N  IS GOING TO RELEASE OUR ALBUM.

 - R I K U   M A T T I L A  IS GOING TO PRODUCE IT
AND HELP WITH THE MUSICAL STUFF.

 - WE JUST HAVE TO GET TO PLAY ABROAD.

----------------------------
------------
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In  1985  Hels inki  – a city that grows every year with tens of thousands of new 
citizens – was in the grip of great spiritual change. That year saw the founding of City 
magazine, Radio City, Rumba and Café Metropol, the phenomena that defined a di-
rection for the whole Finnish city-culture. As an emblem of the accelerating economic 
growth there rose a new group of people, the yuppies, who invested in a conspicuous 
life-style. They raised their self-esteem by travelling, designer clothing and leasing cars. 
The yuppies weren’t ashamed if they did well. New things were also the rock happen-
ings and new romantic clubs that were allowed by the restaurants during the labour 
week. Rock became a fashion.

  When 22-PP arrived in town, they managed to get a “first aid” apartment at 
their Utajärvian friend Paavo Tuomainen’s bed-sitter in Roihuvuori. As their host trav-
elled around Europe with the help of the fashionable Inter-rail card, the threesome 
concentrated in the search for jobs and their own apartments. They found the hit single 
‘Bette Davis Eyes’ by hoarse-voiced Kim Carnes in the Tuomainen record collection 
to delight their evenings. In the apartment they would admire the song’s three-chord 
structure and sounds, and listen to it almost all the time. They held their first band 
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rehearsals as early as that same week’s Thursday. The 
place was the Ollikainen’s one-family house garage in 
Torpparinmäki. 
Asko: I phoned Ami and Pirkko Ollikainen, letting 
them know we had arrived. They invited us to din-
ner and offered us their garage for our rehearsal place. 
We would only manage to say: “Yeah and thanks!” 
We were so bewildered because of their friendliness. 
Then, the whole Torpparinmäki would hear as we re-
hearsed ‘Ou Wee!’ and other new songs. The Ollikai-
nens would just say that it would probably not annoy 
anyone, serve meals to us and play records to us. Their 
children Jussi and Eeva would watch us with amaze-
ment but soon they would get used to the fact that 
there is three people more at the dinner table, and that 
dad’s car is on the yard instead of in the garage.
Espe: Otherwise everything went OK, but our play-
ing was entangled, for we had had a pause of so many 
days.

It was easy for Asko to get a regular job in his 
summer job, the post office. Timo Aarniala knew an 
all-around-man called Esap!, who had run the stu-
dents’ union’s café Kipsari at the University of Art 
and Design. As a side job, among other things, Esap! 
did occasional cleaning jobs, and these he managed to 
get for Espe and P-K too. There would be shifts in the 
same firm for Reija Nieminen and Pauli Kallio too. 
They also lived in Helsinki now. 
Esap!: 22-PP and I have cleaned up Helsinki like hell. 
One summer Espe and I would wash every window 
of the SOK Roasting House on Sturenkatu in a two-

some. Soon Asko would quit at the post office and for 
one summer he would work in the following way. He 
would come to work at eight P.M., straight from the 
rehearsals and work the whole night through, and as 
we others would go to sleep in the morning, he would 
drive straight to the rehearsals on a bike. Then in the 
evening he would go to work at eight again. How he 
could hold himself together is beyond my comprehen-
sion. His stuff was absolutely senseless!

P-K: It was easy to make a nice living with the clean-
ing job because back then people would spread their 
money around. At the offices the floors would be 
waxed every second week. There would be young 
dudes boasting and parading. There would be a contin-
uous sense of unsubstantial condescending towards us 
who didn’t make as much money as they did. I would 
also do some cleaning with a flight steward. He lived 
in the yuppie circles, but he had to keep two jobs, so 
that he would have enough money to keep it going. 

With the help of Tarja Lotvonen, Asko and P-K 
found apartments in Malmi. Asko moved there from 
Pitäjänmäki, where he had occupied Paavo Tuomain-
en’s sister Tuta’s family house’s cellar room. Espe and 
his girlfriend Nekku got an apartment at the old pri-
mary school of Herttoniemi, where Esap!, among 
all his other jobs, was the caretaker. Along with the 
art and design students, the inhabitant body of that 
wooden house included the punk star Ari Taskinen51. 
The place also had a rehearsal place of Pelle Miljoo-
na and the band Problems?, a place where five years 
earlier they had founded the band Hanoi Rocks who 
back then had recently split up. One time the Johan-
na-company had held a Christmas party at the house, 
where also some Poko Rekords artists from Tampere 
had been invited. The story goes that at night the Ep-
pu Normaali vocalist Martti Syrjä made a pass at Mike 
Monroe52, but had to stop when he noticed that the 
blond in question happened to be quite well hung.

  Although the inhabitants were punk rockers, 
everything was peaceful in the school. Everyone liked 

to be alone. The house had one telephone that every-
body would use, and each user kept a record of her or 
his phone calls. Because not every one could pay their 
shares of the bill, the inhabitants would set up small 
money-gathering gigs on the yard. Naturally the most 
penniless lodgers in that house would play at these oc-
casions. The caretaker Esap! would rejoice, for after 
the party the lawn was always trampled into clay, so 
that he wouldn’t need a lawnmower for a while. 
Espe: There was not much time to sleep while living 
in Herttoniemi, when you had to go straight from the 
evening rehearsals to the night shift, and then again 
from the morning shift to the afternoon rehearsals. 
Once I nearly got myself killed, as I got home dead 
tired and cooked some macaroni on a stove. I decided 
to take a little break and fell asleep. I woke up when 
Esap! knocked on the door – the room was full of 
smoke! The smell was obnoxious and of course it got 
embedded in the room.

They would use the Ollikainen garage heavily. 
As the family headed for their summer pastures and 
as Asko stayed there as a caretaker, they followed the 
family’s exhortation and took their gear into the liv-
ing room that was cooler than the garage. Now they 
had a new sparkle in their rehearsing. New songs and 
arrangements were rapidly born in a happy atmos-
phere. Riku Mattila, who had just quit Kauko Röy-
hkä and Narttu, and among other things in Helsinki, 
had played in the gig line-up of Problems?, came to 
the house to listen to the threesome’s stuff.

[51] Ari Taskinen was the bass player of Pelle Miljoona’s band.
[52] Mike Monroe was and is the vocalist of Hanoi Rocks(the band regrouped

recently and is still going strong). See http://www.hanoirocks.com/
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Riku Mattila: Their swing was based on Espe’s 
cymbals and snare, and P-K’s guitar. They played 
like Siamese twins. Their unique 50’s rock playing 
style charmed me with its airiness and looseness, 
especially P-K’s vocal sound. The blokes were 
still only amateur musicians who wouldn’t have 
the technical requirements for everything, but it 
is a fact that some punk band for instance sounds 
the best when you can hear that the guys are play-
ing at the top of their skills. To me it is sheer fun 
to listen to the playing that walks on the razor’s 
edge of skills!
Asko: Mattila is a good musician. Because I took 
care of the bass parts with one hand and the organ 
parts with the other, Mattila began to think that he 
might as well play bass in our band. Occasionally 
he indeed played bass with us and it was fun. In 
those days I would notice that I would never be-
come a super-talented player. I would learn every-
thing slowly and in a mediocre manner. 

As I was grieving about it aloud, P-K and 
Espe would comfort me, saying that one should 
do his best with the endowment he has been giv-
en. They would say that I had some other abilities 
that would take this band onwards – the abilities 
that, according to them, they didn’t have.

The Ollikainen record collection was in 
hectic use: when they found some playable treas-
ures from the shelf, Asko taped the songs on a c-
cassette to take home with him. One of Asko’s 
favourite pastimes was to search for the origi-
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Pauli Kallio, Pasi Heikura and Jyrki Liikka.

nal artists of the cover songs that punk and new wave 
groups had recorded. What would the original version 
of the jolly song ‘California Sun’ by The Surfaris that 
The Ramones played sound like? Or The Ronettes 
song ‘Baby I Love You’? What about ‘Surfing Bird’ 
by The Trashmen? The roots of punk were easy to 
find in the hit list pop of 50’s and 60’s: girl bands like 
The Shirelles, The Supremes and The Shangri-Las 
had all given their influences to the sound and melo-
dies of New York Dolls, The Ramones and Blondie. 
Also the evergreen hits of black soul and rhythm and 
blues stars Sam Cooke, Otis Redding and Sam & Dave 
would charm Asko.

In the autumn, with the 
help of Mattila, the trio found 
an official rehearsal place at 
Pursimiehenkatu in the Puna-
vuori district. They shared a 
residential house cellar space 
with the guitar pop band Bird 
in the Bush. Mattila brought a 
four-track reel-to-reel tape re-
corder to the Punavuori place. 
With this recorder they started 
to make demos together. The 
rip-roaring songs that stood 
out from the mass were ‘Ou 
Wee!’, ‘Hiss Hiss’ and ‘Ha-
vana City Beat’. The band’s 
playing sounded like the wild 
Texas trash of the Sir Doug-

las Quintet. P-K’s Hank Williams snuffling brought 
a balancing counter-weight to this wildness. The mu-
sic was everything but typical Finnish rock. Because 
of the water that appeared on the floor of the rehearsal 
place, and because of the noise complaints of the eld-
erly inhabitants of that house, the threesome decided 
to move to the cheapest possible place available. That 
place was the boiler room of P-K’s ex-service man’s 
house53 in the wooden house area of Malmi. 22-PP was 
to spend the most manic rehearsal periods of their ca-
reer in Malmi.

On the nights that followed their day rehearsals 
they would clean up. 22-PP wouldn’t have too much 

sleep or too many gigs. In-
stead they had a chronic short-
age of money. In a miraculous 
fashion, the physique of these 
young men would sustain the 
lack of sleep and the hardships 
of work. They would keep 
their shape up by bicycling 
from home to work and back – 
whatever the weather. At home 
in Utajärvi their parents would 
gradually realise that the boys 
hadn’t gone to the dogs in Hel-
sinki. Their boys seemed to live 
there just in the way they had 
been raised to live: honestly, 
earning their living by working 
diligently.

Asko: When the day would come that we wouldn’t 
rehearse or work at all, I would fall upon complete 
emptiness. What could I do? I would go to the Mal-
mi public swimming pool and spend the whole day 
there.

It is very important for a person’s rock-credibil-
ity to circle around the Helsinki nightlife. A rock-per-
son should not get tired of going to the bars and res-
taurants three times a week at minimum. Nevertheless 
the Pistepirkko trio wasn’t seen in the nightlife. Their 
share of partying was amply taken care of by Musta 
Paraati (The Black Parade), Sielun Veljet, and the Eng-
lish-singing bands The Nights of Iguana and Smack, 
which headed to the USA in the footsteps of Hanoi 
Rocks.54 The Nights of Iguana guitarist Puka used 
to work at the same post office with Asko, but there 
wasn’t any collaboration between their bands. They 
just happened to be workmates with bands.
Asko: We wouldn’t have time to go anywhere, and 
we would get a little shocked because of the Helsin-
ki scene, which wasn’t as band-friendly as we had 
thought. You would have to take care of yourself here. 
It felt to us that the bands would get sucked dry, that 
only the hangers around, illusions about stardom and 
boozing would be left for them. If the scene was a lit-
tle rougher, they did drugs too. You shouldn’t get in-
volved. We knew that the Helsinki bands wouldn’t last 
long. We wanted to spend our time in the rehearsal 
cellar, not in the Backstage club and Tavastia. Still, we 
were just a freak band that for some reason had won 
the band contest, and moved to Helsinki.

Reija Nieminen: Helsinki is a small town. If you 
know people, it is nice and you can do things. But if 
you don’t know anyone, it can be pretty quiet. Back in 
those days lots of penniless busybodies like us would 
come to town from the depths of backwoods – guys 
and girls that had left the countryside because it was 
impossible to do anything there. We wouldn’t have 
particularly good connections with any circles or even 
with each other. These were found only after some 
time has passed. There were all kinds of new and in-
teresting things going on in Helsinki. Lepakko (The 
Bat Cave)55 had its own regular faces, city-culture was 
blooming and the yuppies walked lopsided because 
of the sheer weight of their cell phones. Alas, the Pis-
tepirkkos wouldn’t understand anything about these 
things. Their staying away from the scene probably 
wasn’t any statement – they simply wouldn’t under-
stand anything about this puffing ant-colony in need 
of recognition.
Njassa: At first in the Helsinki scene they would 
condisder 22-Pistepirkko a bunch of hippies who 
churned out only pseudo-arty shit. The keyboards 
were shunned. The punk-gang of Lepakko would 
sneer at these country coquettes in a really heavy 
manner. Later we would realise that these guys were 
honest people, and that it would be futile to try and 
play hard with them!

The Aarniala family assumed the position of 
Helsinki support, safe haven and cultural influence 
for the trio, just like the Ollikainens and Itälahtis. 
The young girls of the family treated the threesome 

[53]   These wooden houses were built all around Finland after the war in the 50’s and 60’s
to alleviate the housing shortage. See http://www.rintamamiestalo.net/

[54] Ironically, following Hanoi Rocks in this way too, The Nights of Iguana and Smack didn’t make it.
[55] Lepakkoluola, or Lepakko, was a central place for the youth of 80’s Helsinki.

The place had a concert hall, restaurant, and rehearsal rooms for the bands.
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ESAP!:
E S P E  A N D  T H E

 M I L K Y  W AY :
 

   
Espe is like a puppy. For instance, 
if you give him a ball, a wooden 
brick or a dart, he will immediate-
ly invent some game or play and 
say that he can throw it closer to 
a wall than you. P-K seemed to me 
like he was pissed off about some-
thing. For a long time I would 
think that Espe was the guy who 
wrote all of their pop songs and  
P-K the gloomiest pieces, but it 
was the other way around. Asko, 
in a positive sense, is soaring sky-
high somewhere in the Milky Way 
with his own stuff.

like country cousins. They would eat, swim and go 
to the summer cabin together. Timo Aarniala would 
make them read, watch and listen to everything that 
he thought was crucial. Aarniala’s record collec-
tion was very heterogeneous and interesting: they 
would listen to Zappa, old jazz, folk, funk and Cap-
tain Beefheart from the worn-out, scratchy vinyl al-
bums.

P-K: They thought it was funny when we made an 
emphatic remark that Jimi Hendrix was shit.

They would also civilize the trio by the record-
ings released by Love Records and by the albums that 
they had brought from Sweden, e.g. the one by the 
mystery duo Philemon Arthur and The Dung from 
Malmö. Especially Espe would take this band into 
his heart – the band that concentrated on noise mak-

ing and folk yodelling. Their outlandish style was em-
phasised by mundane lyrics: “In kommer Göstä/In 
kommer Göstä och frågar/och frågar/ha ni kaffe? Ha 
ni kaffe?/Det ha vi inte/Så går jag, så går jag” (Gös-
ta comes in/Gösta comes in and asks/and asks/do you 
have coffee? Do you have coffee?/No we don’t/So I go, 
so I go). No one has yet figured out who these guys 
actually are.

Bohemian Timo’s drinking habits didn’t please 
P-K, but Espe liked to be at the Aarnialas. Being a 
game-a-holic, Espe would play cards 
and kick the ball with the Aarniala 
daughters. Timo Aarniala would nev-
er see Espe steady.
Timo Aarniala: Espe was the cra-
ziest of them all. When drunk he 
could do just about anything. For in-
stance, once, at our summer cabin, he 
would jump down from a high cliff 
into water.

Being employed by the city of 
Vantaa, Timo Aarniala’s responsibil-
ity was the seasonal program of Bio 
Grand, Kino Martinlaakso and Kino 
Myyrmäki. Aarniala employed Espe 
as the film projector operator of Bio 
Grand. To watch films as an occupa-
tion was hard, since the projectors 
didn’t work properly and the film 
was constantly cut. Espe had literal-
ly to hold a screwdriver in a certain 

place while the reel was rolling, in a device that resem-
bled a home stereo set, so that the soundtrack would 
play properly. Not fearing too much about getting his 
cards, Espe would demand the owner to buy decent 
equipment for his theatre. As the equipment finally ar-
rived, Espe took his cards.
Espe: I told the geezer that I was the only one who 
knew how to use the old gadgets. Other people could 
operate the new ones easily.
Inna Camaro: Espe is the artist of the band. Back in 

those days I was greatly inspired 
by Espe’s inconsistent personali-
ty. He is the game addict son of a 
horseman, like a romantic, mytho-
logical poet-figure, just like Shane 
McGowan of The Pogues. Espe al-
so had much that was secret about 
him, something that came out as 
anxiety attacks. Once we flew to 
London together, and when we 
got our meals before us in the 
plane, Espe would faint, falling 
backwards in his seat, sending the 
whole tray fly arching in the air.

In the winter of 1985 the 
trio and Riku Mattila went to the 
studio to record the ‘Ou Wee!’ 
single that would be released by 
the record label Pygmi, founded 
by Reija Nieminen and her friend 
Heikki Kemppainen. Their firm 
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had been born as Nieminen, who was a student in 
the Tampere College, had moaned with Kemppain-
en, who she had met at the student refectory, about 
the fact that “it was difficult for good bands to get a 
chance to make records”.
Reija Nieminen: We would get excited about 
two super-commercial bands, Noitalinna Huraa! 
(The Witches’ Castle Hooray!) and 22-Pistepirkko. 
For starters we would invest our students’ loans in 
the record company business. I would take 22-Pis-
tepirkko, who I knew, as my responsibility, and 
Heikki would take care of his favourite, Noitalinna. 
Although we started with idealism and with a small 
amount of money, we decided to do things properly. 
And the Pistepirkkos would do things well enough. 
They would indeed spend nearly six months in the 
studio!

Although the band had played the songs ‘Ou 
Wee!’, ‘Hiss Hiss’ and ‘Havana City Beat’ at gigs with 
success, in the studio these tunes wouldn’t immediate-
ly stick onto the tape in the way the guys were hop-
ing they should.
Reija Nieminen: P-K’s perfectionism was already 
nicely budding. Anything else but perfect wasn’t 
good enough, so indeed anything wouldn’t ever 
please him. Their attitude towards the sounds was 
deep and devout. Already on this record the band 
had some ideas in the air – ideas they have been re-
fining throughout their whole career. These included 
some synth-parts and sound effects – some sound-
layer stuff.

In the winter they took their equipment to Esa 
Kotilainen’s – a man who, among others, had played 
in Tasavallan Presidentti – Indegenous studio that was 
in the cellar of a family house in Käpylä. The studio 
was a cheap one. Hence Nieminen promised the band 
that the studio time wouldn’t run out. They spent two 
weeks twisting and turning the knobs. In the daytime 
they went to clean up and in the evening they slaved 
away in the studio. During the process the legendary 
Riku and Pistepirkko team was formed.
P-K: For four days we had been recording the drums 
and guitars separately in a traditional style but the stuff 
on tape sounded 100% shit. After that we continued in 
the following fashion: Espe and I played together in the 
same room, and we just wouldn’t care if the sound of the 
guitar amp leaked into the drum track or vice versa. On-
ly after this we started to get to where we wanted to go. 
Mattila made me work hard with the vocal parts. Every 
now and then my self-confidence was totally lost.
Riku Mattila: P-K had a nice touch in his guitar 
playing right from the start, but the vocals were the 
most difficult instrument for him. We tried different 
singing styles until we found the right one and then we 
would sing until everything was OK. Occasionally it 
took a very long time.
Asko: Mattila would whip the band and we would 
make him give everything he had. We tried to get the 
best out of everyone. We made ourselves a gang of four. 
We were satisfied, we felt that we were doing some-
thing great and that it was important to release music 
just like this.
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With garage-rock 22-PP gained a really aurifer-
ous cult following. After punk there was a vacuum in 
rock and roll that started to get filled by The Nomads 
from Sweden, Hoodoo Gurus and Hard Ons from 
Australia and The Cramps, The Fuzztones, The Gun 
Club and The Fleshtones from America, all inspired 
by the 50’s surf music, rock and roll and the Pebbles 
and Nuggets collections. Also Pixies and Sonic Youth 
would add some distortion into their guitar pop buzz-
ing from the same sources.
Asko: We were part of the zeitgeist. Back then there 
was a trash rock boom going on – I don’t know how 
many of them there had already been – our record 
was among the first of that boom in Finland. In those 
days we once supported the band Juliet Jonesin Sydän 
(The Heart of Juliet Jones) at Vanha in Helsinki. The 
people were very excited about us, and when the Ju-
liet Joneses began their set, the audience shouted to 
them: “Play real music!” After the gig we were bask-
ing at the bar and this girl that I was infatuated with 
came over and knocked my shoulder, saying: “Your 
band is quite nice.”
P-K: In Sweden there was a contemporary garage 
band called The Nomads that we would go to see at 
Vanha. The band was quite OK. They had a nice hit 
song called ‘She Pays the Rent’ that  
I knew beforehand. We knew 
that in this garage stuff we hit 
the same spot with them.

The first wholly English-sung recording of 22-PP, 
‘Ou Wee!’, was released in the early summer of 1986. 
They printed and packed 800 single covers all by them-
selves at the Seriheimo silk-print, where Espe worked 
as a helper. The single would also be on sale at gigs, 
in some second hand record shops and some larger 
record stores in Helsinki. They hadn’t thought about 
the profitability of their business. The most important 
thing had been to make a record. They would send the 
EP around the world as a promotion.
P-K: I felt great when ‘Ou Wee!’ was released. I don’t 
mean to say that it is the best record in the world, but 
it was our first record that I felt satisfied about.
Asko: When Espe went to work in that silk-print 
we felt that at the rehearsals Espe was always fuddled 
from the paints and cleaning solutions for the silks. I 
would call his boss, Hessu, tell him who I am and say 
to him that if something should happen to Espe’s head, 
I would blow his silk-print up.

Soon the reputation of 22-Pistepirkko as a stur-
dy live-band began to spread around. After Esap! man-
aged to get the trio to play at the students’ café Kipsari, 
22-Pistepirkko became the regular party band of the 
art students of Helsinki. Also their home region au-
dience showed that they liked the band. On the May 
Day there was a big and enthusiastic legion of people 
queuing in front of the Oulu College Students’ House 
Rauhala. After the show, Mäki, the vocalist of Radiop-
uhelimet, the most renowned punk-act in town, would 
come and thank the threesome for the great rock and 
roll delivery. 

The attention the ‘Ou Wee!’ single got also 
raised the attention of the booking agent Jari “Raksu” 
Airaksinen. Airaksinen, who had gained success as a 
booking agent of Topi Sorsakoski and Agents, knew 
where 22-Pistepirkko should be booked. They deliv-
ered their act at the clubs of Helsinki and more often 
than before in other parts of Finland too. Especially 
in Turku and Tampere the success of 22-Pistepirkko 
would grow on every visit. Yet the FRC impression 
had stuck surprisingly deep.
Reija Nieminen: Even after the beeping-era 22-Pis-
tepirkko had some weird ‘hate-fans’. They were guys 
who looked like the band and came to every second 
gig to say nasty things. The band had a hard struggle 
to get over their old image and although they already 
played boogie, there would always be one of those 
chaps shouting: “What are you trying to do, you pied 
pipers from the North?” They would watch the gig 
tightly and shout an invective every now and then!
Asko: Our first touch on backstage-life and night 
driving was when we made a gig-trip together with the 
Agents to Turku. Although the audience had come to 
see the Agents, they received us politely. The Agents 
too were very friendly. Perhaps they saw some kind 
of rationality in our stuff. Later that same evening Esa 
Pulliainen (the lead guitar player of Agents) would 
say that the audience should be able to dance to eve-
ry song in the set. To him it was really important that 
people could dance to the music. We would question 
his thinking pretty strongly and say that one should 
not have to be able to dance to every song. “Oh yes 

they should.” On our way home the Agents bought 
what to us seemed like a terrible load of spirits and 
Sorsakoski, shit-faced, started to fuss around.

When sober, Sorsakoski would also know 
something about the equipment and instrument elec-
tronics. When P-K thought about buying a new am-
plifier, Timo Aarniala suggested that he should con-
sult Sorsakoski.

Once the Agents were booked at the Joroinen 
airport where they were supposed to play dance mu-
sic to a hangar-full of tango people. When the Agents 
cancelled their gig, Airaksinen sent 22-PP instead. 
The stewards in Joroinen wouldn’t have to use par-
ticularly tough manners, for along with them there 
would be only about 30 people who had paid to see 
the band play.

Although Riku Mattila, who was currently 
without his own band, was the ‘fourth’ member of 
22-PP, at gigs they wouldn’t even give him a chance 
to play a rhythm guitar on the side of the stage, even 
if he wanted to do so. At gigs Mattila was known as 
an offensive guitar player star, a guy who wouldn’t 
stay in the background ashamed with his skills. So 
they wanted to deliver their show without the risk 
of Mattila getting in the spotlight, only in a three-
some.
P-K: Mattila tried to enter the band many times, 
but we knew how he was, so we wouldn’t let him. 
It was great to make records with him. He is a mu-
sic-oriented and visionary person, but he needs a lot 
of space.
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Th e y  b e g a n  t o  r e c o r d  an album, supported by Pygmi, with the style and 
methodology already tested while making the ‘Ou Wee!’ single, in a studio they had al-
ready judged positively. Their music was heading deeper and deeper towards the roots 
of rock, which, according to the band, included easy rolling organ riffs, maracas and 
tambourines. They would imitate their role models without shame: They would glean 
jungle rumble from the Bo Diddley oeuvre and rolling guitar strumming from Bud-
dy Holly. The new 22-PP, with their motorcycle, gallop and gunshot sound effects, 
sounded bewilderingly like the girl-band The Shangri-Las, even though 22-PP’s tempo 
was twice as fast and the vocalist male. They would allow Reija Nieminen to come in-
side the studio to bring crisps and soda, and to listen to the material they already had 
on tape.
Reija Nieminen: Pygmi was broke but the lads just laughed at us! They wanted to 
make a fine album and, of course, so did I. I indeed knew that the album was going to 
be a good one. Mattila had a surprisingly strong effect on the evolution of their band. 
Mattila was known as a guitar virtuoso and a professional, and when the guys noticed 
that they could speak the same language with him, they began to trust him for real. It 
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was a big concession from the boys’ part to give room 
for Mattila’s ideas, and of course he was very enthu-
siastic about the stuff he was doing. Mattila was also 
the right person as far as P-K was concerned, for P-K 
is the one in Pistepirkko who always says the first and 
last word. With someone weaker than Mattila, mak-
ing an album like this would have gone to the bol-
locks. Like P-K, Mattila is reserved and subject matter 
oriented, and he could say just about anything to the 
trio. Mattila’s guitar playing skills meant a lot too. P-
K would rehearse and rehearse, and in my opinion he 
became a technically good guitarist in a short time. He 
really worked with his instrument. 

To balance their rock ripping, they recorded 
the Hank Williams inspired country ballad ‘Don’t 
Try To Tease Me’, sung by P-K, for the album. Al-
so Espe had eventually lost his self-criticism on writ-
ing in English. The song ‘Motorcycle Man’ that he 
sung brought together John Cale and The Velvet Un-
derground styled playing and lyrics about the biker 
boyfriends of the 60’s girl-bands and the ruffians of 
Northern Finland.
Espe: ‘Motorcycle Man’ is about a violent guy. I like 
to write songs that are compounded of simple ele-
ments, where you iterate one thing and which don’t 
have a chorus at all. After I had written ‘Motorcy-
cle Man’ I would boast to the guys that it was a fine 
three-chord song. P-K would play it with his gui-
tar and then he would say that actually it was a two-
chord song. I would answer him: “In that case it is 
even better!”

As guest players, some musician friends of Mat-
tila were featured on the album. These included Ahti 
Marja-aho who was familiar them from the line-ups 
of Tuomari Nurmio, and the ex-Wigwam bass play-
er Mats Huldén, who nowadays, among other things, 
works as a producer and as the bass player of Kauko 
Röyhkä Combo.

Asko: I was excited when Mats Huldén came to play 
on our album. I liked Wigwam, and Huldén is a real 
monster of bass playing. He developed a murderous 
bass riff for ‘Hong Kong King’, but the riff almost van-
ished in the bounce-mix, for we had only eight tracks 
in use. We would just go on cursing: “The vitamins are 
going to disappear, the vitamins are going to disap-

pear!” Marja-aho came to the studio with a violin, said 
that he liked our band (!) and played like an angel. The 
vocalist of Tavaramarkkinat (Goodies for Sale), Mat-
tila’s wife Liisa Akimoff and her Akimowskaja Sisters 
sang background vocals on the album. We wanted some 
girl voices and dreamed about Ronnie Spector styled 
American women, but instead we got these girls.
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P-K had begun to ab-
hor singing in the studio. They 
would try to coax his singing 
mood to appear by dimming 
the lights, for instance. They 
also gave Espe a hard time be-
hind his drum-kit for many 
days. They made new takes 
time and time again but still 
would find them useless.
Espe: I began to feel a little 
stressed and then I flew off the 
handle. I was sleeping at home 
in Herttoniemi and thought 
about strangling my girlfriend 
who slept beside me, but even-
tually I came to my senses and 
went out for a long run. This 
didn’t really help, so I beat 
the logs in the shed. Esap! 
came over and asked what was 
wrong with me. I just said that 
I am only making some firewood here. I was think-
ing is this how it is when you lose your marbles? Then 
I would aim my rage towards the drums and, for in-
stance, in ‘Searching and Looking’ I would play be-
ing so pissed off that I was just about to explode! The 
same goes for the whole album. Later, as I’ve been lis-
tening to the album, I’ve been gaping and wondering 
every now and then about the way the drums are be-
ing played there.

P-K: It is indeed even phys-
ically very onerous to play 
fast and tight with the marac-
as. And we would go like: “It 
ain’t swinging, it ain’t swing-
ing.” But the whipping was 
useful. 
Asko: I had a dream where 
I put my hands into the mi-
crowave oven and scorched 
them. Occasionally Mattila 
would also say that perhaps 
we shouldn’t do it anymore. 
We had to give up, humble 
ourselves, go the other way… 
and back again. The work-
ing team was good because we 
were allowed to be weak and 
lost too. When we had been 
four weeks in the studio, one 
of my cleaning friends, a mu-
sician too, would ask if the al-

bum was already finished. I told him that maybe we 
had the backing tracks ready. After two months he 
would ask the same thing again, and when I told him 
that we still had to do some mixing for the album, he 
was like what the hell! The sessions would progress 
slowly. Yet they would leave us with a nice feeling, for 
our aim was very clear.
Reija Nieminen: If there had been more mon-
ey, they would’ve liked to stay there for some extra 
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The guys of 22-Pistepirkko have a unique men-
tality, different from any other band of north-
ern Finland. And it is not even Finnish. At the 
22-PP gigs you always knew when they had a 
bad mood, for in this case they would play only 
country. They wouldn’t even try to invigorate 
the set playing some of their hits. It’s total ded-
ication and intransigence – the uncompromis-
ing way and perfectionism. The only ones they 
can be compared to in their attitude are Radi-
opuhelimet, Jimmy Tenor or Vilunki and Kau-
kolampi from Larry and the Lefthanded56. I can’t 
find any comparison points music-wise. Admit-
tedly, a band like this cannot be born anywhere 
else but in Finland. Bands like this may have 
existed somewhere, but they haven’t stayed to-
gether for this long. 

B Y  J U K K A  K O R T T I ,
D R .  P O L .  S C . ,

M U S I C I A N  E . G .  G E N E R A T O R S

months and tape all the songs for the third time. How-
ever, Pygmi was already double and quits.
Riku Mattila: We didn’t achieve what we wanted 
with every song. We didn’t succeed with the pop songs 
and country songs, but the fast fussing around songs 
are a real success. 

The studio bills of 22-PP were large and Kemp-
painen put more money in the album cover of Noi-
talinna Huraa! than in the recording sessions of that 
same album, so Kemppainen had to sell the 22-PP 
album master tapes cheap to a small Helsinki com-
pany called Euros. The company managing director 
Jari Väänänen gave 22-PP a reluctant reception. Al-
so Kauko Röyhkä and Narttu and 1984 FRC winner 
Peer Günt recorded for Euros. Modestly named album 
The Kings of Hong Kong was released in the spring of 
1987.
P-K: In the 1980’s all cheap mass production was made 
in Hong Kong. The products were labelled ‘Made in 
Hong Kong’. We were the kings of all this trash.

“22-PP is the favourite of critics! 22-PP is a gig 
favourite!” The Helsinki rock circles would laud 22-
Pistepirkko. In a month the band made a leap from the 
sympathy-articles of the local papers of North to the 
favourite band of the most prestigious rock magazines 
of the land. Even the legendary radio DJ John Peel of 
BBC noticed the 22-PP album.
Ilkka Mattila: After The Kings of Hong Kong the 
Pistepirkkos were awfully respected in the indie-rock 
scene of Helsinki, where I myself, as a writer for Rum-
ba, more or less belonged too. The Pistepirkkos were 

considered as peculiar characters and indeed they were 
different from the usual 1980-1990 Finnish pop artists. 
The Pirkkos were very careful about their media im-
age. Being laconic men of the North, they wouldn’t 
participate in the Helsinki pop jet set drama, which 
perhaps in its own right underlined their integrity. 22-
Pistepirkko’s relationship to the whole scene differed 
from others: less seeking friends, talking, boozing, and 
girl chasing, but instead more passion in music. Asko 
was the most extreme of the threesome. He would ask 
the interviewer something in the middle of an inter-
view. My advantage was the fact that I was a represent-
ative of the more neutral media, like Rumba, and later 
YLE and Helsingin Sanomat. Some TV reporters and 
Radio City DJs would sometimes get into a clash with 
Asko during an interview.

Soon after the release of The Kings of Hong 
Kong 22-PP performed at the Natsa Revolution Club 
Velvet Underground evening under the pseudonym 
The Others. The other band of that evening was The 
Nights of Iguana. The trio had already once played 
under that name in Vanha. Now they were given an 
opportunity to do it again and even by playing Lou 
Reed classics. The Nights of Iguana would concentrate 
on the more rocking material of The Velvet Under-
ground, like ‘Waiting for the Man’ and ‘Sweet Jane’, 
whereas The Others would interpret the more artis-
tic and fuzzy side of The Velvets. During The Others 
gig, in an Andy Warhol & Exploding Plastic Inevitable 
styled psychedelic light show, designed by Inna and 
Timo Aarniala, slides, film and lights were projected 

[56] See http://www.grunnenrocks.nl/index.html?bands/l/larrylef.htm
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Espe: It was all the same to 
us if people danced or not to our 
gig songs, but we noticed that 
with the rock songs we would get 
the best interaction with the audi-
ence. So we had to write more of 
them. Admittedly it is disgusting 
to listen to melodramatic hymns, 
where one whines with longing af-
ter a lost love, in the early stages 
of drunkenness. 
P-K: A restaurant called KY had 
a super hip minx club, where all 
the chic folks used to go. Once we 
even played a very nice gig there, 
at least in our own opinion. After 
the show the guitar hero Albert 
Järvinen with his retinue appeared 
in the backstage room, and Albert 
said that we had a fine rock and 
roll band and asked for my plec-
trum. Of course he got it.
Espe: Just before this KY gig I 
was stop-checked in my car by the 
police and they took me to the staff. The army staff 
had sent me some call-up papers because I wouldn’t go 
even to the civil alternative service. They announced 
that if I wouldn’t go even to the alternative civil serv-
ice, they would send me to the coop. I told them that 
I had a gig at KY and that I should of course get there, 
so they started to look for some policemen to go with 

me as guards. They didn’t find 
anyone who would go, but they 
were sure they’d find me again 
after the gig. Then, in Joensuu, 
two coppers would knock on the 
hotel room door and ask for Ha-
verinen. My roommate would say 
oh yes, Haverinen is in the toilet 
taking a shit. I finally got myself 
out of it, because just before this 
incident I had gone to see a psy-
chiatrist in Helsinki, and received 
a medical certificate stating I was 
crazy.
Asko: My deferment from the 
army was over and I had to go to 
the staff. I had heard some hor-
ror stories about the way they 
treated conscientious objectors. I 
sat in the middle of the room and 
there was army personnel sitting 
in front of and behind me. On 
the table there was a thick dos-
sier with my statement and ar-

guments on why I wouldn’t go into the service. The 
boss turned the papers around asking is this truly my 
opinion. Yeah. We talked and in the end I said that if 
you put a gun on my head, I’ll go to the army, but I 
will do great harm there, great harm. Finally they said 
that they wouldn’t force me, but if I should change 
my mind, they’d be very interested in me. They even 

REIJA

NIEMINEN:

On stage 22-PP is a unique phe-
nomenon. You never know what is 
going to come next. There’s noth-
ing calculated about them, no mat-
ter how much they should try to cal-
culate. They go around in circles 
on the stage, looking confused, ne-
gotiating. After you have watched 
that for a while, you are thinking if 
their thing is going to work at all. 
But if the gig should go in a good 
direction, euphoria would follow 
– euphoria that those bands that 
have a ready set list or a pattern 
of performance just can’t conjure 
up. At a Pistepirkko gig the mood 
can go every which way, and in the 
end all is well, if all is well.  Not 
many bands would take this kind of 
a risk. There’s no hurry to get any-
where, and it’s not very important 
to arrive, as long as the journey has 
been interesting. In the best possi-
ble case the experience turns out to 
be a slow climax.

on the stage as the threesome delivered feedback and 
improvisation for the small audience.
Espe: Bands have always had some theme and ther-
apy side project bands. The Others is a partying rock 
and roll band of losers who want to make it easy by 
playing the songs of others.

As the gig scene started to look better 22-PP 
needed a regular sound engineer. Because Airaksinen, 
due to his sales operations, wasn’t always at hand, the 
threesome was in a scrape. The only candidate for the 
job of the sound engineer, along with the regular staff 
of the gig places, was their cleaning mate Esap!, who 
had been a sound engineer for Ratsia for a couple of 
years, and an occasional roadie for Pelle Miljoona.
Esap!: I wasn’t any good in that business, and I felt 
myself too old a geezer to be on the road, but I just 
had to give the lads a helping hand. Alas, the require-
ments and technology were something more than one 
needed mixing a punk-band. There were two crucial 
knobs on the Ratsia’s sound console, that is, a good 
sound and a bad sound, and every now and then, if I 
was pissed off with the band, I just might have pushed 
the latter knob.

They made their gig trips in Espe’s Opel Record 
and slept overnight at friends and acquaintances. The 
most responsive audiences were at Vanha, Tavastia 
club, Kåren in Turku, Torvi in Lahti, and the YO-
house in Tampere. The largest part of the audience was 
young female students.
Esap!: The Pistepirkkos were slim, tall and sophisti-
cated musicians. If a lassie wouldn’t melt before Asko 

for instance, she wouldn’t melt anywhere at all. And 
the lads scored a great deal for sure. Maybe it was due 
to the fact that the girls could actually talk with the 
guys – about other subjects than rock too. Their atti-
tude towards people was genuinely enthusiastic, and 
the lassies would go completely crazy about it: how 
can they be so nice!?
Tarja Lotvonen: Asko was a truly merciless lady-
killer. He would switch girls in a swift fashion. It was 
easy to get infatuated with Asko and he was a great 
flirt too – not in any macho manner, but in a shyly de-
termined one. One time Asko and P-K had gone up 
on an escalator of the Tube in Helsinki, when a girl 
coming towards them from below had set her eyes 
on Asko, and vice versa. Asko went after that girl and 
soon they had disappeared somewhere together.

Esap! remembers one incident when P-K had  
a terrible cold while playing a gig at Torvi in Lahti, so 
that snot ran from his nose like hell. When P-K sang 
a slow, country styled piece, water suddenly started to 
run from both of his eyes and nose. The audience had 
pondered, amazed, which was the cause of those tears: 
emotion or pretension. Some would indeed comment 
that they might have been only crocodile tears.
Asko: There was a city festival in Helsinki and we 
played at the large hall in Vanha. It was a hot summer 
day and the sweaty hall was chock-a-block. Everyone 
was absolutely crazy about us! In those days the audi-
ence was made of greasy haired rock and rollers, music 
diggers, punk rockers and women who liked to dance 
to rock with their dance-shoes on. 
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Esap! 

shook my hand and wished me all the best. I walked 
out of there completely flabbergasted.

Usually the trio considered their gigs to be fail-
ures, although the audience that yelled after the third 
encore would disagree. The most annoying and trou-
ble-provoking factor in their equipment was Asko’s 
special Hohner bass keyboard. At gigs Asko’s duty 
was to switch between bass guitar and keyboards, de-
pending on the song. Often the sound he groped from 
the bass keyboard would be only vague humming. If 
the gadget wouldn’t function properly, Asko would 
give it a lesson and ruin his own gig. Esap! was spared 
from the most severe technical catastrophes, but he 
didn’t enjoy standing behind the console.

Esap!: The guys worked really hard and 
I would be out of their scene like a garden hose. I 
couldn’t do my job properly, no matter how much I 
wanted to. In the end the band fired me at the Tam-
pere YO-house, because I couldn’t connect some 
goddamn reverb gadget into the mixing console. P-K 
just said: “Oh well.”

In the spring of 1988 22-PP tried to see if their 
music would break through on the other side of the 
Baltic Sea, in Sweden. The gig organiser was Echo 
Förening, run by the local Finnish alternative people. 
This organisation booked Finnish independent bands 
especially for their Kaosklub (Chaos Club) evenings 
at the Träbacka restaurant, an L-shaped, small cellar in 
Gamla Stan (Old Town). 22-PP also appeared at the 
youth halls of the Great Stockholm district. After a 
gig at Vita Huset the threesome would rub their hands 

with pleasure, for among the jumping audience there 
had been some bona fide Swedes too. 

  In the summer of 1988 the trio performed at 
the Oulu Kuusrock, known for its strict rules concern-
ing the use of liquor.
Asko: Raksu had a plastic whiskey bottle and secret-
ly we would take a sip from it. We had to, because it 
wasn’t allowed at all. We played on a small side stage 
and Raksu was our sound engineer, and for some rea-
son he wouldn’t play our set loud. After our gig J. Kar-
jalainen57 started his act on the big stage and the mu-
sic filled the whole island. They obviously had what it 
takes to produce a great PA sound. Alas, compared to 
that, the sound of the 22-PP set came out like some-
thing from a small tape recorder.

After the Ruisrock gig played in a tent at the 
end of that summer, they decided to have a break for 
the first time ever since they had founded the band. 
They made an agreement that the break should last for 
a year. Espe and Asko went their separate ways to in-
ter-rail in the Central-Europe, but P-K, who tries to 
avoid sitting on a train in vain, left home to enjoy his 
first Teosto fee58. 
P-K: It felt awesome when one all of a sudden had 
2000 marks in his bank account, which moreover had 
come from his own records!
Asko: I went on a trip with my girlfriend of that time. 
For the whole trip I couldn’t wait to get back home to 
rehearse. In Paris a terrible culture shock hit me, I felt 
dizzy and had to sit on the bank of Seine for the whole 
day. I wondered why I was so dazed. In Spain, on the 

seashore, I gradually got in the mood 
for travelling. We then visited the Sal-
vador Dali museum in some hot small 
town, Venice etc.

  In Vienna we went to see the 
movie The 120 Days of Sodom by Paso-
lini. After that, we were amazed and si-
lent for a long time. We spent the night 
in a hotel and drank champagne. My 
girlfriend thought that this was quite an 
unorthodox way of inter-railing, but I said that prob-
ably it didn’t matter.
Espe: Alas, I didn’t get further than the Hultsfred fes-
tival and immediately I paused for a couple of days. In 
Stockholm I bumped into the girls from Echo Fören-
ing who managed to persuade me to revel with them at 
their festival. I continued to Paris and was for a time 
a real scourge for some acquaintances of mine. From 
there I jumped onto a night train that had only sleeping 
cars inside it. Because I happened to carry only an In-
ter-rail card, they threw me out somewhere in the dead 
of night. I started to saunter with my backpack and in-
stantly some big geezer came over and tried to rob me. 
Back in those days I was in a pretty lean shape, so I 
managed to outrun him. I slept on the station and car-
ried on. I got to Rome where I ran out of money, al-
though I had begun my trip only less than two weeks 
ago. I called home and asked them to send me some 
money to the hotel address. There were two Israelis at 
the same room, who were on a holiday before going to 
the army. They were amazed because I was at the hotel 

all the time and wouldn’t circle around 
town. One night I was just squashing 
cockroaches underneath the bed and 
these Israelis came back from a restau-
rant. I told them that I also should have 
some hobbies! Those were such daunt-
ing times that I nearly cried. Neverthe-
less, I had some money to buy a bot-
tle of almond liqueur. As I slopped it 
up to soothe my self-pity, I listened to 

the John Cale song ‘Dying on the Vine’ with my head-
phone stereo. I also wrote songs like mad. The money 
from home didn’t arrive. I realised that the hotel owner 
must have stolen them. He surely knew what the let-
ter that I asked him for every day must have contained. 
There was this Swedish girl cleaning up the hotel. I 
asked her to check the hotel office and indeed the letter 
was there. The girl was afraid that she would be fired if 
caught. At the same time some money came to my bank 
account, so I left for Sicily. Then I returned to Rome, 
and because the owner had my passport too, I thun-
dered and demanded that all my belongings should be 
instantly given back to me. The bloody crook said that 
my letter had come on that same day! I was ashamed 
and couldn’t say that I knew that it had been there for 
weeks. At night I tried to get into that office to snatch 
my passport, so that I could leave without paying, but I 
couldn’t break in. In the morning I jumped onto a train 
and travelled straight to the ship to Sweden. Onboard I 
had a terrible hangover but not a penny. I couldn’t even 
buy a fizzy drink from the machine. 

[57] J. (Jukka) Karjalainen (b. 1957) is one of the most popular singer-songwriters in Finland.
[58] Teosto was established in 1928 to administer the copyright of Finnish creators of music. Teosto grants on behalf of copyright owners all permits and licences required for 
the use of music, collects the licence fees and distributes the collected fees to the copyright owners on the basis of programme details (repertoire lists etc.), which Teosto receives 
from the users of music. (This text is taken from the Teosto Web link referred.) See http://www.teosto.fi/teosto/webpages.nsf/mainpages/etusivu_englanti?opendocument
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Th e i r  g a r ag e  t r i o  would now become a “blues band”. Following the same 
methodology they had used while studying the rock standards, the Pistepirkkos now 
listened to and copied the blues pattern by inculcating into their back bone marrow for 
instance the Billy Boy Arnold song ‘I Wish You Would’. From the records Ami Ol-
likainen – known also as the editor in chief of the magazine Bluesnews – and Riku Mat-
tila had recommended to them, they adopted the hypnotic straightforwardness of black 
blues. Muddy Waters, Lightnin’ Hopkins and Captain Beefheart, among others, of-
fered them strong influences. Style-wise Asko would also think about the American Sir 
Douglas Quintet – a band he had seen at the Rattori Lupi in Oulu – which was a perfect 
mix of rock, polka and psychedelia, played in the way some shady barn dance orchestra 
would play. P-K, who as a young man had been particularly sceptical about the white 
man’s orthodox blues interpretation, found a new dimension in his guitar playing and 
song writing from blues.
P-K: Mattila would always harp on about blues. Being a guitar playing man, he would 
demonstrate an open G tuning for me, and instantly I would realise how a hundred 
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The blokes in 22-PP differ from other bands in 

their way of non-romanticising the rock and roll 

lifestyle. It isn’t cool to be fuddled and fuck up the 

gigs. Even in their versions of thrash rock they 

make everything carefully. They tune the guitars 

out of tune in a particular way, and every now and 

then they even split hairs and leave some fruitful 

things out of the picture, but this produces great 

things too. Bare Bone Nest for instance is the best 

Finnish album ever. The most impressive thing in 

the band sound is P-K’s voice. I used to imitate his 

way of singing and pronouncing the word ‘you’ for 

a long time. When I got rid of my worst teenage 

noise longing, the Pistepirkkos would offer music 

where old blues, folk and Hank Williams country 

were naturally mixed. One could try out every gen-

re. Among other things, I used to listen to a lot of 

Captain Beefheart, whose influence you could al-

so hear in the music of 22-Pistepirkko. To me the 

Pistepirkkos were an example of the fact that it 

is important to know some history of music if you 

want to create original and multifaceted music. A 

musician doesn’t have to be a quiz-show wizard or 

a bloody anthropologist, but he has to understand 

the essential emotion and shudder of history. On 

the good side of the Pistepirkkos was also the fact 

that all the cool girls listened to them. When I said 

that I liked the Pistepirkkos, these girls would 

think that I was both a rock person and brainy at 

the same time. Very handy indeed!

..............
Emotion

 and
Shudder

..............
B Y  J A N N E  W E S T E R L U N D

M U S I C I A N ,
E . G .  C I R C L E ,  S W E E T H E A R T  A N D  C H A I N S M O K E R

blues songs had been written. I would laugh at the 
possibility this tuning brought to write the same kind 
of pieces in an easy way. No matter how nice it was to 
play loud and go wild, I had already found out what 
kind of a power resided in playing ‘less’.

Because we had lived in Utajärvi, we could eas-
ily identify ourselves with the blues and country songs 
that told of low life and death. Utajärvi is a rough 
neighbourhood. One would continuously hear sad 
stories and see hardships, even in one’s intimate circles. 
Although the blues tales were from a different conti-
nent, to us they didn’t sound very distant at all.
Asko: I was looking hard for a suitable bass keyboard 
and finally I found a Roland 101 synth. It was a classic 
model of cheap synths, but I didn’t know that. I was 
very excited about its bass sound and knobs, because 
with them you could do the most wonderful and real-
ly wild things to the sound!

With the root blues standards the trio devel-
oped an interest to invent a dirtier and rougher sound 
than ever. Again new demo tapes would go into the 
mailbox of Mattila the producer. When Mattila asked 
what type of music the bits of playing were supposed 
to be, the threesome announced that now their style 
was blues. The hell it is, the blues attorney Mattila 
would respond. The producer, who had laughed at 
the demos and music notions of their trio, was invit-
ed to P-K’s boiler room to hear the songs live. Mattila 
picked the best two of them for the next single. The 
qualified songs were P-K’s ripping garage blues ‘Bone 
Bone Baby’ and Espe’s pop tune ‘33/45’. As the trio 
– satisfied with the recording sessions – was getting 
back from the studio with the ready master tape, their 
faithful bandwagon Opel Record broke in the middle 
of the road. This time it was for keeps. 

Despite the promises, Eu-
ros didn’t manage to get an inter-
national distribution for The Kings 
of Hong Kong. The attention of the 
foreign independent magazines and 
moderate sales in their home coun-
try weren’t enough. Grinding their 
teeth, the trio tried to understand 
Väänänen. In the 1980’s the export 
of rock wasn’t a part of the Finnish 
record companies’ business scene. 
22-PP had to leave Euros.

In the autumn of 1988 Gaga 
Goodies, owned by Miettinen, 
who had founded the punk maga-
zine Hilse, released the single ‘Bone 
Bone Baby/33/45’. Miettinen, who 
had begun to like 22-PP’s garage 
after hearing The Kings of Hong 
Kong, had international connec-
tions, to Australia, the Promised 
Land of guitar rock, for instance. 
Miettinen talked about his sign-
ing to his friend Kari Pössi, who 
ran the Nixon club. A founding member and the ex-
chairman of NELTA, the society of live art of Nur-
mes, Pössi, now residing in Helsinki, ran a booking 
agency Piikkikasvi which he had founded. This was 
his primary job. The circles of the booking agents 
were small. Also Raksu Airaksinen would recom-
mend Pössi to the trio.

P-K: We looked at the map 
of Finland with Raksu and he 
showed us the towns where we 
could play. There were fifteen 
of them. The tour looked like a 
treadmill of a caged mouse. As 
we once again told about our de-
sire to play abroad, Raksu an-
nounced that his bread would 
come from Finland. We said that 
ours wouldn’t. 

To Kari Pössi the early 
22-PP was “a joke and horrify-
ing travesty of music”. Never-
theless, like Miettinen, he too 
had changed his mind about the 
band with The Kings of Hong 
Kong, and now he would gladly 
take the exuberant sounding trio 
under his wing. The other acts 
Pössi had signed were the bands 
from Joensuu, Kumikameli59 
(The Rubber Camel) and Neljä 
Ruusua60 (The Four Roses). The 

latter had originally been Talouskukkaro (The Econo-
my Purse).
Kari Pössi: I came to Helsinki to work and to try 
to get into some college to study. My own orchestra 
of those days, Lerssi, was alive and well. I tried very 
hard to book gigs for our band and sometimes I even 
succeeded, but the band didn’t turn out to be anything 

[59] See http://www.kumikameli.com/
[60] See http://www.neljaruusua.com/

My playing is a kind of anti-play-
ing, where you can hear a lot of 
hum and crackle. It doesn’t mat-
ter if the equipment crashes and 
bangs, as long as the sound is 
good. I’m not interested in hi-fi ma-
nia. An amp and an electric guitar 
is enough. Noise. It’s mystical and 
in appropriate doses refreshing. To 
step in front of the amp and to feel 
one hell of a sound coming out and 
to feel how the guitar vibrates. I 
feel at home in that din. To coun-
ter-balance it you need to have so-
me acoustic guitar playing. They 
say that goddamn Neil Young feels 
the same.
     I’ve never had a yearning to bre-
ak a guitar. I like my instruments 
too much and I know that I can’t 
get the same type anywhere. I also 
wouldn’t purchase cheap guitars 
just to beat the shit out of them on 
stage. I’ve seen that too, and oh my 
how wild, or mild, it is.

P-K:
 

O N  G U I T A R  P L AY I N G : 
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significant. The Kumikameli keyboard man Petteri 
Kukkonen played also in Lerssi. I was pretty excit-
ed about Kumikameli and wrote an interview about 
them in Rumba, among others. Every once in a while 
I even acted as their live sound engineer. After one 
gig in KY Helsinki, the Kumikameli guys Lajunen, 
Kukkonen and Koponen would come to me and an-
nounce that I am their booking agent. Without think-
ing about it too much I would say OK. Also Tuomo 
Turunen played in Lerssi, and with him I founded the 
booking agency proper. Tuomo had some business 
education and he had been an accountant at a butch-
ers shop. Tuomo ‘Tumppi’ Turunen would also act as 
the sound engineer of recently re-named Neljä Ruu-
sua. I heard from Tumppi that they might be in need 
of a booking agent, and so I started to harass Ilkka 
Alanko. In the early June 1989 we would start work-
ing together. Almost instantly after this, I would sign 
22-PP too.

They made the booking contract between 22-
PP and the limited partnership firm Piikkikasvi in a 
commune party in Kruununhaka, where Asko and 
Pössi, having drank some Jack Daniels, noticed that 
they thought about the booking business in the same 
vein. Their country roots would also unite them. Rak-
su Airaksinen thought that the change of firm should 
benefit the both parties. He could from now on con-
centrate on the career of the Agents, and in Pössi 22-
PP would get themselves a punk man, who also knew 
the appropriate national venues, and had some inter-
national connections in the independent market. 

  For starters Pössi booked 22-Pistepirkko and 
Neljä Ruusua in a four thousand marks bargain pack-
age for the youth halls and Live Music Societies of 
Finland. It was the heyday of small festivals and the 
Live Music Societies that often organised them. There 
were no other places that would open their doors for 
them, despite the success of The Kings of Hong Kong 
among critics and the top place in the readers’ poll of 
the Rumba magazine. The victory of the FRC was a 
real millstone on their back. The street credible rock 
bars and restaurants that featured live music wouldn’t 
book any bloody pied pipers. Without the Live Music 
Societies, 22-PP would have had very few gigs in the 
capital region. 

  As there were more and more gigs, 22-PP again 
faced a problem with the sound technology. There 
weren’t too many available skilled professionals in 
the live sound engineering business: Tuomo Turunen 
was getting so overwhelmingly busy with his firm and 
Neljä Ruusua that he wouldn’t have any extra resourc-
es left for the 22-PP gigs anymore. But the trio abso-
lutely wanted their own personal sound engineer, who 
would know what they needed sound-wise. As if guid-
ed by Providence, they would find that kind of a man 
from the gig of the group Maaseudun Tulevaisuus61 
(The Future of the Countryside) at Tavastia club.
Jari Tuukkanen: A student friend of my girlfriend 
of those days dated with P-K and they came to Tavas-
tia to see Maaseudun Tulevaisuus whose sound engi-
neer I was. P-K and I had a talk and he told me that 
22-PP needed a sound engineer. First we met just like 

friends would. We sat the evening through and P-K 
played their new demos. Then, when Tuomo Turunen 
fully left his job with 22-PP, I took up the sound en-
gineering job. 

Being a skilful technician, Tuukkanen could not 
only repair the instruments and amplifiers, but also fix 
22-PP’s often-unreliable gig cars. Tuukkanen’s baptism 
of fire was at the sold out May Day gig at the Ou-
lu YO-house Rauhala, where the audience would al-
ready hail the Pistepirkkos as the rock and roll kings. 
Tuukkanen was a merciless old school mixing console 
taskmaster, who could also use silence and nuances to 
his advantage. Because of Tuukkanen, the 22-PP gigs 
finally began to sound the way they should.
Jari Tuukkanen: P-K and I used to talk a lot about 
the way the guitars should sound. The song ‘Bare 
Bone Nest’ was a sound construction that became our 
live bravura. As P-K let the feedback roam, I made the 
sound circulate and mixed it with the sounds from a 
tape. We considered that with ‘Bare Bone Nest’ the 
audience would fall on their knees! I always used to 
say to those who asked something about this band, 
that 22-PP is a three-man symphony orchestra. Occa-
sionally they tread lightly, but after that they’ll speed 
a hundred kilometres per hour again. It surely took 
some continuous developmental work to hassle with 
them. For instance, I’ll always remember how Asko 
and I used to fix his synths in some hotel rooms. The 
brothers, particularly Asko, had a habit of “sneering” 
to the others by playing wrong things or changing the 
song in the middle of another.

In Tuukkanen’s opinion, the Pistepirkko show 
needed not only a diamond sharp sound department, 
but visual strength as well. Following Tuukkanen’s 
suggestion, they took Ilkka Paloniemi, an ex-punk 
drummer from Kemi, as a lighting director candidate. 
Previously Paloniemi had mostly done theatre light-
ing. His wife came from the same Kyyjärvi village with 
Tuukkanen. The brothers, who felt awkward with the 
“outside music” factors, wouldn’t like the idea. They 
thought that a good band wouldn’t need a light show. 
And the equipment expenses and lightman’s salary al-
so had to be taken from the band’s gig fees.
Ilkka Paloniemi: I had done theatre light jobs for 
Eastway, but I would rather do rock lighting and I 
liked the band of these guys. At first the brothers 
would be against the whole idea, but in the end Tu-
ukkanen would manage to talk them into it. Then, 
at their gigs, as the audience feedback mentioning 
the “superb lights” would begin to reach their ears, 
they would accept me in their team. In the beginning 
I would do their lighting in the traditional blue and 
red light rock style, but because I had a theatre back-
ground, I would think about changing the whole light-
ing system into a theatre style. These “artistic” lights 
especially would then prompt positive feedback from 
the audience. I had my first gig fee when they paid my 
parking ticket that came from carrying my lighting 
gear in front of Tavastia!

At first, for the lighting of the occasional gigs 
in Helsinki, a mirror ball and some precisely targeted 
spots would be enough. When Paloniemi signed on for 

[61] Maaseudun Tulevaisuus are a Finnish punk band. See http://www.students.tut.fi/~massa/maastule.htm
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three years with Leningrad Cowboys and thus could 
work for 22-PP only every once in a while, the band 
was without a lighting direction. But after Paloniemi’s 
total balalaika job, the 22-PP gigs had also moved into 
the larger, more showiness-demanding venues.

After Gaga Goodies had released the single 
‘Bone Bone Baby’, they didn’t hear anything about 
the promised international contacts of Miettinen. The 
months went by. Eventually the collaboration of 22-
PP and Miettinen, the eminent Finnish punk and big 
guitar man, came to an end – as fast as it had begun.
Asko: Miettinen invited us to his home. Our obses-
sion about going outside Finland hadn’t waned, quite 
the opposite. We would ask him the basic question: 
What are you going to do about it? He hadn’t done 
anything about it, so we would head for home. Miet-
tinen and his companion Ursula were nice people, but 
the contradiction between what Gaga Goodies could 
offer and what we were after was really depressing. 
Miettinen probably wouldn’t understand, why were 
so displeased of him. 

This time Lady Luck would ring up with the 
voice of Riku Mattila: he had just been named for the 
production manager of the record label Sonet. He 
asked if the guys would be interested in a recording 
contract.
Asko: We made a recording contract. Sonet had all the 
international connections and distribution channels. 
The contract turned out pretty lousy, for we didn’t 
yet understand how to think about the business side 
of things.

Espe: We had only few alternatives left to ourselves. 
We accepted the contract squealing with joy. 

Sonet that had released and distributed jazz, dit-
ty and blues, operating in Scandinavia and England, 
was a small-scale record company, founded by the 
Swedish music lover Dag Häggvist in the early 60’s. 
One of its most commercial artists was the “Swedish 
Elvis” Jerry Williams. In the 1970’s Sonet, in its home-
land, released, among others, Hurriganes, with a suc-
cess. Until 1983 Discophon handled the Sonet’s distri-
bution in Finland, and in that year, onto the side of 
Discophon, they founded Oy Sonet Suomi Ab (Son-
et Finland Ltd.) that had its own record manufactur-
ing business. Gugi Kokljuschkin, who had been the 
lead singer of the 1960’s pop group Topmost, who was 
named as the managing director of the company, was a 
music-loving businessman who knew the artists, styles 
and hit melody lines. Riku Mattila’s work in Sonet 
Finland included signing of new artists and producing 
records.
Gugi Kokljuschkin: We wanted Sonet Finland to 
have its own “surprising” character that it already had 
elsewhere in Scandinavia. During a palaver, Mattila 
would announce that a band called 22-PP is a must. In 
his opinion, 22-PP was a phenomenon that continu-
ously made everyone learn something new through it. 
“The guys are a little weird and their music is like that 
on occasion too, but they also have some super-me-
lodic tunes. Every now and then their playing is like 
scratching, but it has ‘something’ in it.”

In the 1980s the most conspicuous artist of Sonet 
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SEURAAVA SIVU: Equalizer-studiossa. Riku Mattila miksaa.

Finland were Hanna Ekola, the evergreen queen Paula 
Koivuniemi62, the Finnish rock band Kolmas Nainen63 
(The Third Woman) and the troubadour Pekka Ruus-
ka64. They allowed Mattila to glean the artists he found 
interesting – the artists of different styles – for his own 
sub-label Spirit. Alongside 22-PP the Spirit artists in-
cluded the folk group Värttinä65, and the noise bands 
from Oulu, Radiopuhelimet and Electric Blue Peggy 
Sue and the Revolutionions From Mars66. Although 
making money wasn’t the main purpose of Spirit, 
Värttinä’s album Oi Dai would sell an amazing 50 000 
copies in Finland.

  They recorded the new 22-PP album in a much 
more painless way than its predecessor. The collabo-
rators knew each other, the methods were familiar 
and the songs had been well practised in the rehears-
als. They made the recordings at the United Studio in 
Lauttasaari and Equalizer Studio in Töölönkatu67 in a 
couple of weeks. During the recording of the rhythm 
tracks they found some Indian tabla drums from the 
studio. With these Espe would beat mystical tension 
into the instrumental ‘Round Table Blues’, among oth-
er songs. The new songs varied from rock to country 
ballads, so P-K, who abhorred singing in the studio, 
had to vary his vocalizations too.

  As the recording and arrangement experiments 
went on, the producer-sound engineer Mattila would 
also start playing guitar and other instruments again. 
It was more important to make a record that would 
sound good, than to puritanically stick at the trio ex-
pression. One can hear Mattila’s playing in the ethere-

al country ballad ‘Shot Bayou’ for instance. The feed-
back-instrumental title tune ‘Bare Bone Nest’ that 
ends the album with sheer noise and creaking, reflects 
especially Asko’s world weariness of those days, and 
the trio’s Sonic Youth influences as well. P-K would 
experience the recording sessions of this song as nearly 
the happiest moment of his life so far.
P-K: We made only two takes of the piece ‘Bare Bone 
Nest’. All of our gear was at full volume, and when I 

walked near enough to the amp the guitar started shak-
ing! These two are rare among my guitar takes, for they 
went straight in.
Asko: Originally this song was music for a horror 
movie inside our heads. In the beginning it had a hor-
rifying organ riff and everything else. Then, with the 
sound tapes, we added into it a story about the way the 
Antarctica is shared between countries and companies, 
sliced and changed into rattling money. The guitar feed-

[62] See http://www.paulakoivuniemi.fi/ [63] See http://www.kolmasnainen.net/ [64] See http://www.elvisry.fi/032000/ruuska.html 
[65] See http://www.varttina.com/ [66] See http://rateyourmusic.com/view_albums/artist_id_is_46195
[67] Lauttasaari and Töölö are districts of Helsinki.
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back in that piece represents how, for instance, a penguin 
or a polar bear would hear the whole shebang in his ears.

The recording sessions were interrupted for a 
week, due to a gig trip to Sweden and Norway. The other 
group that went with them was a rock-performance act 
Motelli Skronkle (Motel Skronkle). The Stockholm gig 
venue was Trebacka, familiar from the previous trip. In 
Oslo 22-PP played at the Blitz-squat house, ran by anar-
chist punks and feared by the police, where, among other 
things, these anarchist punks had their own radio station 
and school. 

Motelli Skronkle was a theatre-musician group 
– founded in Kajaani – that specialised in an ape-man 
performance and convoluted rock music. The group’s 
guitar player was Petteri Rajanti, a theatre sound direc-
tor and the bass player Markku Peltola, who nowadays 
is known as a star of Aki Kaurismäki films. Kari Pössi 
and Rajanti knew each other from the band Lerssi, as 
Rajanti was also that band’s guitarist. Before this tour 
Rajanti had seen 22-PP once, at the Ämyrock festival 
in Hämeenlinna, where he performed as the bass player 
of Dave Lindholm’s band The Run Runs. Rajanti was a 
renowned blues man since he had been in Dave Lind-
holm’s band, but secretly he had always liked 22-Pis-
tepirkko.
Petteri Rajanti: During the gig P-K wouldn’t look 
at the audience, not even once. His gaze wandered in the 
distance. It seemed to me that the man was ashamed of 
performing, but the music was so weighty that he just 
had to play it. And the band played straightforward 
rock, not any pussyfooting!

In Stockholm the audience had clearly come to 
see 22-Pistepirkko, and they experienced Motelli Skro-
nkle as incomprehensible ape-man-messing-around. 
On a trip to Oslo they would switch the driver on the 
move. The car didn’t stop at once, but the one whose 
driving turn it was would just go to sleep, as the next 
one would take his seat. The inhabitants of Blitz greet-
ed Motelli Skronkle as their tribal brethren. But they 
would glower 22-Pistepirkko that played Hank Wil-
liams country in chequered shirts as if they had been 
some redneck band.
Asko: The thought about delivering a C&W show at 
the Blitz appealed to our sense of humour. In those 
days Motelli Skronkle would wear aboriginal cos-
tumes and paint their bodies in a wild fashion. Where 
they had an Australian drum show, we had some weird 
country show from USA. Maybe those punk rockers 
were somehow charmed by this Finnish “around the 
world” combination!

In Oslo the players were accommodated in ham-
mocks at the punk rockers’ homes. In the morning 
hours Espe had a nasty wake-up call when one drunk-
en inhabitant crashed on him and Espe fell on his back, 
hitting himself against the table corner that was under 
the hammock.
Espe: Next day my back was so sore that I couldn’t 
even tie my shoelaces. In the evening we had another 
gig and as I was delivering a fill behind my drum-kit, 
I couldn’t turn my head. But the hands would work 
just fine.
P-K: One of the hosts went berserk at night under the 

influence of drugs and he fussed around with an axe, 
shouting and threatening to trash the place and inhab-
itants. He would indeed have to break at least the door 
window of our bus.

While the band was touring, Mattila had gotten 
a test pressing of their single ‘Frankenstein’. Alas, the 
result wouldn’t please the brothers at all.
Asko: Riku got irritated. But finally he would ring 
and admit that we could do something. In the re-mas-
tering we speeded up the tempo of ‘Frankenstein’. 
We gave the tapes some artificial face lifting in other 
respects too, to make it sound wilder. After that the 
package was OK for us. Poor thing had gotten some 
electric shock treatment! It was an Orphan made up 
from bits and shreds, just like its famous model.
P-K: ‘Frankenstein’ got better as we treated it some 
more. The only not-so-flattering thing was that my vo-
cals sounded Donald Ducky, because the tuning of the 
song of course went up as we speeded it up. If one has 
to sell his own test pressing to himself, for instance, by 
appealing to the large amount of work that went in-
to it, it is a telltale sign of the fact that the record isn’t 
good enough after all.

We are good in creating strong musical atmos-
pheres and impressions. We can, for instance, make 
some pieces sound great in our own ears at the re-
hearsals, but very often at the studio they won’t make 
it as compositions and arrangements. How to solve 
this problem? You have to change the way you play, 
even turn everything topsy-turvy, after which, in the 
best possible case, you can reach that atmosphere and 

idea you had found at the rehearsals. Or maybe it has 
to be something more permanent, more original music. 
For 22-Pistepirkko, the distance of this path has always 
varied to a large extent, and our producers have been of 
great help in walking it through.

‘Frankenstein/Don’t Go Home Joe’, published in 
January 1989, was chosen as the single of the month by 
Rock Radio and several rock magazines. On the offi-
cial Finnish single chart the record was number three at 
its best.

Bare Bone Nest, published in March 1989, made 
22-PP a national favourite. The story goes that some 
teenage girls from Kerava had danced to that album so 
enthusiastically on a balcony of a block of flats that they 
had almost taken all their clothes off. 22-PP appealed 
especially to the artistic, soft-value supporting culture 
people and students. Thus they had lots of gigs at the 
art school and college parties, where in the front row, 
amidst the girls, one could see an occasional mop-head-
ed boy too, dancing. As their fame and gig venues grew, 
the rock figures and other back-patters approached their 
band that was now “cool”, but they would be rejected 
very swiftly. Why listen to the praise if the guys them-
selves didn’t consider 22-PP to be any good?
Asko: We weren’t satisfied because the record wasn’t 
perfect. ‘Frankenstein’, for instance, wasn’t as good as 
it could have been. And since the version on the album 
wasn’t perfect, we would hate it. This continuous aim-
ing at the best helped us to keep our feet on the ground 
in the middle of all that enthusiasm. Or, actually, they 
remained below the ground.
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I’ve been in situation in my life when every-
thing is gone but music. When I went to 
Danmark I thought I was never gonna return 
to Iceland. In few words; I didn’t go there to 
see the Queen or the Tivoli, I went there to 
die. My longing to life was disappearing. I 
thought I had lost my fight with this power-
ful drug addiction. I felt trapped, I couldn’t 
live without the drug and I couldn’t live with 
the drug. The music that I had with me was 
the reason why I didn’t give up. I had this 

strange feeling telling me that in life there’s 
more because of this music. I had three cd’s 
in my pocket: Tom Waits’ Bone Machine, Nick 
Cave’s Let Love In and 22-Pistepirkko’s Bare 
Bone Nest. Accidentally I lost them in one 
heroin ghetto in Istedgade before I turned 
back to Iceland, but my life has changed to-
tally since that. There’s a lot of things with 
big value in life; love, friends, nature and the 
truth. Today the songs that I used to listen in 
Danmark I call my »Oxygen Bullets».

..............
oxygen
bullets

..............
H J Ö R T U R

Franken-
stein
> > > > > >
ASKO: Very often our songs are 

born in the following fashi-
on: first we practise some cover song, 
which in our handling begins to get 
more and more features of its own. 
‘Frankenstein’ was born in the way 
that first we practised Muddy Waters 
song ‘Rolling and Tumbling’ and on it, 
with my keyboards, I played tentative-
ly the riff of the Billy Boy Arnold piece 
‘I Wish You Would’, which we then ar-
ranged to go with the song. The story 
is from P-K’s dream, where he and Bo 
Diddley were together in the nuthou-
se. The dream wasn’t a nightmare, but 
they had been very unsatisfied for the 
doctors wouldn’t let them out of the-
re. The staff had fed the patients tran-
quilisers. Bo & P-K had a band there, 
and among others, Frankenstein from 
the Shock comic strip horror magazine 
played in it. The film «One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo’s Nest» and the big Indian 
in it has influenced the story of this 
song. 

Along with the official 
Finnish gigs, Asko and Motelli 
Skronkle organised a short tour to 
support Greenpeace. The idea was 
to bring two peculiarly matching 
bands together, and after their per-
formance, the organisers would 
make speeches and introduce the 
subjects relevant to Greenpeace 
and nature conservancy for gen-
eral discussion. Although the tour 
was aimed at the student towns, 
the audience they had expected to 
be aware of the problems wasn’t 
generally interested in the envi-
ronmental politics at all. They just 
wanted to hear ‘Frankenstein’.
Petteri Rajanti: Pistepirkkos 
hated to play ‘Frankenstein’, and 
in many places the audience was 
very indignant when they didn’t 
play it. Sometimes Asko would 
ask the audience what they’d like to hear, and as they’d 
holler “Frankenstein! Frankenstein!” Asko would 
curse back to them: “Bloody hell we won’t play that!” 
After this Espe would just begin to sing some very 
shady and disgusting piece.

The environmental troubles and threats of the 
market economy really gave Asko a hard time. The 
interviews he gave for the national rock magazines 
were full of assertive opinions about the world going 

towards an inevitable destruc-
tion and ecological catastrophes. 
Asko and Petteri, who had gotten 
to know each other better during 
the tour, would often discuss the 
course of life and different philo-
sophical questions at their com-
mon sauna evenings, where they 
wouldn’t slop up too much beer.
Petteri Rajanti: We talked a 
lot about things that mattered to 
us. We would ask, for instance, is 
it possible for a rock person to 
have children, or do alcohol and 
drugs make any sense at all. We 
would think whether one could 
unite nature conservancy and 
playing. Is jazz fine music? Can 
one unite visual arts and music? 
Asko was and still is interested in 
different notions. One time I had 
just visited the Mänttä Art Fes-

tival68 and I was ranting and raving how great it had 
been. Asko, at his home in Kumpula, had made all 
kinds of sculptures out of lopped branches, and some-
where in the middle of it all he would just remark: 
“Art? Art is pretty nice.”

In its purest form rock is art that eventually al-
ways gets tainted by business. As the 1980s began to 
turn towards the end, the punk ideology started to 
wane also in Finland, and rock became a profession 

for many people. Asko nevertheless wouldn’t keep his 
mouth shut when he got a chance of questioning the 
commercialism of rock in public. But the journalists 
weren’t always so open-minded towards Asko’s opin-
ions. Radio City that was based at the Lepakko asked 
the trio to visit a live broadcast, where the ex-Musta 
Paraati (The Black Parade) vocalist Njassa began the 
interview by telling them that he liked the psychedelic 
rock shades of the album Bare Bone Nest. Alas, before 
the broadcast Asko had made his mind of the subject 
matter of that radio programme.

Njassa: On the previous Sunday there had been a 
public Kaivari festival at Kaivopuisto, organised by 
Radio City and Elmu. There were Coca Cola bande-
rols on the stage and to Asko it was a sign of Elmu’s 
selling its ideology. I would defend those advertise-
ments with the help of the high expenses of the festi-
val, but in Asko’s opinion no one would need spon-
sors because no one ever before had wanted them 
around. During the broadcast Asko got annoyed as 

I asked them about their album’s psychedelic influ-
ences. He started to give a terrible sermon about the 
commercialism of Radio City and Elmu. The man 
was indeed right – playing with money is satanic 
business! He would go on with his pontification, so I 
would just turn the microphone off and play the next 
song. At that moment I was pissed off to the extent 
that I asked the whole bunch to get the hell out of 
the studio.

Very soon the media incident was settled. In the 
next summer Njassa, who still was interested in 22-
PP’s music, booked the threesome to play at the Berlin 
Club he ran. At Botta, in the upstairs clubroom with 
a capacity for about 50 persons the trio played the so 
far best Helsinki gig of their career to nearly 100 sweat 
soaked people. After the three-hour plus gig that was 
stylishly wide, everyone there experienced “that some-
thing” as bright and beautiful.

[68] See http://www.mantankuvataideviikot.fi/english/index.html
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> > > > > >

Bone
 
Bone
 
Baby
> > > > > >
ASKO: This guy would like to do 

good things, but he feels 
himself to be only an insignificant 
cog in the machinery of the society. 
Eventually he plans to solve all his 
problems in a pretty corny way, that 
is, by gun. The song has some CLUM-
SY critique of the yuppie era in it.

> > > > > >

A Bare Bone Nest promo picture by Ben Kaila, taken in the back yard of

the Malmi house, a beginning of a long collaboration. 

  In early August of 1989 22-PP appeared at the 
Hultsfred festival in Sweden. The Finnish perform-
ers of that year also included Kumikameli (The Rub-
ber Camel) and EBPSATRFM from Oulu. The setting 
in Sweden was completely different from the Finnish. 
The hotel accommodation and back stage catering felt 
like paradise to the Finnish indie rumblers. According 
to Pössi, this crowded rock festival for alternative peo-
ple that later became the biggest in Sweden, selected 
their bands in an obvious way: the more perverse the 
band, the easier it would be to get a booking.

  Also Dag Häggqvist and Sonet’s office person-
nel in the other parts of Scandinavia got interested in 
the Bare Bone Nest album. The Sonet England man-
ager Rob Buckle heard the band’s music at the Midem 
fair and liked the single Frankenstein so much that 
he exhorted Kokljuschkin to get a rock video made 
of that song. Buckle thought that the single had some 
commercial potential and the video would support the 
marketing, at least in England. Buckle had a promo 
EP made up of songs from The Kings of Hong Kong 
and Bare Bone Nest. This EP was distributed also in 
Ireland. In England Sonet represented, among oth-
ers, the blues label Alligator, as well as Nick Cave’s 
and Depeche Mode’s indie-label Mute. 22-Pistepirkko 
became the first export article of Sonet Finland and 
Kokljuschkin.

  Riku Mattila already knew who Buckle was and 
in his mind the guy was an old school record business 
geezer, a “fuss”, who told success stories how he and 
the founder of Mute, Daniel Miller, back in the good 

old days, had searched for the licences for Depeche 
Mode’s debut album, and, for instance in America, had 
paid a pretty penny to the local radio stations to get 
them to play this synth-pop band’s records. Because 
of the licence and marketing work Depeche Mode in-
deed gained success in Europe and their records were 
played by the college radios in the East and West coast 
of the USA, appealing es-
pecially to teenage girls 
dressed in black lace.

If the rock export 
business was new in Fin-
land, so were the rock vid-
eos. Because there was 
no need for them, no one 
could make them. ‘Frank-
enstein’ found its direc-
tor in the person of Jou-
ko Seppälä, a TV commer-
cial director Mattila knew. 
The pressure was hard al-
so money-wise, for where-
as the making of the al-
bum cost 30 000 marks, the 
budget of the video was princely 100 000 marks. At the 
location set they had planned for the shooting of that 
video, Asko read the script that was handed to him, 
and walked out of there. They managed to persuade 
him back by appealing to the budget.  
Asko: I just wouldn’t have the poker face to say no. 
I was ashamed to be there when it was shot. As Mat-
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tila and I saw the final product, we could only say that 
it wasn’t any good. Seppälä had coloured our pop tune 
with futile and heavy elements. To him it was some kind 
of a trip to something “real”, a leap out of the advertising 
business world. Probably our explanations of the way 
we wanted the video to turn out were too muddy. Sep-
pälä just panicked when we didn’t like that video.

The band wanted to forget their expensive debut 
video. To get at least some kind of a product to send to 
Buckle in England, Asko and Riku Mattila made a cheap, 
surrealistic version of the material, where, among oth-
er things, effect balloons are bouncing, superimposed 
on the original picture. Occasionally the screen is dark. 
Seppälä, who owned the rights of the original material, 
didn’t like them playing with the picture, so they sent 
the original version by Seppälä to England. To outsiders 
the 22-PP debut video looked pretty nice, but the band’s 
self-criticism was indeed ruthless.
Asko: Our band wasn’t so naïve the video purported it 
to be.

Also the album sparked some international in-
terest, and Kari Pössi got an unambiguous commission 
from the band to organise gigs in every country where 
the album was distributed. Pössi, who knew all of the 
most significant alternative happenings in Northern-Eu-
rope, packed the threesome and their sound engineer in 
an airplane and headed for the Independent Days festival 
in Berlin. 22-PP was planned to appear at the “Scandi-
navian Nights” event of that festival. The arrangements 
were praiseworthy until Berlin, where some member of 
their group asked where the hotel was. Without making 

any great fuss about it, Pössi walked to the nearest pay-
phone to enlighten the organisers about their problem. 
The situation was settled in a swift and precise manner, 
germane to the Germans, and the hotel booking was clear 
in less than two hours. As the band was getting ready for 
their trial by fire, Pössi toured around the festival area 
and handed people the Bare Bone Nest album and info 
papers straight from his plastic bag. Although the Scan-
dinavian Nights was only one of tens of happenings of 
that festival, a pretty large audience had gathered there. 
During the evening of the event featuring mostly Swed-
ish bands people had started to walk out. The trio began 
to feel worrisome. As 22-PP eventually managed to get 
on stage at half past three in the morning, they played 
the most important gig of their career. Those who stayed 
would try to catch their breath: Unbelievable! What on 
earth is this band? Whence they come? One of the flab-
bergasted was a Danish booking agent Thorsten Hvass, 
who had stayed there to drink, lured by the free booze 
offered by Sonet.
Thorsten Hvass: A little earlier I had heard some 22-
Pistepirkko, as Pössi had sent me a promo cassette of 
Bare Bone Nest. The music sounded pretty weird, and I 
didn’t pay very much attention to the band. The cover of 
that tape was ugly too. When I saw Pössi at the Scandi-
navian Nights event, I would think: “What the hell, let’s 
stay and see the band.” But the gig was magnificent! It 
was the weirdest of the weird and the best stuff I had 
heard for a long time. After the show I would go and talk 
to the players, but they would be so shy that almost no 
words would come out of their mouths. Just like teen-

age boys on their first date. But the gig! It was something 
truly exceptional.

Thorsten Hvass, who had originally worked in 
the infamous Christiania district of Copenhagen as  
a gig-poster paster-upper, roadie and a punk gig organ-
iser at the seized houses, was back in those days already 
a well-known figure in the indie-network of Central Eu-
rope. Hvass, who, among others, had organised the Scan-
dinavian tours of Sonic Youth, Nick Cave and the Bad 
Seeds, The Jesus and Mary Chain, and Butthole Surfers, 
would naturally know also the record companies and 
booking agents of the genre. As the sweaty 22-PP got off 
the stage, Hvass stuffed himself in the backstage room 
and announced that he wanted to begin working with the 
band.
P-K: He had some kind of a street boy charm, and 
with that he convinced some, while alarming the others. 
Thorsten was like a used car salesman, a classic example 
of a guy that fusses around and tries to fix everything. 
We tried to understand what he was actually promising 
to us, and we thought that indeed we would need a guy 
like this.

After returning home, Pössi contacted Sonet, and 
Gugi Kokljuschkin gave them his blessing for getting a 
manager. Hvass, who had learnt his business in the punk 
school, hated all the big record companies, especially Son-
et that cooperated with the multinationals. Hvass wasn’t 
particularly enthusiastic about the 22-PP’s company, be-
cause Nick Cave, among others, had had some trouble 
with his record distribution under Sonet. When Kok-
ljuschkin personally rang Hvass to ask him to be 22-PP’s 

manager, the Dane informed him that he would need 10 
000 marks worth of exchange to cover the routine ex-
penses. As the sum appeared in the bank account of as-
tonished Hvass, he started 22-PP’s first official interna-
tional album license and tour arrangements.

Hvass’ strategy was the following: 22-PP would 
make it in Central Europe with the album Bare Bone 
Nest. The conquering-business would get started in 
Scandinavia, and from there they would go to Holland 
and Belgium. After this France, Germany, England, and 
the East Coast of USA would follow. They would seek 
publicity at the international music fairs, like the New 
York New Music Seminar. During their European tour 
the band would give interviews for the radio and peo-
ple would see them in the papers and on TV, in different 
countries. Sonet and ESEK69 would handle the financ-
ing. Hvass tested the band’s gig skills with a small tour in 
Sweden and at a club gig in Copenhagen. Pössi arranged 
the band Kumikameli to be their touring companion. 
The threesome, who weren’t so well versed with the tour 
life, would watch amazed as Kumikameli sold an enor-
mous amount of t-shirts after shows. 

They played Espe’s favourite Swedish band, 
Philemon Arthur and the Dung, frequently on the car 
stereo during their tour, and the band charmed the mem-
bers of Kumikameli to the extent that after the lot had 
returned to Finland, they couldn’t find the tape any-
where. It is of course possible that the cassette might 
have had found its way out of the car window onto the 
margin of some road, but the more probable explanation 
is that some guy from the Kumikameli found it. So, who 

[69] See http://www.gramex.fi/cgi-bin/iisi3.pl?cid=www2&mid=294&sid=170
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knows, maybe it is Espe’s fault that the band Eläkeläi-
set (The Pensioners), with its hefty load of Kumikameli 
players, currently touring Germany, sounds very much 
the same as the hysterical Philemon Arthur and the 
Dung. In Copenhagen, with Kokljuschkin, the local 
Sonet manager Cai Leitner and Dag Häggqvist would 
also visit the bands.  
Gugi Kokljuschkin: The Pistepirkko gig was en-
chanting and the hall was full of people. After the gig 
we all went to eat together and began to talk about the 
export business. Hvass would nag and nag about some-
thing to us, until Asko would get mad and take a knife 
from the table and say: “Thorsten, now you should 
shut up!” Dag Häggqvist baptised this first meeting 
with the name “the night of the long knives”. Later, at 
Sonet, we would call Hvass “The small baa-bleat-ram”. 
We held many negotiations with him about how the 
business of 22-PP should be handled, but he wouldn’t 
understand anything about our work. All bad luck in 
success and sales was our fault, although we sacrificed 
a lot of time and work in 22-Pistepirkko. Of course 
we too believed that the band would eventually break 
through.

According to Hvass the record companies always 
cheat. He had a vision how 22-Pistepirkko would be-
come a big name, and he didn’t care what they thought 
about him at Sonet. The manager and artists just had 
to be more cunning. To convince his shy and igno-
rant protégées about his dogmas he would give them, 
among other things, books like How to make it big in 
business. There were no real managers in the Finnish 

rock business. The only exception was Seppo Vester-
inen70 of Hanoi Rocks, who mainly operated abroad. 
The band thought that one part of the manager’s job 
was to defend the band, to put one’s foot down for the 
artist against the record companies and promoters. In 
Riku Mattila’s opinion, along with Hvass the interest-
ing “home-made aspect” of 22-Pistepirkko was lost 
and replaced by paranoid rock business thinking. Ac-
cording to Mattila, Hvass himself wouldn’t always be 
fully convinced about the success potential of his pro-
tégées.
Riku Mattila: Thorsten said that he liked the bands 
when they were either small or very big. Most of the 
difficulties would come when a band was somewhere 
in the middle. Once he would half-seriously tell me the 
cardinal rule he had learnt from these music business 
books: Never found a band with your brother!
Thorsten Hvass: Anne Lappi, the promotion man-
ager of Sonet Finland, did her job well, but her target 
area was Finland. I enraged Gugi many times, may-
be because I was a fool. The quarrels with Gugi were 
about the money, and about my mentioning something 
about his publishing firm Bark Boat Music. The man 
purchased all the publishing rights of the bands that re-
corded for Sonet ridiculously cheap! And yet I would 
always be astonished about how much financial sup-
port Finnish bands could get for their tours abroad and 
promotion. For instance, Jari Muikku of ESEK would 
help us a great deal. For one who was used to the Dan-
ish system it all felt as if the Finnish bands had been 
working at a sheltered workshop.

In effect the ESEK support would normally cov-
er the travel expenses to Denmark and back. In the 
summer of 1990 22-PP appeared at an open-air concert 
in Copenhagen’s Faelled Parken, and for the first time 
at Roskilde rock festival. In the same tent, just before 
22-Pistepirkko, one other Hvass protégé would play, 
that is, a Swedish s/m rock band The Leather Nun. It 
may have been due to the hilariousness that the leather 
outfits of The Leather Nun sparked in the trio, but no 
matter what, 22-PP took the audience of the white tent 
of Roskilde by storm, like any big group. The success 
was enormous: a 10 000 head Scandinavian audience 
would dance and jump the whole gig through, while 
the Asian born fans would wave cardboard signs read-
ing “The Kings of Hong Kong”.
Asko: After the gig we would sit in our hotel room 
and listen to the atmosphere. The white tent had gone 
crazy with us. The amount of energy was huge.

They had hired the sound engineer of the band 
Lapinlahden Linnut71, Antti Kirvesmäki, as their moni-
tor sound man, to assist Tuukkanen at Roskilde. Kir-
vesmäki, who also was the chief sound engineer of 
Vanha Ylioppilastalo in Helsinki, had once wondered 
about the band that had played there, opening their 
show with a colossal feedback cacophony. The song 
had of course been the bravura outburst of P-K and 
Tuukkanen, ‘Bare Bone Nest’. The brothers wouldn’t 
care about Kirvesmäki too much. They didn’t like 
all-around-men and the “official sound engineers” of 
Finnish rock scene. Espe, on the other hand, was on-
ly interested in the way the new guy would handle his 

business. In Finland the threesome held a palaver on 
Kirvesmäki, for they truly needed a monitor sound-
man, because there were more gigs and larger venues 
on the horizon. Espe, who had gotten quite familiar 
with Kirvesmäki during their trip, would notify that 
the man indeed was a true professional, and a jolly 
drinking mate to boot.
Espe: As the brothers mumbled about something I 
would announce that if we should let this guy to slip 
between our fingers, it would be a really colossal mis-
take. So we took Kirvesmäki into our band.

Kirvesmäki, who had done sounds for hundreds 
of world-class artists at Vanha, wasn’t too much shaken 
by the trio’s original and reserved personalities. In Kir-
vesmäki P-K gained an expert on guitar sound. The gigs 
strengthened the friendship that began on a technologi-
cal basis, gradually spanning their civil life as well. Kir-
vesmäki, who nowadays is one of the main sound engi-
neers of the band, has since the beginning enjoyed the 
continuous surprises of 22-PP’s shows.
Antti Kirvesmäki: Normally the bands have a 
ready-made song list at their gigs, but 22-Pistepirkko 
doesn’t have one. They have a written list for sure, but 
frequently it just won’t hold. Once they had already 
changed their opening song during the time it took for 
me to walk from backstage to the mixing console. We 
don’t always even know with what piece we should 
open the show! The brothers may also stay quiet after 
a song, waiting until someone in the audience should 
yell a title of a song, and then play the song requested. 
The band calls this the “Game”.

[70] Nowadays Seppo Vesterinen is the manager of HIM and Rasmus. [71] The name of the band is a based on the famous, old mental asylum of Lapinlahti in Helsinki. In English it means The Birds of 
Lapinlahti, where ‘birds’ of course can mean both the patients and the birds that live in the park and bay surrounding the hospital. 

The band has also made several comic TV-shows for Finnish YLE, like Monty Python in England. See http://www.lapinlahdenlinnut.fi/
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”In Finland those same guys who had put us 
down in 1982 were really enthusiastic. Are 
these the people we should conquer the world 

for, waving the Finnish flag?”

Wondering about the light of Reykjavik.

H vas s ’  p r o m i s e s  held good. Their dream of doing gigs abroad 
was realised, and the audiences there even liked their band. Because 
the reception in Scandinavia and Holland was good, they would head 
for Germany and France. The van trip to Denmark and back through 
Sweden was long and boring. To gain a foothold in Central Europe, 
their band would have to return there as often as possible. In practise 
this would mean a tour that lasted for a month, two or three times a 
year. Hvass suggested that the band should move nearer to the cen-
tral market area, and they promised to think about it.

In the summer of 1990 Pössi managed to book 22-Pistepirk-
ko for their first main stage festival gig at Mikkeli Dinosaurock in 
Finland. Their playing time was scheduled in the afternoon, and 
when the massive curtain went up, there appeared three musicians 
in the middle of an enormous stage. The rain halted, the sun began 
to shine, and as the gig was over, it started to rain again. In the same 
summer the French funk rock group Mano Negra – with Mano 
Chao, who nowadays is well known for his solo career, as their vo-
calist – came to play a show at Lepakko. Although Hvass ran the 

band’s Scandinavian tour, 22-PP had already made an 
agreement to play gig on that same night at the cellar 
of Kuvataideakatemia (The Academy of Visual Arts) 
in Bulevardi.
Asko: The Mano Negras came to see us from Lepa-
kko after their show. The drummer and the percus-
sionists watched astonished as Espe played his drums 
with the maracas, and the other band members were 
animated too. After we had played, the Mano Negra 
guys wanted to do a jam session with our equipment, 
and then they strummed all the punk classics through, 
for instance, the Stooges piece ‘Search and Destroy’, 
and other tunes like that. In the French vein, these 
misters would go on jamming for hours.

In the autumn, on 16th of October 1990, 22-PP 
started their first European tour in Dublin of Ireland. 
The next stop was Cork, where 22-PP, as YLE’s rep-
resentative, would participate on a national radio sta-
tion Euro Rock concert, with, among others, Les Sat-
ellites from France and John Wesley Harding from 
England. In Ireland Ilkka Mattila, a reporter from the 
paper Helsingin Sanomat (The Helsinki Times) and an 
ex-editor-in-chief of Rumba – with the photographer 
Jouko Lehtola – watched the band for a while.
Ilkka Mattila: The tour was long, but we only saw 
the gigs in Dublin and Cork. We were also attend-
ing when they shot a TV-gig for an Ire-speaking TV 
channel. In Dublin the club was pretty small and there 
were some people from the Finnish embassy. Proba-
bly they thought that they had come to witness some 
amazing art-export spectacle. After a couple of songs 
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My first recollection of 22-Pistepirkko might be from th
e time about 15 years ago. This was 

time before the specialised and local radio stations, s
o they would play much less rock 

on the radio than the Finnish evergreens. I was at home 
in my room, listening to a program 

for the young people where you could ask them to play yo
ur favourite song. I had a cassette 

ready in my little mono tape recorder and my fingers were
 on the rec button. I had the habit 

of recording almost every song people wanted to hear. P
robably the quality of my recor-

dings was the best possible! On this particular occasio
n I happened to record Frankenstein 

and despite my young age, I was immediately blown away.
 After this there’s a long break 

in my recollections. But when Radio Mafia started you co
uld hear more Pistepirkko stuff on 

the radio too. And in my teens I got my own CD player and
 this made possible to buy albums. 

If I remember correctly, Big Lupu was my first 22-PP albu
m; I bought it from Hamburg. I’ve 

bought all the other albums as well (except for Piano, R
umpu, Kukka) and I listen to them 

all the time. All these albums are unique and this is go
od. One of the best characteristics 

of 22-Pistepirkko is the fact that their gigs are guara
nteed to be good, but at the same 

time they surprise you. Every single time you will hear
 a version different than the ori-

ginal album version or a song that is not on any album. 
This is neat! 

 
////// / / / / / / / / /  -Hami .....

..........................................

First I heard the Bare Bone Nest album in 
1989. My good friend Palle had read a review 
from Danish paper about this twisted »David 
Lynch school band» and got exited. He bought 
the album and we were like what the fuck! It 
was rockin’ and it was poppish. It was some-
thing completely new, even if I could easi-
ly hear their inspirations. For the first time 
I saw 22-Pistepirkko live -90 in Copenhagen 
around Christmas time. They had very tight 
show lasting not more than an hour ending in 

..............
boot

legging

..............
A N D R E A S  C H R I S T I A N S E N

wild version of the ”Bare Bone Nest” track. 
It was a really good concert and we thought 
that these guys really have it! Next summer 
they played in free outdoor concert in Copen-
hagen’s Faelled Parken, and it was midsum-
mers’ night. Denmark had just won the Eu-
ropean football championship and every-
thing was very hectic in Denmark. 22-PP 
did a long set lasting for two hours. It was a 
minor stage and a lots of people. I taped the 
whole concert and later two takes ended in 

22-Pistepirkko’s live c-cassette. After their 
set in the park we went to talk to them, but 
their English was very lousy. They had hard 
times expressing themselves, but we shared 
jokes about music and they gave impression 
that they truly appreciated their listeners. 
Later I collected more of their performances 
and made probably the first »official» 22-PP 
bootleg-cd and sold it through Internet. 
 People have bought that in USA and every-
where around the world. 

the embassy folks would sit at 
the bar and complain: “How 
they dare to send something 
this awful to represent Finland 
in the eyes of the world!”

After the gig the YLE reporter Tero Liete 
moaned to Hvass the manager about the fact that the 
band didn’t have a working song list. In his opinion 
their set didn’t hold together, and he even predicted 
how “22-Pistepirkko, being the way they are now, 
won’t break through in the wide world.” At the same 
time Asko heard from two Irish girls that the unpre-
dictable and billowy 22-PP set had been fantastic. Af-
ter the gig, in the bar, Riku Mattila would eavesdrop 
the locals talking about the band’s performance. 

Riku Mattila: They liked them a lot, and someone 
remarked that the vocalist had a voice just like a wom-
an’s!
Espe: After a two-day ship-car-ship-car-trip the tour 
would begin at a club that was shabby and cold, with 
water and dog poop on the floor. The employees of 
that place went like oh really, so, from Finland you 
are, indeed, gee.

From Ireland they headed back to Scandina-
via, through Holland, Belgium, and Germany. They 
only had a small van and little room to use. To 22-
PP crew’s relief, there was always food and beverage 
available in the backstage rooms. Indeed, even the fact 
that every gig venue tended to have a backstage room 
felt like luxury to them.
Asko: We had Sössö Salminen with us, as a moni-
tor/driving/lighting/road manager. We sincerely liked 
him, and he did his job smoothly. But how talkative a 
person can be! We had to stop touring with Sössö, be-
cause he couldn’t hold his mouth!
P-K: It felt like they had been waiting for us at the 
gig venues. We never had felt like that in Finland. 
Nevertheless, we would be nervous as hell. On one 
evening the gig seemed to work just fine, but on 
the next it didn’t. We had been waiting for the tour 
abroad very ardently, and it was inspiring to go and 

play, for instance, in Amsterdam, but we weren’t sat-
isfied with the music of our band, not at all. Some 
time had passed since we had made Bare Bone Nest, 
and we wanted to offer something else, something 
timely.
Espe: We noticed that that on tour our basic lev-
el of performance should rise, so that almost every 
time they would be OK. Otherwise there would be 
too much bad mood in the gig bus. Good gigs make 
the life on the road festive and easy-going. After lousy 
evenings one would just search for nooks and cran-
nies within the bus, somewhere to hide because one 
would feel so miserable. 
Asko: I would dig my own foxhole with the help of 
drawing and I would insulate its walls with my head-
phone stereo. 

To Hvass’ joy and the band’s horror, in Finland 
there was already some wagging of the tongues going 
on about their conquest of Europe. After Hanoi Rocks 
had split up in the middle of their USA 
break-through-tour and after Smack, 
The Nights of Iguana, Melrose, and 
Hearthill had been disqualified al-
ready in the first round, it was impor-
tant that 22-PP should make it at least 
in Central Europe. Rumba published 

the 22-PP tour calendar on its 
pages and reported on the larg-
est gigs. The biggest fuss rose 
after Ilkka Mattila’s article “22-
Pistepirkko measures the world 

and itself” appeared in Helsingin Sanomat. In this arti-
cle, the grumpy group told about their realistic expec-
tations, whereas Riku Mattila, who had been in Ireland 
with the band, had somewhat more optimistic plans, 
although he too would think that one should uncom-
promisingly tread his own path. The trio was flattered 
about the whole page story in the Sunday supplement, 
but there was no reason to flaunt their band as a poten-
tial export item yet.
Asko: Nothing had happened yet! The magazine sto-
ries brought us more moneyed gigs in Finland and 
someone had probably bought our album. It was nic-
er to read lauding than crying down from the pages, 
but our feelings were mixed. We went like “wow” 
when Sonet UK’s Buckle thought that ‘Frankenstein’ 
could be a potential hit. In Finland those same guys 
who had put us down in 1982 were really enthusias-
tic. Are these the people we should conquer the world 
for, waving the Finnish flag?
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When I was staying at the Kajaani teacher 

school in the late 80s 22-Pistepirkko  came 

to play a gig at the restaurant Seurahuone. 

My student friend and roommate Janhunen and I 

of course wanted to see the gig. I had loved the
 

band ever since The Hong Kong Kings came out and
 I 

especially liked their country-influenced songs
. 

But in Kajaani they nevertheless played a rough
er 

“blues gig”. The gig was tight and intense, tho
ugh 

there weren’t too many people. I particularly r
e-

member Espe’s style of playing Bo Diddley rhyth
m by 

banging his tom toms with his maracas. Jantunen
 and 

I liked their show and immediately after the gi
g 

we were just about to leave to another restaura
nt, 

when we noticed the Pirkko guys standing in the
 

lobby, near the place where they kept the coats
 of 

the customers. The Pistepirkkos were in the mid
-

dle of some kind of a “crises”, since we heard t
hem 

arguing about the gig they had just played. The
y 

indeed seemed to discuss in a heated manner why
 the 

act on stage hadn’t worked. I just had to weigh 
in 

with a comment that in my opinion, the gig had w
or-

ked just fine and I also thanked them for this. T
hey 

seemed to be genuinely happy because of my comm
ent. 

I have this fragmentary recollection of the par
-

ticular gig by a sympathetic and humble band. T
hey 

would never jump around arrogantly in the backs
tage 

room because you couldn’t find some bloody mongo
-

mangos included in their rider. The band played
 a 

100% gig for a handful of people in the backwood
s 

of Kainuu and after the show they even argued ab
out 

it in among the audience! After a couple of year
s I 

saw their video Birdy on the MTV channel. I reme
m-

ber thinking that they of all people deserved t
his 

fame. They are the most sympathetic and straigh
t-

forward rock and roll group in the world. 

Mika Koskela, Vaasa
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One of the most sympathetic Pistepirkko gigs I’ve ever seen was the one at the 

long-gone Alibi. There was a motley crew of about 10 people that made up the 

so-called audience. The band came onstage and began to play silently that is 

characteristic to them. This happened when the guys still had the habit of 

changing places during different songs, Espe came to sing and to play that 

white Telecaster on Motorcycle Man while PK moved behind the drum-set. There 

weren’t too many cheers from the tiny audience and hence, after a few pieces, 

Asko would ask: “Hey, is our playing troubling you? We might as well play 
some more if that won’t give you too much trouble, but we can also stop.” 
I and some other guys would say (we wouldn’t have to shout, it was that 
quiet) that no, it’s OK, play some more please. The band ended up play-
ing much longer than two hours and every now and then they would play the 
songs we asked for. Asko told what some these songs were about. The at-
mosphere was very, very warm indeed.
                                                     Kai Lappalai-

On the first European tour in the autumn of 1990.

 Although the Iceland tour and the London gig they had planned for the spring 1991 were 
cancelled, Scandinavia and Holland remained on their list. France and Germany were new 
targets. In front of the famous Melkweg club of Amsterdam, there was a real throng of fans 
waiting for 22-Pistepirkko. One lassie had even made a large fan sheet from the picture of the 
band. It was superimposed on a flower-patterned wallpaper. Also in Germany and France 
the reception was warm. In France Hvass’ contact was Mano Negra’s promoter Bernard 
Pazden. Thanks to him, 22-PP would first play at the Rennes Trans Musicales Festival, the 
primary stage for those artists that aimed at the French market. The gig went well, and during 
the next spring the band toured the country for nearly three weeks. In the trio’s opinion the 
French were reserved, just like they themselves were, but sincerely interested in their music. 
Jari Tuukkanen: While P-K sang a country ballad the French audience hissed angrily 
to those that talked in the hall. It was nice to watch people’s expressions when in the next 
piece P-K would thunder their tooth fillings out! After the gig the folks came to say thank 
you and even shook our hands – they would do it to me too, although I am just a bloody 
sound engineer.

Despite the tour, Bare Bone Nest album wasn’t distributed in France. Hvass, who 
had gotten to know the record company Mute through Nick Cave, would harass Mute 
France. At first their attitude was reluctant, but the company representatives began to play 
a different tune when they got to know that along with the TV and radio interviews, 22-PP 
would also play at the Fnac multiple chain record stores and Virgin Megastores in Paris.

At home the daily chores were waiting for them, but their biggest dream was al-
ready fulfilled: their financial condition was so good that it was possible to quit the clean-
ing job almost permanently. According to Pauli Kallio, who had slaved away with the trio 
in the same firm, and who nowadays is a professional comic strip scriptwriter, with 22-PP 
it wasn’t a question about changing their values, although one of course had to make some 
compromises to earn his bread.
Pauli Kallio: I think that to the Pistepirkkos it has always been the most important 
thing to do what they find meaningful and pleasing, that is, music. It is nevertheless true 
that a musician or artist always has to “sell himself” in one way or the other. In the case of 
22-Pistepirkko, the music came and still comes first; the business would follow only after 
that. Cleaning doesn’t make anyone a grander artist.

B A N D   M E E T I N G
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Pössi and Thorsten do their jobs well.
Tuukanen is good. 
People in Europe like us.
Frankenstein was a mini-hit. In Europe it was an underground hit.
Bare Bone has sold OK, but the distribution isn’t wide enough yet.

BBB COMPANY
BBB The charter for foundation of our firm,
for the possible contracts.

The great expectations on us, both with the press
and the record company.

–– Let’s apply financial support from ESEK: record a more
expensive, bigger, better made album

- We have to refine the band, move onwards.
Synthetic, artificial: these would be the guiding principles 
of the album; electronic percussion, synthesizers, and bubblegum
music of the 90s with some acoustic guitar in it. From this slightly 
hysterical rock rumble peculiar to us, one could visit any place.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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